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ABSTRACT

The Great Commission has often been interpreted as a directive to colonize
people and subject them to our agenda. We interpret “make disciples of all nations” as
make other parts of the world Christian the way we are Christian. We interpret “baptizing
them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit” as compelling them
to repudiate any beliefs or practices that conflict with our understanding of Christianity.
We interpret “teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded you” as
indoctrinate them with creeds and catechisms. As a postmodern pilgrim, I want to
reframe the great commission as a great co-mission—a contemporary apprehension of the
missio Dei that recognizes the mutual interdependence of so called senders and receivers.
In Chapter 1, I outline the need for co-mission in a postmodern world and
introduce my particular context for ministry. In Chapter 2, I discuss a selection of
Scriptural texts that provide a biblical understanding of mission as co-mission. In Chapter
3, I review Christendom as a paradigm of power and counter this paradigm with a call to
repentance and resistance. In Chapter 4, I explore the expectations and outcomes of the
Protestant missionary movement to demonstrate how easy it is to fall into unilateral
understandings of mission that generate more bad news than good news. In Chapter 5, I
explore the ways in which the kin-dom of God as both “already” and “not yet” calls us to
embrace a betwixt and between approach to life in the margins. In Chapter 6, I move
beyond the deconstruction of modern missions and offer an oblique approach to mission
with special attention to the Bell Tower Community Café—a co-missional work in
progress in my current ministry setting.

xi

1. INTRODUCTION

On the Inside Looking Out
In my neighborhood, there was a church on every corner but I grew up on the
outside looking in. I was raised in a nominally Anglican home in the northeast part of
Winnipeg. My best friend belonged to a fundamentalist church. His collection of
Christian comics and Chick cartoon tracts piqued my fascination with faith, but I admit to
being a slow study when it came to finding a faith I could call my own. Despite
repeatedly praying the salvation prayer included at the back of his comic books and
tracts, I never felt like I made the connection. Attending church also did not work. By
high school, I grew frustrated with faith and left it behind, only to find it (unexpectedly)
before I received my high school diploma. The turning point for me was a Joe English
concert. The former drummer from Paul McCartney and Wings had formed a band that
played some of the best rock music I had ever heard and used that music as a platform for
personal testimony. When English, a rocker, told me, another rocker, what it looked like
to accept Jesus as savior and lord, it somehow made sense. I wound up backstage after
the concert, in a prayer huddle with the band, and my life changed forever. (In an ironic
twist of fate, Joe English has since repudiated his days as a rocker singing songs about
Jesus.)
My friends and high school classmates were shocked that their reprobate neighbor
had accepted Christ. They were likely worried it would not take, so they repeatedly
stressed the importance of joining a church. I found my way into a Baptist church, but it
was obvious from the start that I was not a typical Baptist. I was an enigma: I had entered
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their environment without the layers of cultural conditioning that the church normally
provided for lifelong adherents. Two years later, I transferred to a sister church on the
southeast end of the city that represented the innovative frontier of the denomination. The
innovation was mostly centered around expository instead of topical preaching and a
focus on Gaither Family choruses instead of traditional hymns. Once again, I was not a
great fit for this congregation. I became frustrated with the assumption that we had
something everyone else wanted or needed and nothing significant to learn from others. I
opted out of the adult Sunday School and small groups and went to work as a volunteer in
the church pre-school program (one of the most rewarding ministry experiences of my
life).
In my 20s, I completed an undergraduate degree in ancient/medieval history and
languages, followed by a graduate theological degree at our denominational seminary. On
the whole, my seminary professors and fellow students were supportive and affirming:
many of the professors came from outside the denomination and the student body was a
colorful mix of Baptist, Lutheran, and Methodist students who overlooked the theological
identity of the school in order to pursue graduate studies in an institution close to home.
However, upon graduation from seminary, I was almost immediately met with suspicion
from congregations who believed that our denominational school was too liberal and
produced graduates unsuitable for pastoring their churches. The longstanding sense of
disconnect between my denomination and me entered a professional as well as personal
phase.
I began ordained ministry in 1993 as the sole minister of a small, struggling urban
Baptist congregation in Winnipeg. The church was living in a time warp when I arrived.
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Founded in the early 1960s by German Baptist immigrants, it began to languish in the
early 1980s. By the late 1980s, virtually all of the children and grandchildren of the
founders had stopped attending the church. The congregation was facing imminent
closure, with the denomination hoping to sell the assets and plow the cash into newer
projects. However, the congregation resisted the call for closure and hired me to “turn the
church around.” Over time, I began to understand the expectations attached to that
turnaround: find new people to willing to attend Sunday services and adopt the beliefs,
values, and preferences of the congregation. Instead, I focused on revamping worship,
creating programs for kids and youth, and networking with the community.
Don Posterski and Erwin Barker had insisted that Canadians were asking,
“Where’s a good church?”—intimating that the decline in church attendance could be
reversed by providing Canadians with good churches instead of bad churches.1 I agreed.
As the new millennium got underway, the emerging church discussion gained
momentum. Churches were entering a postmodern milieu and discovering new ways to
attract people into the fold. It was my interest in the emerging church movement that
brought me to the Leadership in Emerging Culture doctoral program at George Fox
University.
I began my doctoral work with the goal of answering the question, “Where’s a
good church?” Over the following seven years of reading, writing, and experimenting in
the church, classroom, and community, I discovered a different question: “How do we
join what God is already doing in the world?” Or to use a theological form of the
question, “How do we participate in the missio Dei?” In actuality, the question had been
1

Don Posterski and Erwin Barker, Where’s a Good Church: Canadians Respond from the Pulpit,
Podium, and Pew (Kelowna, BC: Wood Lake Books, 1993).
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there from the moment I joined a backstage prayer huddle with a rock drummer living on
the road and telling stories about Jesus. He was living the answer, but I had missed the
question.
The missio Dei does not mean that good churches are irrelevant or unimportant. It
does mean, at the very least, that we need to rethink our idea of a good church from the
ground up. Leonard Sweet suggests that a good church is a Get Out Of Doors (G.O.O.D.)
church2—a missional turn of phrase that reminds us that we are sent out to the nations
(ta» e¶qnh, see Matthew 28:18-20) and ultimately to the whole world/creation (oJ
ko/smoß, Mark 16:15). Using pilgrimage as a metaphor, Sweet suggests that churches
can choose between embarking on the missional journey and collecting relics (fragments
from the road made sacred by memory and sacrifice) or abandoning the journey and
becoming relics.3
That said, we do not embrace the missio Dei to ensure that our churches survive
and thrive. The gospel asks us to accept a fundamental paradox—to lose our life in order
to find it (Matthew 10:39; 16:25; Mark 8:35; Luke 9:24; 17:33). The point is not to attract
people to church, but to attract people to Jesus. When Jesus is lifted up, he will draw all
people to himself (John 12:32). As Sweet notes, “Jesus is the attraction. Jesus is the draw,
despite all our time spent at drawing boards drawing up this appeal and drafting that
attraction.”4 As soon as our motive becomes attracting people to church, we lose our
connection to the missio Dei. When we lose our connection to the missio Dei, our
2

Leonard I. Sweet, So Beautiful: Divine Design for Life and the Church (Colorado Springs, CO:
David C. Cook, 2009), 66.
3

Ibid., 80.

4

Ibid., 19. 79.
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churches begin to wither and die. This is an insidious downward spiral: as congregations
begin to lose ground, they find it difficult to deny the self-centered agendas created by
instincts of self-preservation. Only a robust missiology can override these instincts and
reconnect a congregation to the missio Dei.
A focus on the missio Dei is not unique to this dissertation. It comes from a
growing body of discussion and writing on the topic known as “missional church.” In
1983, Francis DuBose asked the church to discover its “missional vision” rather than
reduce mission to an “elitist vocation” occupied by a few. DuBose believed the key to
discovering a missional vision began by returning to a simple understanding of mission
as “sending.”5 In 1991, Charles Van Engen published a popular book on ecclesiology that
encouraged local churches to think in terms of “missional intention,” “missional calling,”
“missional existence,” “missional movement,” “missional responses,” “missional
interaction,” “missional outreach,” “missional goals,” and “missional administration.”6 In
so doing, Van Engen attempted to convey the idea that a missional perspective could
shape a myriad of church structures and activities. Finally, when the seminal Missional
Church, edited by Darrel L. Guder, was published in 1998, the term missional became
closely identified with the discussion of ecclesiology, essentially tying the nature and
function of the church to the missio Dei.7

5

Francis M. DuBose, God Who Sends: A Fresh Quest for Biblical Mission (Nashville: Broadman
Press, 1983), 14-15.
6

Charles Van Engen, God's Missionary People: Rethinking the Purpose of the Local Church
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 1991), 67-70, 84, 141, 166, 179, 191; Both DuBose and Van Engen
are mentioned in Craig Van Gelder & Dwight J. Zscheile, The Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping
Trends and Shaping the Conversation (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2011), 44-45.
7

Van Gelder and Zscheile, 2-3. See also Cheryl M. Peterson, Who Is the Church? An Ecclesiology
for the Twenty-First Century (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2013), ch. 4, e-book ed.
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Although an excellent body of academic literature exists on the subject of
missional church, Leonard Sweet has provided a vivid metaphor for our need to
rediscover the missio Dei: he says we need to assume the missionary position—a
“posture that forces us to look at the world eye-to-eye and face-to-face without turning
our backs.”8 For too long the church has left people on the outside looking in; the time
has come for the church to find itself on the inside looking out.

The Great Co-Mission
How can the western church embrace the missio Dei in the twenty-first century?
My answer, in short, is to see the missio Dei as a great co-mission. The term great “comission” is an obvious play on words. Missionaries in the Christian tradition have
typically taken their marching orders from “The Great Commission”:
“Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching
them to obey everything that I have commanded you. And remember, I am
with you always, to the end of the age.” (Matthew 28:19-20; see also Mark
16:14–18, Luke 24:44–49, Acts 1:4–8, and John 20:19–23)
As will be discussed in chapters that follow, the Great Commission has often been
interpreted as a directive to colonize people and subject them to our agenda. We interpret
“make disciples of all nations” as make other parts of the world Christian the way we are
Christian. We interpret “baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Spirit” as compelling them to repudiate any beliefs or practices that conflict
with our understanding of Christianity. We interpret “teaching them to obey everything
that I have commanded you” as indoctrinate them with creeds and catechisms. As a
8

Ibid., 56.
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postmodern pilgrim, I want to reframe the great commission as a great co-mission—a
contemporary apprehension of the missio Dei that recognizes the mutual interdependence
of so called senders and receivers.
David Bosch was perhaps the most respected missiologist of the twentieth
century. One of his most-cited observations is that the missio Dei as God the Father
sending the Son, and God the Father and the Son sending the Spirit has been expanded to
include yet another “movement”: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit sending the church into the
world.9 My thesis is that our apprehension of the missio Dei is incomplete unless we add
yet another movement: a mutually transformative encounter between those who are sent
and the people who receive them.
As such, my thesis goes beyond the exceptional work of missiologists Craig Van
Gelder and Dwight Zscheile, who emphasize these six driving features of mission today:







The church in North America is located within a drastically changed context.
The kingdom of God needs to shape the identity of the missional church.
The church, with its kingdom identity, must live as an alternative community in
the world.
The Holy Spirit cultivates communities that manifest the kingdom of God.
Missional leadership needs to focus on equipping all of God’s people for mission.
The missional church needs to develop structures that reflect the missio Dei and
build connectedness within the body of Christ.10

My thesis also extends beyond the slightly more expansive groundwork laid by Andrew
Walls and Cathy Ross, who summarize the five marks of global mission as follows:





To proclaim the Good News of the Kingdom.
To teach, baptize, and nurture new believers.
To respond to human need by loving service.
To seek to transform unjust structures of society.
9

David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission (Maryknoll,
NY: Orbis Books, 1991), 390.
10

Van Gelder and Zscheile, Missional Church, 49-52.
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To strive to safeguard the integrity of creation and sustain and renew the life of
the earth.11

I agree with the above, but suggest that our mission work must also been seen as comission. As such, I am attempting to go beyond the scope of mission to the question of
participation in mission. As will be discussed in later chapters, a postmodern missiology
is both a polydox missiology and a partnership missiology.12
Leonard Sweet suggests that church does not need another reformation but a
reorientation toward “a living Christ who is active and at work in our world today.”13
Sweet sees evangelism as semiotics—reading the signs of the times—and believes it is
based on three premises:
Jesus is alive and active in our world.
Followers of Jesus “know” Jesus well enough to recognize where he is
alive and moving in our day.
Evangelists nudge the world to wake up to the alive and acting Jesus and
nudge others in the ways God is alive and moving.14
According to Sweet, it is the “height of theological arrogance” to assume that we take
Jesus to anyone: “You mean Jesus never arrived in the scene until you got there? You

11

Cathy Ross, "Introduction: Taonga," in Mission in the Twenty-First Century: Exploring the Five
Marks of Global Mission, eds. Andrew Walls and Cathy Ross (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2008), xiv.
12

The term “polydox” will be discussed in greater detail below (chapter 5). I have acquired this
term primarily from the edited volume Polydoxy: Theology of Multiplicity and Relation by Catherine Keller
and Laurel C. Schneider, and Mario Grau’s Rethinking Mission in the Postcolony: Salvation, Society, and
Subversion. The term is a composite of two Greek words meaning “many” (poly) and “belief,” “opinion,”
etc. (doxy). The above cited authors and I understand the “poly” part of the term to represent the diverse
contributions of those both inside and outside of the Christian faith.
13

Leonard I. Sweet, Out of the Question … Into the Mystery: Getting Lost in the GodLife
Relationship (Colorado Springs, CO: WaterBrook Press, 2004), 9. The book has since been republished
under the title, What Matters Most: How We Got the Point but Missed the Person.
14

Leonard I. Sweet, Nudge: Awakening Each Other to the God Who's Already There (Colorado
Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 2010), 65.
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mean Jesus wasn’t present until I showed up?”15 Greg Paul, an inner-city minister in
Toronto and the author of God in the Alley, began his ministry with the singular notion
that he brought Jesus to people in the alley, but realized in time that people in the alley
also brought Jesus to him. This was especially true in situations where the brokenness of
others manifested the humble and humiliated Christ depicted in the Scriptures. For Greg
Paul, Christ became present to him in “the least of these” (Matthew 25:34-40).16 This is
one of the greatest gift that others offer to us: the presence of Christ, often in the midst of
their suffering and brokenness. It is through them that a gospel of taking up our cross and
following Jesus is (re)preached to us.
We stunt the missio Dei and shortchange our experience of the kin-dom of God if
the contribution of any party is overlooked. Thus, a great co-mission is bilateral: good
news is mostly completely good news when it is reciprocal. As such my willingness to
receive good news from others is just as critical as my desire to present it to them. I
attempt to make my case in the remaining chapters as follows:




In Chapter 2, I discuss a selection of texts that provide a Scriptural context for an
understanding of mission in a postmodern (post-Christendom/postcolonial)
context. I also discuss a postmodern (or perhaps post-liberal) approach to reading
and interpreting Scripture that contributes as much as the texts themselves to the
Scriptural context for a great co-mission.
In Chapter 3, I review Christendom as a paradigm of power and counter this
paradigm with a call to repentance and resistance. This chapter draws a sharp
distinction between the kin-dom of God and the kingdoms of this world, and
argues that the transfer of allegiance from the latter to the former is paramount.
However, this chapter does not draw a distinction when it comes to those in need
of this conversion: western churches may find themselves in need of conversion
as much as anyone else (perhaps more so). In this sense, the Great Commission is
15

16

Ibid., 70.

Greg Paul, God in the Alley: Being and Seeing Jesus in a Broken World (Colorado Springs, CO:
WaterBrook Press, 2004). Paul’s stories of Neil (pp. 11ff.) and of Mutt and Wendy (pp. 40ff.) serve as
poignant illustrations of this realization.
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a great co-mission because those who send and receive the gospel (continually)
need to be converted.
In Chapter 4, I explore the Protestant missionary movement as a unilateral/nonreciprocal approach to mission. At one level, this chapter is a critique of colonial
missions, but it is much more a call to embrace a postcolonial perspective that
recognizes the importance of all parties to each other—a partnership missiology,
which is another way of saying co-mission. Mission is not a one-way (let alone
one-time) proclamation event; it is an ongoing relationship in which so-called
senders and receivers negotiate how good news is manifested in their time and
place. Furthermore, as we in a postcolonial context come to grips with darker
elements of our colonial legacy we will discover that mission, going forward, is
not only outreach but also inreach. We need the contribution of those on the
receiving end of colonial missions to help us find our way back to the good news.
In Chapter 5, I explore the ways in which the kin-dom of God as both “already”
and “not yet” calls us to embrace a betwixt and between approach to life.
Although we live in the kingdoms of the world, we are citizens of a heavenly kindom. This has been a difficult stance for the western church to embrace. Using
insights gleaned from cultural anthropology, I suggest that we move to the
cultural crossroads, borderlands, and fronteras of our world because it is here that
we find the paradoxes, ironies, and creative potential that help us apprehend the
kin-dom of God.
In Chapter 6, I take the insights gleaned from previous chapters to move beyond
the deconstruction of modern missions and provide examples of an oblique
approach to mission. Special attention is given to the Bell Tower Community
Café—a co-missional work in progress in my current ministry setting..

Churches (Conservative and Liberal) Aren’t Growing
My current context for paid accountable ministry is the United Church of Canada
(UCCan). It is the largest mainline Protestant denomination in Canada, the home of the
social gospel movement in Canada, and the pre-eminent proponent of liberal theology in
Canada. The UCCan was formed in 1925 as a merger of Methodist, Presbyterian, and
Congregationalist churches and at its conception reflected a mixture of evangelical piety,
Victorian social values, and British patriotism. Because it represented such a large swath
of English-speaking Canada, the UCCan enjoyed a unique relationship with provincial
governments in organizing education, social services, and health care. As church
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historian Don Schweitzer notes, the denomination had heady aspirations of becoming the
de facto national church of Canada, enhancing national and social stability, guiding the
country’s conscience, and making Canada a legitimate model for the entire world.17
Indeed, this aspiration is reflected in its 1925 Basis of Union: “It shall be the policy of
The United Church to foster the spirit of unity in the hope that this sentiment of unity
may in due time, so far as Canada is concerned, take shape in a Church which may
fittingly be described as national.”18
However, this preferential relationship between the UCCan and Canadian political
power began to break down in the second half of the 1960s as the federal government of
Canada moved beyond its British roots to an official recognition Canada’s emerging
multicultural makeup. With a new national doctrine of multiculturalism, Protestantism
became only one option among a few religious beliefs, and religious belief itself became
less predominant in an increasingly secularized culture.19 This created an identity crisis
for the UCCan, which was followed by a crisis in growth and economic viability. Prior to
the crisis, the UCCan had numbered over one million members, with an increase of over
250,000 members from 1945-1960. In fact, growth had exceeded projections through
much of the 1950s. Between 1950 and 1952, the UCCan established 200 instead of the
expected 150 planned congregations in the rapidly expanding suburbs of Canada. By the
1960s, the church was in free fall. Today, the population UCCan has an inverse
17
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relationship with the population of Canada: as the national population continues to grow,
UCCan membership continues to shrink—declining from a high of 1.1 million members
in 1965 to approximately 500,000 members in 2010. Churches are closing, congregations
are merging, and new congregations are an anomaly. Furthermore, there is no consensus
on what the future of the church will be. As church historian John Young notes,
The vision of becoming a “national” church is exhausted, yet nothing has
taken its place to articulate a distinctive purpose for The United Church of
Canada in the way that it did. One could say that the United Church is now
in a liminal state, out of its former stable and publicly recognized social
role and sense of self, but not yet in a new one.20
After more than four decades of decline, the UCCan is still searching for an identity, in
part because it is not yet ready to surrender the identity of dominance it enjoyed during
the heyday of its growth.
People within and without the UCCan blame its decline on its liberal theology.
They point to the massive growth of conservative megachurches as proof that a
conservative set of beliefs is necessary in order to survive and thrive. The notion that
conservative theology produces growing churches is well entrenched. The most notable
proponent of this theory is Dean M. Kelley. Commissioned by the National Council of
Churches in the early 1970s, Kelly documented the post-war decline of American
churches in a landmark study originally published in 1973. He noted that at least ten of
the largest Christian denominations in the country who had a combined membership of
over 77 million people in 1967 had fewer members in 1968, and ever fewer in 1969. Prior
to this downward trend, most of these denominations had grown uninterruptedly since
colonial times. Now, they were reversing a pattern of two centuries, declining in size as
20
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the population of America increased.21 Kelley called this phenomenon “descending the
up escalator.”22 The phenomenon produced a domino effect of negative consequences:
decreases in membership led to decreases in contributions, which led to sharp cutbacks in
the budgets of denominational agencies and administrative headquarters.23
Kelley observed that conservative churches seemed immune to the decline
experienced by liberal churches, and attributed their vitality to the demands they made of
believers in terms of doctrine and behavior. Kelley further observed that the conservative
churches remained viable despite the apparent distaste for dogmatism evident in
twentieth-century society: “Amid the current neglect and hostility toward organized
religion in general, the conservative churches, holding to seemingly outmoded theology
and making strict demands on their members, have equaled or surpassed in growth the
early percentage increases of the nation’s population.”24
Things have changed since Kelley first published his analysis. As the twenty-first
century entered its second decade, statistics showed that conservative churches were also
in decline. In Christianity After Religion, Butler Bass notes that churches in the Southern
Baptist Convention, the Lutheran Church (Missouri Synod), and the conservative
Presbyterian Church in America have recently reported losses that resemble the declines
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of mainline churches in the 1970s.25 In a similar fashion, Robert Putnam and David
Campbell, authors of American Grace, have warned that churches fed by the rise of
evangelicalism and the Religious Right in the 1970s and 1980s are now losing younger
generations that disavow the conflation of religion and conservative politics.26 These
observations are borne out by figures from the 2011 and 2012 editions of the Yearbook of
American and Canadian Churches. For example, the Lutheran Church (Missouri Synod)
reported 2,312,111 members for the 2011 Yearbook (down 1.08% from the previous
year), and 2,278,586 members for the 2012 Yearbook (down 1.45% from the previous
year). The Southern Baptist Convention reported 16,160,088 members for the 2011
Yearbook (down .42% from the previous year) and 16,136,044 members for the 2012
Yearbook (down .15% from the previous year). The 2012 figures represent the fourth
straight year of decline for the Southern Baptist Convention. The 2012 Yearbook also
records the Catholic Church at 68,202,492 members, a decline of .44% from the previous
year.27
Diana Butler Bass believes that the western world is in a great religious
recession—a bear market.28 In 2009, Newsweek reported on two major polls in American
religion, which found that the percentage of people who identified themselves as
Christians had fallen from 86% to 76% between 1990 and 2006. Meanwhile, the
25
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percentage of people who claimed they were not affiliated with any particular faith
doubled from 8% to 16%, while the number of people who describe themselves as atheist
or agnostic increased from one million to nearly 3.6 million.29 The downward trends are
also well-established in Canada. Reginald Bibby, a Canadian sociologist, notes that 60%
of Canadians attended worship services on a weekly basis around 1950 (a figure higher
than that of the United States at 50%). The number had dropped to 30% by 1975.
Mainline Protestants (the United Church, Anglicans, Presbyterians, and Lutherans), along
with the Roman Catholic Church in Quebec, experienced the strongest and earliest
declines. However, conservative churches were not exempt for long. Once the baby
boomers came of age, churches of all theological stripes began to experience “the great
Canadian attendance drop-off.” In 1975, when the oldest Canadian baby boomers were
just turning 30, only 15% were attending services weekly, compared to 37% of their
parents, grandparents, and others born before 1945.30 Not surprisingly, the children and
grandchildren of baby boomers display similar low rates of church attendance. In fact, the
proportion of 15-to19-year-olds in Canada who have “never” attended religious services
nearly doubled between 1984 and 2008—from 28% to 47%.31
Canada’s 2011 National Household Survey reported that about 22,102,700, or
two-thirds of Canada's population (67.3%), say they are affiliated with a Christian
religion. More noteworthy, however, is that approximately 7,850,600 people, or nearly
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one-quarter of Canada's population (23.9%) identify themselves as “nones”—i.e., they
have no religious affiliation. This figure is up from 16.5% a decade earlier, as recorded in
the 2001 Census.32 A Forum Research Poll commissioned by The National Post reveals
similar trends. Almost half (42%) of Canadian adults ages 18-34 do not attend church,
whereas 82% of adults over 65 do attend church. Only 33% of adults ages 18-34 consider
themselves religious—the number is double (66%) for adults over 65. The gap narrows
somewhat when people are asked if they identify themselves as spiritual: 52% of adults
ages 18-34 answer affirmatively, compared to 70% of adults over 65. Atheism is also
more prevalent among young adults: 27% of adults ages 18-34 do not believe in God,
compared to only 16% of those over 65.33

Moving beyond the Conservative/Liberal Divide
Despite the declines experienced by both conservative and liberal churches,
Kelley’s theory on conservative church growth remains popular with conservatives today.
R. Albert Mohler, Jr., president of Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (Louisville,
KY) quotes Kelley at length, insisting that we must define salvation in exclusivist terms:
“Do we believe that the message of the Gospel is the only message that offers
salvation?”34 Mohler is no mere pragmatist. Although he is concerned with numbers,
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numbers are secondary to biblical commitment: “The rigor, ardor, and energies of
evangelical churches must not be held merely in a desire to hold to a form of religion that
will grow, but in a biblical commitment to hold fast to the truth of the Gospel and to
share that saving truth with the whole world.”35
Despite Mohler’s conservative zeal, it may be time to move past the
conservative/liberal divide. In a follow-up publication entitled “Why Conservative
Churches Are Still Growing,” Kelley clarified his original thesis by indicating a
preference for the adjective “strict” rather than “conservative” to describe growing
churches. He also explained that the declines in membership had less to do with
conservative vs. liberal theology and more to do with liberal clergy defaulting to a nontheological form of social action rather than promoting evangelism, worship, teaching,
etc. that encouraged adherents to see life as meaningful “in ultimate terms.”36
David Brooks, author of The Social Animal and an op-ed columnist for The New
York Times, makes a similar point in his criticism of the award-winning musical, The
Book of Mormon. He objects to the musical’s underlying message that religion is a force
for good only when people take religious teaching metaphorically and not literally, agree
that all religions ultimately preach love and service, and practice their faith openmindedly and are tolerant of different beliefs.37 Brooks insists that the moral of The Book
of Mormon is “not quite true” because “Vague, uplifting, nondoctrinal religiosity doesn’t
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actually last.”38 According to Brooks, the religions that succeed are the ones that have
exactly what the musical derides:
The religions that grow, succor and motivate people to perform heroic acts
of service are usually theologically rigorous, arduous in practice and
definite in their convictions about what is True and False.
…
Rigorous theology provides believers with a map of reality. These maps
may seem dry and schematic—most maps do compared with reality—but
they contain the accumulated wisdom of thousands of co-believers who
through the centuries have faced similar journeys and trials.39
While I disagree with Brooks in the details, his call for rigorous theology is one that is
being issued from both sides of the conservative/liberal debate.
Liberal theologian Gary Dorrien openly faults liberal theology for emphasizing
“liberal” at the expense of “theology.” As the twentieth century progressed, liberal
theologians promoted a mostly secular approach to religion, wrapped in sterile
intellectualism, bourgeois reformism, and pale idealism. Seeing itself as eminently
magnanimous in its inclusiveness, liberal theology simply universalized the theories and
experiences of white, male, heterosexual, middle-class academics.40 By the 1970s,
secular, liberationist, and postmodern trends on the one hand, and the backlash of
hardline conservative politics and religion on the other hand, squeezed out liberal
theology. In effect, liberal theology became a cultural relic.41 Dorrien feels the recovery
of liberal theology is dependent upon the revival of spiritual conviction, evangelical
energy, and focus on the gospel:
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To put it bluntly, liberal theology has broken beyond its academic base
only when it speaks with spiritual conviction about God's holy and
gracious presence, the way of Christ, and the transformative mission of
Christianity. That is not how a great deal of liberal theology has spoken
over the past generation, to the detriment of liberal theology as a whole. In
the past a spiritually vital evangelical liberalism sustained religious
communities that supported the entire liberal movement. What would the
social gospel movement have been without its gospel-centered preaching
and theology? What would the Civil Rights movement have been without
its gospel-centered belief in the sacredness of personality and the divine
good?42
Dorrien notes that the social gospelers made room for the authority of Christian
experience and were motivated by their own “deep grounding in Bible study, family
devotions, personal prayer, and worship.”43 This matters more, he argues, than trying to
prove the relevance of theology or its legitimacy as an academic subject.44
Ross Douthat, former senior editor at The Atlantic and author of Bad Religion:
How We Became a Nation of Heretics is a conservative who agrees with Dorrien on the
constructive social legacy of the liberal church: “The defining idea of liberal
Christianity—that faith should spur social reform as well as personal conversion—has
been an immensely positive force in our national life.”45 Furthermore, while Douthat
notes that the most successful Christian bodies have been politically conservative, he is
disturbed by their theological shallowness—a criticism that he does not levy against the
liberal church. If the criticisms of Dorrien and Douthat are considered together, the way
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forward entails a spiritual passion that is fuelled by deep theological awareness, rather
than doubling down on the liberal versus conservative debate.

Getting Past “Stalled and Dissatisfied”
Deep theological awareness may prove to be a difficult sell for experienced
churchgoers, especially for those whose church experience has been characterized by a
de-emphasis on theology, or worse, a preoccupation with branding oneself as
conservative or liberal. However, a growing dissatisfaction with the status quo suggests
that western churchgoers may be looking for change.
The call for change has been highlighted by one of the most successful churches
of the twentieth century. Bill Hybels founded Willow Creek Community Church46 in
1975 with the intention of turning “irreligious people into fully devoted followers of
Jesus Christ.”47 Willow Creek reinvented worship with live bands, dramas, multimedia
accouterments, and accessible theological content in an unconventional meeting space
(e.g., Willow Creek Theatre, later replaced by a series of expanding non-traditional
structures). Hybels called this a “seeker-sensitive” approach to church. Due to its
effectiveness in attracting significant numbers of attenders, Willow Creek’s approach has
been practiced, promoted, investigated, and imitated for nearly four decades, particularly
within the evangelical community. In 1992, the Willow Creek Association (WCA) was
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founded to share the seeker-sensitive approach with other ministries. By 2007, the WCA
had grown to 12,000 members in 90 denominations and 45 countries.48
During a 2007 keynote presentation, Hybels suggested something had gone awry
with the mission of Willow Creek. Hybels announced they had “made a mistake.”49
Willow Creek’s Executive Pastor, Greg Hawkins, expanded on this comment by
revealing that the high volume of programming offered by Willow Creek had failed to
produce increasing levels of participation in Willow Creek services and that their
programs did not guarantee “someone's becoming more of a disciple of Christ” (which
Hawkins defined as “whether they love God more or they love people more).”50 This
announcement was prompted by the results of Willow Creek self-study published in
Reveal: Where Are You? The book begins with the following dire confession from
Hybels:
… you can imagine my reaction when three people whose counsel I value
told me that the local church I’ve been pastor of for more than three
decades was not doing as well as we thought when it came to spiritual
growth.
As if that wasn’t bad enough, they said this wasn’t just their opinion. It
was based on scientific research. Ouch.51
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Based on a comprehensive survey of 11,000 people from Willow Creek and six other
congregations,52 the study revealed that more than 25% of church attenders who
identified themselves as “close to Christ” and “Christ-centered” felt they were either
spiritually stalled or dissatisfied with the role of the church in their spiritual growth.53
Also significant: 25% of the “stalled” segment and 63% of the “dissatisfied” segment had
contemplated leaving the church.54 In other words, Willow Creek and WCA churches
were not only failing to spur spiritual growth, but also experiencing disaffection among a
significant number of adherents.
In response, Hybels stressed that leaders needed to reframe the expectations and
demands of church-goers. Specifically, he suggested that church-goers be trained not to
expect spiritual nourishment from the church, but accept responsibility for attending to
their own spiritual development:
What we should have done when people crossed the line of faith and
become Christians, we should have started telling people and teaching
people that they have to take responsibility to become “self feeders.” We
should have gotten people, taught people, how to read their Bible between
service, how to do the spiritual practices much more aggressively on their
own.55
Hybels’ comments were reinforced by the Reveal publication, which took a stand against
depending on the church for spiritual growth:
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We want to move people from dependence on the church to a growing
interdependent partnership with the church. We have to let people know
early on in the journey that they need to look beyond the church to grow.
Getting a weekly dose or two of what the church has to offer (even if it is
great) will never be sufficient spiritual nutrition for survival, let alone
growth. Our people need to learn to feed themselves through personal
spiritual practices that allow them to deepen their relationship with
Christ.56
Hybel’s remarks led several commentators to accuse him of missing the point. Mark
Galli, writing for Christianity Today, suggested that Hybels refrain from shifting the
expectation of his congregation elsewhere and deliberately embrace the failure to meet
expectations as the sign of a deeper, more-pressing problem (and opportunity):
… I wonder if these fully-devoted followers are overlooking something
right before their very eyes. The church, they say, no longer feeds them.
Well, what better place to learn to serve selflessly than in a place from
which one doesn't receive much at all! Is this not a nearly perfect place for
mature followers to crucify the self that demands we keep looking at our
spiritual navels, and instead give our lives to others, that they might grow
in their faith?57
In effect, Galli was suggesting that spiritual growth may not only be a question of “being
fed,” but also a question of getting spiritual exercise—flexing one’s spiritual muscles in
ministry to others.
Galli’s point is a difficult one for western churches to accept and implement.
Churches expends virtually all of their money, time, and energy on the demands of those
inside the congregation, which Thom Rainer describes as “inwardly obsessed.” An
inwardly obsessed church is characterized as follows:
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1. Worship wars. One or more factions in the church want the music just the way
they like it. Any deviation is met with anger and demands for change. The order
of service must remain constant. Certain instrumentation is required while others
are prohibited.
2. Prolonged minutia meetings. The church spends an inordinate amount of time in
different meetings. Most of the meetings deal with the most inconsequential
items, while the Great Commission and Great Commandment are rarely the topics
of discussion.
3. Facility focus. The church facilities develop iconic status. One of the highest
priorities in the church is the protection and preservation of rooms, furniture, and
other visible parts of the church’s buildings and grounds.
4. Program driven. Every church has programs even if they don’t admit it. When we
start doing a ministry a certain way, it takes on programmatic status. The problem
is not with programs. The problem develops when the program becomes an end
instead of a means to greater ministry.
5. Inwardly focused budget. A disproportionate share of the budget is used to meet
the needs and comforts of the members instead of reaching beyond the walls of
the church.
6. Inordinate demands for pastoral care. All church members deserve care and
concern, especially in times of need and crisis. Problems develop, however, when
church members have unreasonable expectations for even minor matters. Some
members expect the pastoral staff to visit them regularly merely because they
have membership status.
7. Attitudes of entitlement. This issue could be a catch-all for many of the points
named here. The overarching attitude is one of demanding and having a sense of
deserving special treatment.
8. Greater concern about change than the gospel. Almost any noticeable changes in
the church evoke the ire of many; but those same passions are not evident about
participating in the work of the gospel to change lives.
9. Anger and hostility. Members are consistently angry. They regularly express
hostility toward the church staff and other members.
10. Evangelistic apathy. Very few members share their faith on a regular basis. More
are concerned about their own needs rather than the greatest eternal needs of the
world and community in which they live.58
Inward obsession is not necessarily a new or uniquely western phenomenon. Ed Stetzer
draws a provocative parallel between contemporary western churches and the church at
Jerusalem, which was the center of the Christian movement in its earliest days. The
outpouring of the Spirit on Pentecost took place in Jerusalem, preaching resulted in
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believers being added daily to the church, the church held everything in common, and
believers worshiped daily in the temple. However, the congregation at Jerusalem was also
characterized by contentious distractions, a preoccupation with scrutiny instead of
spirituality, praising in the temple without witnessing to the world, a suspicion of
outsiders, and legalism instead of protection. Stetzer refers to these dysfunctional
symptoms as the Jerusalem pattern.59
Stetzer sees the Jerusalem pattern at work in a myriad of different ways in
contemporary western churches. For example, Stetzer cites the example of a suburban
church in San Antonio that resisted the encouragement of its new minister to see beyond
the four walls of its church building:
After the retirement of their longtime pastor, their new minister urged
them to open their eyes to the needs in the surrounding community,
pressing them gently but persistently to stop worrying about whether
visitors had to wear name badges (one of their many concerns) and start
worrying about whether they were actually reaching the lost. To do so
meant more change than this church was comfortable with. One couple
told him that lost people should learn how to like the church the way it
was. If they didn’t, well, “It didn’t matter what they thought because
they’re lost.” “Why should we change for them?” the wife asked. “They
should change for us.” “Us” versus “them.” It’s not only as old as the
church, it’s as old as time.60
Even churches that are motivated to think in terms of outreach find it difficult to move
beyond inward obsession. Stetzter relates the story of a church in Nashville whose young
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adult ministry wished to adopt a missional mindset by sponsoring a “community service
project” that consisted entirely of landscaping the church grounds.61
A post-Christendom and postmodern reality is quickly making the inwardly
obsessed church obsolete. Mainline Protestant churches rode the baby boom, then
declined. Suburban megachurches prevailed in the 1970s and 1980s by capitalizing on
the homogenizing pop-culture influence of radio, television, newspapers, magazines, and
other forms of mass media. Growing suburban populations embraced music, clothes, and
other cultural artifacts en masse, and seeker-centered churches became adept at building
church events around those cultural artifacts. However, the rapid rise of web-based
delivery systems and the proliferation of social media have dismantled the cultural
hegemony of the baby-boomer era. Breen and Absalom contend that suburbia is no
longer homogenous. The technological advances of the digital age have democratized
distribution of media and tribalized our culture.62 Furthermore, younger generations are
rediscovering and revitalizing urban neighborhoods, eschewing the suburbs and further
breaking the stereotype of the suburban megachurch as the ultimate church growth
strategy.63
It may be the end of the church as we know it, but there is good news. In Canada,
those who do not attend church regularly are open to church involvement, depending on
how church is defined. In Project Canada national surveys conducted in 2000 and 2005,
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Reginald Bibby identified a segment of the population that is open to church “if they
found it to be worthwhile.” When Bibby asked, “What would you consider to be
worthwhile?” the results revealed, “not a single person indicated that he or she was
looking for a ‘good church.’” As Bibby summarizes, “People are not looking for
churches. They are looking for ministry.”64 Specifically, this segment of the population
wants opportunity for input, openness to diversity, relevance, and involvement that is
uplifting.65 It is hard to find fault with these demands; in fact, they align well with the
idea of co-mission presented in this dissertation. This presents an ironic phenomenon:
members of successful megachurches are “stalled and dissatisfied” while those on the
outside looking in are identifying sound theological priorities and concerns.

The Desert of the Real
Part of the explanation for this phenomenon may be found in what Jean
Baudrillard calls the desert of the real. According to Baudrillard, the western world
replaces the real with signs of the real, which he denotes as the hyperreal. It is not that we
imitate or even duplicate the real, but that we replace the real with its “operational
double, a pragmatic, metastable, perfectly descriptive machine that offers all the signs of
the real and short-circuit's all its vicissitudes.”66 The hyperreal materializes as images
progress through successive phases, beginning as the reflection of a profound reality.
Next, it begins to mask and denature that profound reality. Eventually, an image masks or
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hides the absence of the profound reality it formerly reflected. And finally, it is no longer
considered in relation to any profound reality whatsoever—an image has become its own
pure simulacrum.67
Baudrillard likens the situation to a map in which the territory represented by the
map no longer actually exists; or more accurately (and absurdly) is preceded by the map:
Today abstraction is no longer that of the map, the double, the mirror, or
the concept. Simulation is no longer that of a territory, a referential being,
or substance. It is the generation by models of a real without origin or
reality: a hyperreal. The territory no longer precedes the map, nor does it
survive it. It is nevertheless the map that precedes the territory—
precession of simulacra—that engenders the territory, and if one must
return to the fable, today it is the territory whose shreds slowly rot across
the extent of the map. It is the real, and not the map, whose vestiges persist
here and there in the deserts that are no longer those of the empire, but
ours. The desert of the real itself.68
In Simulacra and Simulation, Baudrillard draws special attention to Disneyland, which he
calls a “deterrence machine set up in order to rejuvenate the fiction of the real.”69 Visitors
from America and around the world consider Disneyland an “amusement park,” but
Baudrillard maintains that it is not really an amusement park; it was given that
designation to disguise the reality that modern society is no more substantial than the
artifice and pretense of Disneyland itself. In other words, referring to Disneyland as an
amusement park allows us to circumvent the truth that Disneyland is the “real” country,
and all of “real” America is a Disneyland.70 According to Baudrillard, we come to
Disneyland because society refuses to grow up and does not want to admit it: “This world
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wants to be childish in order to make us believe that the adults are elsewhere, in the ‘real’
world, and to conceal the fact that true childishness is everywhere—that it is that of the
adults themselves who come here to act the child in order to foster illusions as to their
real childishness.”71
For this reason, Baudrillard believes the iconoclasts were right, for what becomes
of God when the divine being is revealed by icons or images?
Does it remain the supreme power that is simply incarnated in images as a
visible theology? Or does it volatize itself in the simulacra that, alone,
deploy their power and pomp of fascination—the visible machinery of
icons substituted for the pure and intelligible Idea of God? That is
precisely what was feared by Iconoclasts, whose millennial quarrel is still
with us today. This is precisely because they predicted this omnipotence of
simulacra, the faculty simulacra have of effacing God from the conscience
of man, and the destructive, annihilating truth that they allowed to
appear—that deep down God never existed, but only the simulacrum ever
existed, even that God himself was never anything but his own
simulacrum––from this came their urge to destroy the images.72
Contrary to popular belief, the iconoclasts did not dismiss the power of images. It was the
opposite: they realized that images became simulacra that utterly erased and replaced the
real God they purported to represent.
The western church has become distracted by its simulacra. Its impressive
edifices, sun-filled stained-glass windows, and sonorous pipe organs—or its projectors,
fog machines, amplified music, and sketch-fuelled sermons—are innovative and
inspiring. Its liberal or conservative (or social-democratic) politics and social policies are
enervating. Yet, these things have obscured (perhaps obliterated or erased) the missio
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Dei, leaving adherents “stalled and dissatisfied.” If this is true, perhaps it is time to smash
the graven images.
One of the most deceptive aspects of the hyperreal is the removal of death from
the equation. Nothing ever dies in hyperreality, because the “real” isn’t really real and the
hyperreal no longer “gives the event of death a chance.”73 However, in reality death is
natural—it is organic. In the Christian tradition, death is not an end but a gateway to life.
Neil Cole, in his seminal work Organic Church, asserts that “Death brings life. Without a
crucifixion there is no resurrection.”74 The willingness to let our hyperreality die creates
the possibility of a living reality for others:
It may sound paradoxical, but there is also a spiritual truth that
multiplication starts with death. There is a cost involved with
multiplication. For salmon, the cost is death. They swim upstream, lay
eggs in the sand, and then die.75
A growing number of theologians are questioning the manic supply-and-demand dynamic
driving the development of western churches, particularly in North America. Missiologist
George Hunsberger states that a consumerist approach to spirituality has reduced the
church to “a vendor of religious services and goods.”76 Leonard Sweet adds that most
Christians say they will follow Jesus any place he leads them, but are so pre-occupied
with the fulfillment of their own desires and ambitions that they seem unable to hear or
heed God’s call:
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The siren songs of comfort and safety can drown out the Spirit’s voice to
the point of a faint whisper or inaudible silence. The instructions, “Sell
your dream house and follow me into this lower-income neighborhood,”
may not be heard, for instance, because most Western Christians would
never dream that God would ask such a thing. Missional dreams fade in
the floodlights and fog machines of the American dream. Red, white, and
blue religion focuses on upsizing, not downsizing.77
This dissertation will attempt to flesh out Mark Galli’s above-noted call for western
churches to “crucify the self that demands we keep looking at our spiritual navels, and
instead give our lives to others, that they might grow in their faith.” Our call is to do
nothing “from selfish ambition or conceit” but in humility to regard others as better than
ourselves (Philippians 2:3). This has important implications for the idea of co-mission,
particularly in terms of how we envision the role of others in the outworking of the missio
Dei and their place in the kin-dom of God.

On a Missional Journey Together
I began researching and writing this dissertation as the pastor of a Baptist church
embarking on a future as an emerging church. I am concluding this dissertation as a
minister in a mainline Protestant church with a mostly traditional approach to worship.
My conviction is that an understanding of the missio Dei as co-mission can work equally
well in both contexts. Therefore, this dissertation will not suggest a necessary connection
between the missio Dei and the merits of artisanal coffee, art as sermon, or contemporary
expressions of music (all of which I enjoy). As much as it pains me to admit it, the
postmodern missiology proposed herein is applicable even in churches that serve bad
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coffee, preach long sermons, and indulge in narcolepsy-inducing nineteenth-century
hymnody. As Michael Frost notes,
We cannot place all our hopes in any one style of church. Indeed, it is an
entirely nonmissional assumption that simply changing the style, tone, or
culture of the church will appeal to a new demographic. I have often
encountered more resistance to the ideas of the missional paradigm in
übercool Gen X-dominated churches than in megachurches.78
Sean Benesh, urban missiologist and church planter, warns that we cannot fulfill the
missio Dei by simply amassing “a group of disenfranchised Christians who are looking
for a hipper and trendier version of the church.”79 The missio Dei demands a subtle but
significant paradigm shift of all churches. To borrow a phrase from Mike Breen, we need
to move from being a worshipping body that sometimes does mission to a missional body
that gathers to celebrate and worship.80
Many western congregations fail to realize their missional identity because they
believe that “church” and “mission” are vastly different in meaning. Michael Goheen
states the problem as follows:
In the thinking of many Christians, the words “church” and “mission”
designate two different bodies. A “mission” describes a society
responsible for the propagation of the gospel. The “church”, however, is a
society devoted to worship and the nurture of its members. The church in
the West supports mission as a good cause in other parts of the world.81
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In a similar vein, Lesslie Newbigin argues that the church has departed from the cardinal
assumption of the New Testament writings; namely, that the church itself is a missionary
society.82 For Newbigin, to be the church is to be on mission. Overseas missions, along
with everything else the church undertakes, should be a fulfillment of its essential
mandate, the missio Dei.83 Similarly, the World Council of Churches stresses that church
ceases to be the church if it does not engage in God’s mission. It is not a question of
whether or not the church has a mission, but whether or not God’s mission has a church.84
I hope this dissertation will find a hearing among churches that remain primarily
in attractional mode. Church attendance may be declining in the western world, but I am
well aware that many people of all ages continue to see attending services as an
informative and inspiring experience. Perhaps Mike Breen and Alex Absalom provide a
helpful image for keeping both missional and attractional approaches to ministry in the
picture. In their missional church handbook, Launching Missional Communities, they
suggest that the medieval Celtic and Roman church communities respectively represented
the missional and attractional approaches to ministry and that the success of the medieval
church depended on their mutual interdependence.
The Celtic church communities had been missional in fervor. Known as
“wanderers for Christ,” Celtic missionaries travelled throughout Europe and evangelized
Germans, Vikings, and the northern tribes of England. Breen and Absalom believe the
missional mindset of the Celtic church allowed it to impact scores of unreached peoples,
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but also engendered a lack of accountability, judgmental attitudes toward the wider
church, and a tendency to compromise the gospel for the sake of gaining influence in the
societies it encountered in mission.85 The Roman church, on the other hand, was
attractional—it built churches and cathedrals in order to draw in the masses. Breen and
Absalom describe these Roman edifices as the megachurches of their day: event-driven,
pilgrimage sites that drew people from far beyond the boundaries of a local parish.
Breen and Absalom believe the separate assets of the Celtic missional church and
the Roman attractional church came together at the Synod of Whitby in 644 CE:
The Celts made a decision to join in with everyone else, creating
a combination of Roman and Celtic models into one. In other words, they
began to work together. The missional churches that were being started
were no longer just outposts for the missional frontier but a place of
invitation and in-gathering. This combination of mission and invitation
proved to be a killer combination for the evangelizing of Europe.86
Breen and Absalom have presented what is likely an embellished interpretation of the
Whitby synod. Regardless of its historical accuracy, their belief that churches need to
marinate the missional and attractional approaches to ministry as a way of keeping
innovation and accountability together is laudable (and applicable to my push for comission). Breen and Absalom are well aware of how difficult it is for western churches to
focus on missional approaches to ministry—especially western megachurches bent on
creating a contemporary cathedral experience: “When at least 85% of our dollars, energy,
and human resources go to that one day a week, how can churches really expect to also
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engage in meaningful mission and discipleship?”87 The answer, Breen and Absalom
suggest, is not to dismantle the attractional church, but to graft it with a missional mode
of ministry. They propose “missional communities” as a workable solution for
attractional churches. These missional communities are “pioneering, low-maintenance,
laity-driven” vehicles on “the frontlines of the missional frontier” that are resourced and
equipped by megachurches (or large churches) where missional communities gather to
“celebrate what God has done, look to what he will do, experience a bigger story, and go
back into the mission fields.”88

An (Ab)Original Vision
I write as a Canadian doing ministry in a Canadian context. As such, my social
location has played a significant role in my enthusiasm for co-mission. Canada differs
from the United States and Great Britain in that it is what John Ralston Saul calls a
“métis civilization” (from the Old French mestis, from late Latin mixtīcius, a person born
to parents who belong to different groups).89 Ralston Saul asserts that four centuries of
life with Canada’s indigenous peoples have shaped Canadian culture as much as (or more
than) four centuries of immigrants from other parts of the world:
When I dig around in the roots of how we imagine ourselves, how we
govern, how we live together in communities—how we treat one another
when we are not being stupid—what I find is deeply Aboriginal. Whatever
our family tree may look like, our intuitions and common sense as a
civilization are more Aboriginal than European or African or Asian, even
87
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though we have created elaborate theatrical screens of language, reference
and mythology to misrepresent ourselves to ourselves.90
Despite the fact that Canadians feel a deep attachment to British parliamentary
democracy, British and French legal code, the Enlightenment, British liberalism, western,
Judeo-Christian moral questioning, Athenian principles of citizenship and democracy,
western European philosophy, western social democracy, and western capitalism, Ralston
Saul concludes that the way we incorporate these legacies into the Canadian experience
would seem unfamiliar in Britain, France or elsewhere in Europe or in the United States.
Furthermore, the Canadian talent for living comfortably with diversity is a unique
contribution to western civilization. Ralston Saul attributes our exceptional penchant for
reasonable accommodation to our aboriginal heritage:
It is based on the idea of an inclusive circle that expands and gradually
adapts as new people join us. This is not a Western or European concept.
It comes straight from Aboriginal culture.91
If Ralston Saul is right and Canada is a metis civilization, the Canadian ability to expand
and adapt is a fertile ground for co-mission. That said, although I resonate with Ralston
Saul’s métis vision of Canada, it will become evident in later chapters that Canada has
not always been a fair country, particularly in the interaction between Canadian churches
and aboriginal peoples. Today in Canada, there remains a palatable (though, hopefully
decreasing) animosity toward aboriginal ways of life. In the years ahead, I hope Canada
will rise to the destiny Ralston Saul has projected for it. Perhaps the church can lead the
way.
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2. SCRIPTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE MISSIO DEI

The Hermeneutic Circle
In what may be described as a post-liberal perspective, I see the interpretation of
Scripture as a creative (though not capricious) endeavor that inspires and informs a
present day community of readers and listeners. This is a departure from the historicalcritical approach to Scripture favored by the liberal streams of the church, but it is not an
outright repudiation of liberal methodology. Liberal scholars freed the Scriptures from a
church-dominated understanding of the Bible that relied heavily on tradition and
authority. The liberal emphasis on historical context and the original meaning of the text
grounds our contemporary understandings of Scripture in tradition. However, the church
needs more than liberalism’s so-called “objective” interpretation of Scriptures. The
church needs a transformative encounter with the word of God, which is a subjective
enterprise.
Walter Brueggemann believes that textual meaning is always conjured in an
interactive dialogue between Scripture and interpreters, in which the interpreters are
“concretely located and situated.”1 Our concreteness enables us to evoke personal,
customized, bespoke, and non-generic understandings of Scripture that speak to our time.
Ched Myers adds that the task of interpreting Scripture requires a rigorous refocusing our
suspicion. In liberal historical criticism, hermeneutic suspicion meant creating critical
distance between text and interpreter. Readers attempted to suspend their theological
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beliefs (usually dogma or doctrine prescribed by the church), so that the Scriptures could
be understood in their original linguistic, cultural, and historical contexts. Problems arose
when critical distance was replaced with detachment in pursuit of an objective
understanding of the text. Myers believes that detachment is a misguided approach to
Scripture. The biblical texts speak prophetically to us and demand our response:
“interpretation is a conversation between text and reader, requiring not detachment but
involvement.”2 Furthermore, this posture of detachment fails to “interpret the
interpreter;” i.e., it does not adequately account for the biases and pre-suppositions that
shape our understanding of the text. Although we may have applied suspicion to our
theological beliefs, we likely have not applied suspicion to our social class and political
commitments—two factors that have significant impact on our hermeneutic stance.
Our interaction with the Scriptures is important because Christianity is, according
to liberation theologian Juan Luis Segundo, a biblical religion. Segundo argues that
Christian theology must keep “going back to its book.” He further argues that theology
must not only keep going back to its book, but also keep reinterpreting its book. The
need for reinterpretation arises from the reality that theology is “intimately bound up”
with existing social institutions, often in an unconscious way.”3 Paul Knitter suggests that
we cannot speak prophetically to these institutions unless we keep “re-viewing” the
message of the Bible:
… in order to respond to the ever new signs of the times, in order to
answer the new questions that were being thrown at the churches by the
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realities of human and ecological suffering, these theologians had to return
to the sources of their faith—that is, to the message and the person of
Jesus the Nazarean in the New Testament, especially the four Gospels.
And when they began their "re-viewing" of this Jesus through the lens of
these new questions and these newly experienced realities of injustice and
human suffering—that is, when they listened to the Word of God with the
ears of the poor and the victims of this world—they heard things they had
not heard before.4
Borrowing from Rudolph Bultmann, Segundo refers to the continuous cycle of
reinterpretation as the hermeneutic circle, which is not circular reasoning. Rather, every
time a new experience confronts us we must “interpret the word of God afresh, to change
reality accordingly, and then to go back and reinterpret the word of God again, and so
on.”5 The hermeneutic circle consists of four decisive factors:
Firstly there is our way of experiencing reality, which leads us to
ideological suspicion. Secondly there is application of our ideological
suspicion to the whole ideological superstructure in general and to
theology in particular. Thirdly there comes a new way of experiencing
theological reality that leads us to exegetical suspicion, that is, to the
suspicion that the prevailing interpretation of the Bible has not taken
important pieces of data into account. Fourthly we have our new
hermeneutic, that is, our new way of interpreting the fountainhead of our
faith (i.e., Scripture) with the new elements at our disposal.6
Segundo writes from a liberation theology perspective, which is often discounted as a
geographically and historically isolated phenomenon. However, Adiñach and Botta argue
that liberation is a biblical theme that has belonged to the people of God over the
centuries, not a theme discovered in Latin America half a century ago. With barely a
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modicum of restraint, they suggest that the refusal to acknowledge the validity and
primacy of liberation is “laziness and ignorance.”7
Brueggeman outlines four presuppositions that belie the inherent subjectivity of
interpretation—a subjectivity that actually makes it possible for the biblical text to
become of the word of God for the church. First, interpretation is an “act of imagination,”
which Brueggemann describes as the capacity to envision an articulation of reality
beyond the given, the conventional, and the known. Second, interpretation means
acknowledging that we bring advocacy to our reading of the text, and that we need to
discern hidden advocacy in readings that claim objectivity. Third, we read texts as
“bodied interpreters fully situated in some body politic,” which is to say that every reader
and every reading is in some way contextual. Fourth, interpretation has a practical
urgency to it—we read the biblical text with reference to the needs and possibilities of the
sub-community of readers.8
Understood in this manner, biblical interpretation is subjective, but not selfcentered. Adiñach and Botta offer a series of questions that prevent the interpretative
process from devolving into the promotion or preservation of self-interest. First, we ask
how our interpretative process takes into account the problems of others. This counteracts
the tendency for each sector to focus on its own concerns and struggle for its own rights
without considering the broader “community of the oppressed.” Adiñach and Botta see
this not only as a political or ethical necessity (i.e., the quest of justice for all), but also as
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reflective of the biblical message that calls us to see reality in holistic, not
compartmentalized, terms. Second, we ask if our interpretative process has allowed for
self-criticism. There is a tendency for communities and institutions to become rigid and
focused on preserving what has been discovered. However, this may be a denial of the
openness to change and innovation that created the community in the first place. Finally,
we must ask how our interpretative process reflects and contributes to the general
discourse of the church. This is not a question of aligning our interpretations with
denominational documents or theologies proper, but of being accountable to the
“community of women and men of all races, cultures, ages, ideologies, nations, and so on
who gather around Scripture to receive guidance for their lives and hopes.”9
It is with this prolegomena in mind, that I offer the following biblical texts to
support the understanding of the missio Dei as co-mission. construction of a postmodern
missiology. I do so with the recognition that these texts can speak differently to different
times and places. I also recognize that I have not completely comprehended their message
even for my time and place. Still, we are all faced with need to draw information and
inspiration for the here and now, despite the inadequacy of our hermeneutic. Perhaps the
recognition of this inadequacy creates permission to tread carefully yet act on the word of
God as we understand it.

Mission as Sending
The followers of Jesus are not only gathered in community, but also sent by Jesus
into the world. According to Craig Keener, verbs for “sending” appear some sixty times
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in John's Gospel, most often in reference to Jesus being sent by the Father.10 Two
different Greek verbs are used: the Greek verb apostellō (aÓposte÷llw), from which we
get the word “apostle”, and the Greek verb pempō (pe÷mpw). Their Latin equivalent is
missio, from which we get the words “mission,” “missional,” etc. While these Greek
verbs carry no special inherent meaning, the frequency with which they occur, especially
in the Gospel of John, raises their theological profile.
After the crucifixion of Jesus, the disciples hid behind locked doors for “fear of
the Jews.”11 Jesus appeared in their midst and pronounced peace upon their gathering.
“Peace be with you” was a common Jewish greeting (e.g., 1 Samuel 25:6)––a greeting
still in use today. Jesus repeated his peace three times (cf. vv. 21, 26), perhaps to alleviate
their concerns about being hunted down by his opponents or perhaps because of his
ghost-like appearance in their midst (cf. Luke 24:37). Leon Morris suggests that the
disciples may have expected rebuke or blame for deserting and denying Jesus, and that
Jesus offered them peace to alleviate their concerns.12 Francis J. Moloney suggests that
Jesus was announcing his victory over death and proving that the promises he had made
leading up to the passion were being fulfilled:
Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the
world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be
afraid. (John 14:27)
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I have said this to you, so that in me you may have peace. In the world you
face persecution. But take courage; I have conquered the world!” (John
16:33)13
All of the above explanations are plausible. From a missiological perspective it is
interesting to note that the peace of Christ created the context for mission: “peace be with
you” is followed immediately by “As the Father has sent me, so I send you” (John
20:21).14 This is not a new mission, but a new phase of the missio Dei—an extension of
the mission begun by the Father in the person of Jesus.
As was the case with Jesus, the Holy Spirit empowers this mission. Jesus breathed
on the disciples and said to them, “Receive the Holy Spirit” (John 20:22). The Spirit had
alighted upon him at the outset of his ministry (his baptism and his reading of the Isaiah
scroll in the synagogue). Maloney sees the gift of the Spirit as the means by which the
disciples would “be to the world what he has been.”15 J.H. Bernard also observes that
Jesus had previously indicated a strong identification between him and his followers. He
had told them at the Last Supper that whoever received those whom he sent also received
him—and those who received him also received the Father who sent him (John 13:20).16
Tobias Hägerland observes that several texts suggest the disciples are to function as
prophets of Jesus, much as Jesus functioned as the prophet of his Father.17 Keener adds
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that the way in which Jesus commissioned the disciples reflects a Jewish understanding
of what it means to send someone:
In antiquity, those sent with a commission were authorized representatives
of those who sent them; how one treated those sent (e.g., heralds or
ambassadors) reflected one's attitude toward the sender. Later rabbis even
came up with specific rules regarding commissioned agents, including the
formulation, “A person's agent is as the person himself.” The agent carried
the full authority of the sender, to the extent that the agent accurately
represented the sender's commission.18
Succession is a recurring theme in the Scriptures. Joshua succeeded Moses, Elisha
succeeded Elijah, Jesus succeeded the John Baptist, and the disciples would succeed
Jesus. Jesus foreshadowed this succession on the night before his crucifixion: “As you
have sent me into the world, so I have sent them into the world” (John 17:18). In his postresurrection appearance, he is direct and explicit about this succession: “As the Father has
sent me, so I send you” (John 20:21). In both announcements, Jesus used a connective
grammatical construct—“just as” (kaqw»ß) and “I also” (kaÓgw»)––to tie together his
sending of the disciples to the Father’s sending of the Son. In so doing, he explicitly drew
his disciples into what Köstenberger calls “the unity and mission of Father and Son.”19
As Lesslie Newbigin notes, it is impossible to overestimate this continuity of sending
between the Father and Son and the Son and his followers: “Forty times in this Gospel
Jesus is described as the one sent by the Father; now he sends them to continue and
complete his mission.”20
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The Gospel of John emphasizes that Jesus was sent into the world to save the
world (a motif that is repeated in 1 John).21 The Johannine texts often depict the world as
indifferent and hostile toward God.22 This does not alter the missio Dei. Despite
indifference and hostility, “God so loved the world that he gave his only Son” (John
3:16). According to Keener, the Greek here does not say “God loved the world so much,”
but rather “this is how God loved the world”—i.e., he gave the Son. This is a
demonstrative act.23 Furthermore, condemnation is not the agenda: “Indeed, God did not
send the Son into the world to condemn the world, but in order that the world might be
saved through him” (John 3:17). If we are participating in a mission that begins with the
Father acting through the Son who in turn sends his followers out in his stead, it is helpful
to remember our mandate is to embrace life, not condemnation. A preoccupation with the
condemnation breaks the continuity between Father, Son, and followers. It also places us
in the company of the religious leaders and authorities of Jesus’ day, who opposed the
work of Christ.

The Blessing of Abraham
The missio Dei is unpacked in the writings of the New Testament, but it is already
apparent in the Hebrew Bible. The language and images of mission in the Hebrew Bible
are muted compared to the New Testament documents, but a closer look reveals that
mission (and co-mission) are often hidden in plain sight. Referring to the biblical story as
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whole, Michael Goheen believes that the Scriptures consistently reveal a God who
intends to “bring about a renewed, restored heaven and earth”—a mission that includes
“all nations and all peoples for all of earth's history.”24 The biblical narrative is unlocked
by “God's mission in relation to the nations.”25 Christianity was not created in a vacuum,
but birthed in a missional story that traces its origins at least as far back as the biblical
character of Abraham.
Christopher Wright calls the Abrahamic narrative a “pivotal text” and “the heart
of the gospel,” and asserts that the covenant with Abraham is the “single most important
biblical tradition within a Biblical theology of mission and a missional hermeneutic of the
Bible.”26 God intended the blessing of Abraham (discussed below) to extend to all of
humanity. Therefore, a theology that appropriates the Abrahamic narrative should reflect
an inclusive stance; i.e., an appreciation of a promised blessing that is available to all
rather than a select few.
The blessing of Abraham is first recorded in Genesis 12:1-3, where Yahweh
instructs Abraham (then called Abram) to leave Haran and journey to a new land. Several
blessings are tied to this adventure, including the promise that Abraham will be blessed
and become a blessing to the entire world:
Now the LORD said to Abram, “Go from your country and your kindred
and your father’s house to the land that I will show you. I will make of
you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make your name great, so that
you will be a blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and the one who
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curses you I will curse; and in you all the families of the earth shall be
blessed.”
Brueggemann describes this text as the most important structural break in Genesis,
perhaps even in the entire Hebrew Bible. According to Brueggemann, theses verses mark
a break between “the history of the curse and the history of the blessing.”27 Concurring
with the identification of Genesis 12:1-3 as a pivotal text and important structural break,
Victor Hamilton suggests that the blessing of Abraham is God’s response to the
archetypical “sinister nations and peoples of the earth” described in the preceding
chapters of Genesis (chs. 3-11). According to Hamilton, the blessing of Abraham is a
redemptive and restorative turn on the previous history of human tragedy and depravity
reaching back to the sin of Adam and Eve and the murder of Abel to the great flood and
the pride of Babel. 28.
Later iterations of the promise to Abraham again emphasized his “exceedingly
numerous” descendants and his role as the “ancestor of a multitude of nations” (see
Genesis 15:5; 17:2, 4-6). Sarah, likewise, is to “give rise to nations” (Genesis 17:16).
Admittedly, the likelihood of great nations and great blessings arising from Abraham and
Sarah seemed remote. They were themselves doubtful, perhaps even cynical. Abraham
brokered no power among the great nations of his day and Sarah was barren.
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Nevertheless, a seven-fold29 blessing of immeasurable proportions was promised in
which they became “mandated for the needs of the others.”30
Karl-Josef Kuschel notes the absence of religious intolerance in the Abrahamic
narrative: “the Abraham of Genesis is not an apocalyptic fighter, a fanatical exclusivist, a
raging iconoclast.”31 There is no record of Abraham storming through foreign lands
rooting out the altars of other gods. It is also important to note that Abraham himself was
assisted in the fulfillment of his mission by a diverse cast of characters, including the
Pharaoh of Egypt and Abimelech, who were generous with Abraham, a foreigner, even
though Abraham’s duplicity created great suffering for both of them (Genesis 12:16-18;
20).
It appears the wideness of the Abrahamic blessing was narrowed over time. In the
Gospel narratives, the name of Abraham is used by the Pharisees to bolster their claims to
exclusivity. In a remarkable instance of selective remembering that overlooked four
centuries in Egypt and the Babylonian exile, the Pharisees claimed they were descendants
of Abraham who had “never been slaves to anyone” (John 8:33). Jesus questioned their
identification with the Abrahamic legacy, citing their intent to kill a messenger from God:
“If you were Abraham’s children, you would be doing what Abraham did, but now you
are trying to kill me, a man who has told you the truth that I heard from God. This is not
what Abraham did” (John 8:39b-40). Jesus’ argument was simple: Abraham received the
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word of God (in a wide variety of forms) and the Pharisees did not. Therefore, they were
neither the descendants of Abraham nor the representatives of God: “Whoever is from
God hears the words of God. The reason you do not hear them is that you are not from
God” (John 8:47). The Pharisees responded by dismissing Jesus as a Samaritan and a
demoniac (John 8:48) and attempting to stone him to death for blasphemy (John 8:59).
The wideness of the Abrahamic blessing is restored with new, unprecedented
dimensions in the writings of the Apostle Paul—a highly educated Jew in the Pharisaic
tradition. In his epistle to the churches in Galatia, Paul used the Abrahamic narrative to
build a theology that bridges the gap between nations, gender, and socio-economic status.
The context of Paul’s argument was an ongoing skirmish instigated by Jewish Christians
who insisted that Gentile Christians should adopt the Mosaic law (including the practice
of circumcision) in order to be justified by God. Members of this party were not strict
adherents of rabbinic Judaism––they acknowledged Jesus as the Messiah. However, they
read the Torah as halakah (a collection of legal demands). Paul countered their argument
by stating that those who have faith in Christ Jesus are the ones who are justified by God
(Galatians 2:16). In so doing, Paul used the Torah as haggadah (illustrations that edify).32
Paul’s central argument was that “those who believe are the descendants of
Abraham” (Galatians 3:7), a radically inclusive statement. In rabbinic tradition,
proselytes were never incorporated into the descendants of Abraham. As it was, the
circumcision faction of Christians that Paul opposed likely viewed themselves as overly
generous and conciliatory by extending full incorporation on condition of circumcision.33
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For Paul, inclusion was based on faith alone. Paul believed his argument was entirely
consistent with Scripture, and that the Abrahamic promise had foreshadowed the gospel
and the justification of the Gentiles (ta» e¶qnh, the nations) by faith, not by
law/circumcision (Galatians 3:8-9):
And the scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the Gentiles by faith,
declared the gospel beforehand to Abraham, saying, “All the Gentiles shall
be blessed in you.” For this reason, those who believe are blessed with
Abraham who believed.34
According to Paul, the blessing of Abraham came to the Gentiles “in Christ Jesus”
(Galatians 3:14). To those who laid claim to special status by virtue of the law Paul
countered that there is only one offspring of Abraham, not multiple “offsprings”
(Galatians 3:16). If we belong to Christ, we are Abraham’s offspring and full heirs of the
promise (Galatians 3:29). The law was simply a temporary, stop-gap measure until the
arrival of Christ: “before faith came, we were imprisoned and guarded under the law until
faith would be revealed”; and “the law was our disciplinarian until Christ came, so that
we might be justified by faith” (Galatians 3:23-24). Paul did not disparage the law; he
simply insisted that the law did not nullify, let alone oppose, the Abrahamic promise
(Galatians 3:17,21). More importantly, the law, as law, could not in and of itself deliver
the blessing promised to Abraham. Abraham appropriated the blessing through faith and
both Jews and Gentiles must now do likewise (Galatians 3:14,18).
The notion of a single Abrahamic offspring provides the climax of Paul’s
argument: “There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave or free, there is no
that in order to share in the blessings promised in God's covenant with Abraham, it was necessary to
become a child of Abraham––which meant circumcision and observance of the law.”
34
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longer male and female; for all of you are one in Christ Jesus” (Galatians 3:28). Wright
suggests that the inclusion in Christ of Jew and Gentile, slave and free, male and female
is the ultimate reversal of the division foisted up the earth in the story of Babel in Genesis
11 (the chapter that precedes the beginning of the Abrahamic narrative).35 Fung adds that
Paul was countering the deep-rooted distinctions of contemporary Judaism, reflected in
the daily prayer of pious male Jews: “Thank God for not making me a Gentile, a woman,
or a slave.”36
It is likely that Paul’s declaration became a baptismal statement—all are one in
Christ; no one is excluded on the basis of race, social status, or gender. However, Betz
suggests that Paul’s announcement of “no longer slave or free” may also have been a
source of “confusion” between slaves and their owners:
Taken at face value when heard by Christian slaves at the ceremony of
their baptism, the message could hardly be misunderstood. The running
away of Christian slaves from their masters may have been one result of
such preaching, and the case of Onesimus in Paul's letter to Philemon may
be a typical instance of this. Paul's reaction in Philemon, sending the slave
Onesimus back to his master, shows that the baptismal message created
social problems with unforeseeable consequences.37
Some interpreters assume that Paul's declaration should be read as an eschatological
ideal—a laudable goal that cannot be achieved in this world and will be fully
accomplished only when Christ returns. Brad Braxton takes exception with this point of
view, arguing that is does not account for the urgency of the “rhetorical situation” in
Galatians. Paul was in a heated debate with Jewish Christians of the circumcision
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faction—a debate that required quick resolution. It seems unlikely, therefore, that Paul
would resort to speculations about a far-off future reality that did not apply to the
situation at hand.38
Brad Braxton points out that Paul’s inclusive theology does not obliterate social
distinctions. Unity in Christ is not achieved through an undifferentiated, amalgamated
Christian identity. Paul advocated for the inclusion of Gentiles in Christ as Gentiles, not
as circumcised Jews. Therefore, Braxton concludes that Paul was not suggesting the
abolition of difference, but the abolition of dominance. In Christ, the dominance of others
on the basis of ethnic, social, or gender distinctions is abolished: “In Christ, Jews are not
to be dominant over Gentiles; free persons are not be dominant over slaves; men are not
to be dominant over women.”39
Writing with his own social location in mind, Braxton asserts that Paul’s
declaration should sponsor constructive approaches to race relations in the United States,
and more particularly in the Christian church. He considers idea of America as “the great
melting pot” a misguided and naïve notion. He has no desire to see distinctive cultural
identities melted into a single, conglomerate American identity, largely because it often
reflects an unspoken desire to obliterate the identities of non-dominant cultures, thereby
making it easier to institutionalize and normalize white American identity. Braxton
believes that Christ has freed African Americans to say “yes” to blackness. This is true
because Christ has liberated believers not from the tyranny of difference but from the
tyranny of sameness:
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We can only see the true miraculous nature of Christian unity when the
social distinctions that define us are present and even accentuated. An
analogy from music may be helpful. Harmony is the cooperative union of
different voices. The various vocal parts must maintain their
distinctiveness, even as they unite, if harmony is to exist.40
Christians should strive for oneness in Christ, but genuine unity can be more fully
attained when cultural distinctions are not overridden by a colonial imposition of
homogeneity.
Today, Paul’s adaptation of the Abrahamic narrative may appear so figurative as
to seem arbitrary and unwarranted (especially to those trained in the historical-critical
methods of interpretation). This was not a problem for Paul and his contemporaries for
whom it was commonplace to build arguments around words and language as much as
historical interpretations of a text.41 Most significant, however, is that Paul’s manifesto in
Galatians 3 is the work of a first-century Jewish scholar attempting to connect what had
become an exclusivist Jewish story to a larger audience whose customs and practices did
not correspond to Jewish expectations. Paul’s appropriation of the Abrahamic narrative
was a remarkable departure from mainstream Judaism, but it paralleled the consensus of
the church as the missio Dei began to manifest itself among the Gentiles. In fact, the
obvious signs of God working among the Gentiles (Acts 10:46-48) compelled the church
to rework its biblical tradition, culminating in the suspension of the Mosaic law (Acts
15), which up to that point had been essential to the understanding of God and the
practice of faith. The early church allowed the outworking of the missio Dei among new
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and various peoples to shape its core religion and spirituality. In so doing, it provided a
compelling vision of mission as co-mission.
In an interesting bit of irony, the Pentecostal movement of the twentieth
century—clearly inspired by the Book of Acts—fixated on speaking in tongues, but
reversed its signification. For Paul and the other leaders of the church, the Gentiles
speaking in tongues was proof that God was working beyond their preconceived
boundaries of clean/unclean, acceptable/unacceptable, etc. In the Pentecostal movement
of the 1900s, speaking in tongues was eventually used to narrow rather than expand the
boundaries. Only those who spoke in tongues could lay claim to a full experience of God.
Cheryl Peterson believes the twenty-first century church needs to recover a wider
perspective from the narratives in Acts, where is it is abundantly clear that the Spirit was
“directing them outside of their comfort zones, pushing them to cross religious, ethnic,
and social boundaries, creating koinonia, and proclaiming salvation to all.” 42 As such, the
narratives in Acts sketch out an identity and purpose for the church of the twenty-first
century as much as they do the church of the first century.

A Babylonian Twist
In the book of Deuteronomy, Moses addressed the people of Israel before they
entered land of Jordan. His address included the customary practice of reviewing and
underscoring the law: “See, just as the LORD my God has charged me, I now teach you
statutes and ordinances for you to observe in the land that you are about to enter and
occupy” (Deuteronomy 4:5). In this case, however, the observance of the statutes and
42
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ordinances was not only tied to the well-being of Israel, but also to acquiring the attention
and admiration of the surrounding nations: “You must observe them diligently, for this
will show your wisdom and discernment to the peoples, who, when they hear all these
statutes, will say, ‘Surely this great nation is a wise and discerning people!’”
(Deuteronomy 4:6). The point here was to attract the attention of surrounding nations:
“For what other great nation has a god so near to it as the LORD our God is whenever we
call to him?” (Deuteronomy 4:7). As Peter Craigie notes, “the distinctiveness would lie in
the intimate relationship the covenant created between God and his people.”43
Unfortunately, the people of Israel were not overtly inspired by the possibility of an
intimate relationship with God, nor did they desire to be a “wise and discerning” people.
More to the point, the people of Israel had no interest in attracting the envy and emulation
of the nations through their wisdom and discernment. Instead, they envied and emulated
the nations, demanding not an intimate relationship with God, but a king to rule over
them (1 Samuel 8:5,19). The prophet Samuel accused Israel of rejecting God (1 Samuel
10:19), but a king (Saul) was selected and installed on the newly created throne.
The reign of Saul ended in disaster. The reign of King David was also marked by
calamity. Nevertheless, David became preoccupied with building a house for the LORD,
insisting that a tent (the tabernacle) was no fitting place for such a great divinity when the
he himself lived in a palace (2 Samuel 7:1-3). There appears to be no indication that
Yahweh desired a magnificent house/temple. In fact, Yahweh declared that it would be
David who would have a house built for him (2 Samuel 7:4-17), later revealed to be a line
of descendants from which the Messiah would descend. Furthermore, Yahweh expressly
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prohibited David from building the temple because David had “shed so much blood” (1
Chronicles 22:8).
When King Solomon succeeded his father David, he reworked the narrative––
both to minimize the culpability of his father and maximize his own divine appointment
to the task (1 Kings 5:3-5):
“You know that my father David could not build a house for the name of
the LORD his God because of the warfare with which his enemies
surrounded him, until the LORD put them under the soles of his feet. But
now the LORD my God has given me rest on every side; there is neither
adversary nor misfortune. So I intend to build a house for the name of the
LORD my God, as the LORD said to my father David, ‘Your son, whom I
will set on your throne in your place, shall build the house for my name.’44
At the temple dedication, in an overt display of religious and political authority, Solomon
assembled Israel, stood before the altar of the LORD, and prayed for the preservation of
the royal dynasty (1 Kings 8:25-26):
Therefore, O LORD, God of Israel, keep for your servant my father David
that which you promised him, saying, “There shall never fail you a
successor before me to sit on the throne of Israel, if only your children
look to their way, to walk before me as you have walked before me.”
Therefore, O God of Israel, let your word be confirmed, which you
promised to your servant my father David.
The temple became the center of devotion and invocation in Israel. In his dedication
address before the assembly, Solomon imprinted its centrality on the people of Israel:
“Hear the plea of your servant and of your people Israel when they pray toward this
place; O hear in heaven your dwelling place; heed and forgive” (1 Kings 8:30).
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In a statement that reveals how far Israel had deviated from its witness of
“wisdom and discernment” before the nations, Solomon announced the temple as Israel’s
new witness to the nations (1 Kings 8:41-43):
Likewise when a foreigner, who is not of your people Israel, comes from a
distant land because of your name––for they shall hear of your great name,
your mighty hand, and your outstretched arm––when a foreigner comes
and prays toward this house, then hear in heaven your dwelling place, and
do according to all that the foreigner calls to you, so that all the peoples of
the earth may know your name and fear you, as do your people Israel, and
so that they may know that your name has been invoked on this house that
I have built.
It was a plan destined to almost immediate failure. As Israel moved into its monarchy
period, several of the kings did “what was right in the sight of the LORD,” but most of
the kings did “what was evil in the sight of the LORD” (1 & 2 Kings, 2 Chronicles,
passim). The nation of Israel was divided by the descendants of King Solomon into the
kingdom of Israel in the north and the kingdom of Judah in the south. The two kingdoms
warred with each other for decades, although ultimately becoming allies in their wars
with surrounding nations and superpowers. Sometime between 740-732 BCE, Assyria
began to invade the northern kingdom of Israel, eventually taking the ruling city of
Samaria in 722/720 BCE (1 Chronicles 5:26; 2 Kings 15:29; 17:3-6; 18:11-12). Many of
Israel’s inhabitants were deported, while a significant number fled to the southern
kingdom. In 589 BCE, Nebuchadnezzar laid siege to Jerusalem, the capital of Judah,
destroying it in 587/586 BCE and exiling the political, religious, and economic elite to
Babylon (2 Kings 24:14; Jeremiah 52:28-30).
Almost immediately, the exiles living in Babylon focused their intentions on
returning to the homeland. A prophet named Hananiah took it upon himself to announce
that the yolk of Babylonian rule had been broken and that the people, the king, and the
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temple items would return to Jerusalem within two years (Jeremiah 28:1-11). The prophet
Jeremiah denounced Hananiah as a false prophet and assured the exiles that they would
spend the remainder of their lives in a strange land (Jeremiah 28:12-17).45 Therefore, they
should tie their welfare (MwølÎv, shalom) to the welfare of Babylon (Jeremiah 29:4-7):
Thus says the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel, to all the exiles whom I
have sent into exile from Jerusalem to Babylon: Build houses and live in
them; plant gardens and eat what they produce. Take wives and have sons
and daughters; take wives for your sons, and give your daughters in
marriage, that they may bear sons and daughters; multiply there, and do
not decrease. But seek the welfare of the city where I have sent you into
exile, and pray to the LORD on its behalf, for in its welfare you will find
your welfare.
Goheen interprets this prophetic imperative in light of the ancient promise that all nations
would be blessed through Abraham. Although the descendants of Israel were fragmented
and discouraged, the blessing—and their role in it as the descendants of Abraham—
remained. However, that role had been translated into a different context by the
experience of exile.46 Ruth Padilla DeBorst suggests that the first lesson learned by a recontextualized reality is that God is not bound by “humanly constructed borders.” God
has good purposes among “other” people and we may find ourselves called to a “rooted
commitment” to them—we are not just “a passing by.”47
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Compelling the exiles to pray for Babylon forces them to look beyond
themselves.48 Jeremiah’s prophecy creates a “Babylonian twist” that renovates the role
and identity of God’s people. From that point forward, the nations were not to bless
themselves by blessing the descendants of Abraham; rather, the descendants of Abraham
were to bless themselves by blessing the nations (Jeremiah 29:7). John Bracke notes that
this rearrangement effectively reversed the roles of Israel and the nations. Israel was no
longer a unilateral source of blessing for the nations. Babylon, unclean and
uncircumcised, was now a source of blessing for Israel. According to Bracke, the lesson
of Babylon is to see those who are different from us as “a gift from God who enrich us,
and so to embrace and welcome diversity and relationships with others ….”49

Missional Mutuality, Interdependence, and Inter-Subjectivity
The sending of the seventy (or seventy-two, depending on textual tradition50)
recorded exclusively in the Gospel of Luke (10:1-12) is a vivid example of a missional
community of believers in action. The seventy disciples were sent out with the following
instructions:





carry no purse, no bag, no sandals; and greet no one on the road (v. 4);
enter homes with a greeting of peace (v. 5);
remain in whatever home returns the peace, eating and drinking whatever the
hosts provide (vv. 7, 8);
cure the sick and announce that “The kingdom of God has come near to you” (v.
9);
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curse the towns that refuse to welcome them (vv. 10-12).

Their mission is wildly successful: “the seventy returned with joy” (Luke 10:17).
Jesus formed the mission around the image of harvest (qerismo\ß): “The harvest
is plentiful, but the laborers are few; therefore ask the Lord of the harvest to send out
laborers into his harvest” (Luke 10:2). There is reason to believe that the mission of the
seventy occurred during or around the Feast of Tabernacles, the general harvest festival
still widely celebrated in the time of Jesus. It was established as the Feast of Ingathering
at year-end (Exodus 23:16; 34:22), and was known in the days of tabernacle worship as
the Feast of Booths (Leviticus 23:33-36; Deuteronomy 16:13-15) or the Feast of
Tabernacles (2 Chronicles 8:13). After the time of Ezra (Nehemiah 8:13-18), booths were
constructed out of interlaced willow branches, simple shelters in which the family ate
special meals for the week. In the days of Jesus, it was an important family feast, very
similar to the Thanksgiving celebration in North America. Therefore, the harvest
imagery, along with the references to meals and visitation, can serve as a robust image of
the missio Dei. .51 The harvest is plentiful (polu/ß), and any potential shortage or lack
surrounds not the harvest but the workers to bring it in. (With fruit crops in particular, a
short window of weeks—sometimes only days—is open for bringing in the crop before it
spoils.52) Plus, there is a palatable sense of celebration around the harvest (the seventy
returned with joy). This is a welcome contrast to some contemporary discussions of
evangelism/missions which attribute lack of effectiveness to our dark and desperate last
days— “distressing times” (2 Timothy 3:1), rife with “scoffers” (2 Peter 3:3).
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The reference to seventy disciples is likely significant from a co-missional
perspective. According to Alfred Plummer, the number has at least three possible
interpretations: 1) the seventy elders, whom Moses appointed to help bear the burden of
judging and instructing the people (Numbers 11:16, 17, 24, 25); 2) the number of the
nations of the earth (listed in Genesis 10), traditionally supposed to be seventy; or 3) the
Sanhedrin, which probably consisted of seventy members and a president, in imitation of
Moses and the seventy elders.53 While Plummer favors the first interpretation, as does
Luke Timothy Johnson,54 Fred Craddock believes the number was intended to parallel the
seventy nations in Genesis 10 (seventy in the Hebrew text, seventy-two in the Greek).55
Furthermore, Craddock sees the instruction to “eat what is set before you” (Luke 10:8) as
evidence that the seventy were sent to the Gentiles, noting that food laws became a
critical issue as the gospel spread beyond the Jewish people (cf. Acts 11:1-18; Galatians
2:11-21).56 Even Plummer sees merit in this interpretation, though he arrives at it in a
more circuitous fashion. He suggests (along with Jeffrey, above) that the seventy
disciples were sent out around the Feast of Tabernacles. According to the Talmud,
seventy bollocks were offered during the feast to represent the seventy nations of the
world. Furthermore, it was about this time in his ministry that Jesus had declared, “I have
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other sheep that do not belong to this fold. I must bring them also, and they will listen to
my voice. So there will be one flock, one shepherd” (John 10:16).57
From a co-missional point of view, the centrality of local villages and homes in
the mission of the seventy is also significant. Local residents provided food and drink,
and shelter for the seventy. These amenities were not merely niceties, but necessities, as
the disciples were travelling without purse or bag (Luke 10:4).58 This missional
experience of mutuality and interdependence stands in contrast to western approaches to
mission that have minimized the significance of indigenous peoples, sometimes to the
point of absurdity. Sathianathan Clarke, a theologian and author of Dalit Theology in the
Twenty First Century, provides the remarkable example of an American visiting mission
to India:
The visiting Americans got off the minivan in which they were traveling
and made their way toward the local people that had gathered outside their
homes. Both sides in this encounter had very little idea about the other.
Without wasting much time the Americans got straight to the point. They
did not appear too interested in whom they were approaching, what
questions these Indians might have for them, or what their situation in life
might be. They were bursting with information that they needed to deposit
in the community: Jesus loved them all, he was the God that saves all
human beings, and the Bible testified to this divine revelation.59
The Americans found a receptive middle-aged gentleman in the crowd. The gentleman
indicated to the translator that he was a bible reader, but the translator did not pass the
information on to the missionaries. Instead, the missionaries held a bible to the
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gentleman, told him that it contained the truth about Jesus Christ, and wrapped up their
visit with a prayer and a promise:
Once the missive was orally communicated the swift emissary went on to
ask if he could pray with the gentleman. A courteous nod permitted the
American to offer an English prayer in the power of the Holy Spirit and
through the name of Jesus. The parting gift was a promise to get a Bible to
him, quite ignorant that this Hindu gentleman had already informed him
that he was reading the Bible, presumably in Tamil. The team got back
into the minivan and left as quickly as they came. They were filled with
joy that they had preached the good news to an eager non-Christian who
could now very well be on the salvation path.60
The lack of mutuality, interdependence, and inter-subjectivity in this incident is striking.
At best, the Indian man received a free bible in exchange for his good manners. At worst,
he received the the message that his personal understanding of the bible was irrelevant to
the American missionaries, as were his needs and concerns in general. As Clarke asserts,
“Fly by night, express, incarnation-free, and hit-and-run modes of good news heralding
hardly effect organic transformation.”61
If we assume for reasons cited above that the mission in Luke 10 takes place in
Gentile territory, we can infer that the missio Dei confronts the stigmas created by
religious/cultural prejudice and bigotry. In Jewish eyes, the Samaritans were
compromised: their lineage was not wholly Jewish and they had accommodated unclean
in customs and practice. By sending the disciples into Samaria, Jesus discredited the
widespread antipathy of Jews towards Samaritans. Twice, Jesus instructed the disciples to
eat whatever is before them, which was almost certainly to involve the eating of unclean
food. As is still the case today in traditional cultures, accepting food and drink from
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another people was a symbolic act of accepting them as equals. Not to receive these
things symbolized rejection not only of the hospitality offered, but also of the hosts
themselves. Acceptance, on the other hand, announced the dismantling of old boundaries
and restrictions. Thus, the Samaritans would no longer be outcasts, but fellow inheritors
and co-participants in the kingdom of God. Clarke comments on the transformative
impact this approach to mission could have on contemporary Indian society:
In the Indian context, where commensality between caste communities
and Dalit (untouchable) communities is severely restricted because of the
fear of pollution and the need to protect economic distance, this stipulation
for table fellowship has prophetic implications. It provides a preview of a
transformed community with new patterns of human solidarity that offer a
radical social and economic alternative to the present world [dis]order.62
Clarke sees Luke 10 not only as a challenge to Indian society, but also to North
Americans embarking on “mission trips” around the world. The gospel calls for a
simplicity of lifestyle, the humility to accept hospitality, and even a willingness to
contemplate tables in parts of the world without adequate or “acceptable” food and drink.
Paul Palumbo suggests that North Americans consider undertaking a “reversemission trip,” in which the focus on learning and transformation is placed on the
travellers. Palumbo practiced this approach with his own congregation, a choice that
involved re-orienting the expectations of those around him. The news of an upcoming
mission trip usually engendered the following conversation: “Oh, you are going on a
mission trip. What are you going to do, build something?” Palumbo found it helpful to
provide the following response:
"No, we're not going to build anything," I would answer, somewhat
sheepishly, at first, then more accurately, "We are going to learn about the
life and faith of the people of Nicaragua." Indeed, what we were actually
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preparing for was not a mission trip, but a "reverse-mission trip." My
experience in Nicaragua has always been that Jesus is alive and well,
hanging out among the people of this impoverished, beautiful land.63
Palumbo realized that the western church does not have a monopoly on faith. Instead of
approaching Nicaraguans as their spiritual inferiors, Palumbo and his congregation
recognized that Jesus could be revealed to them among their Nicaraguan hosts.

Cast-Offs as Co-Missionaries
The conventional notion of regarding others as spiritual inferiors is resolutely
turned on its head by the role of Samaritans in the life and ministry of Jesus. This
turnabout occurs in several well-known narratives, including the parable of the good
Samaritan (Luke 10:29-37), the story of the Samaritan leper who was healed and who
alone came back to thank Jesus (Luke 17:11-19), and the story of the Samaritan woman
at the well (John 4:1-42)64
For the sake of context, it is important to note that the Samaritans were frequently
mentioned with hostility in the Hebrew Bible. For example, Isaiah threatened Samaria
with destruction (Isaiah 7:9), Amos equated their women with fat cows (Amos 4:1), and
Hosea condemned the wicked deeds of Samaria (Hosea 7:1). In Micah, Samaria was
doomed to destruction:
Therefore I will make Samaria a heap in the open country,
a place for planting vineyards.
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I will pour down her stones into the valley,
and uncover her foundations (Micah 1:6).65
The Samaritans were descended from the remnant left in the northern kingdom of Israel
in 722 BCE after its conquest by Assyrian king Sargon II. Assyria deported much of the
Israelite population to the east, but those allowed to remain saw themselves as true
Israelites.66 The southern kingdom of Judah disagreed, arguing that this remnant had been
corrupted by intermarriage. Intermarriage began when Assyria brought people from
Babylon, Cuthah, Avva, Hamath, and Sepharvaim to Samaria to replace the deportees (2
Kings 17:24). These transplanted settlers initially did not worship Yahweh (2 Kings
17:25), a situation that was rectified in part by the return of an exiled priest who arrived
in Bethel and “taught them how they should worship the LORD” (2 Kings 17:28-40). The
worship of other gods prevailed alongside the worship of Yahweh.
Friction between Judeans and Samaritans intensified in the following centuries. In
the late sixth and early fifth centuries BCE, the Samaritans opposed the rebuilding of the
temple and walls of Jerusalem (Ezra 4:4-5,17-24). In 52 CE, a Galilean, one of a large
number of Judeans travelling to Jerusalem for a festival, was murdered in the Samaritan
village of Gema. A crowd of Galileans retaliated with the threat of war against the
Samaritans, which prompted a Samaritan representative to petition the Roman governor
Cumanus to punish the murderers and circumvent further violence. Cumanus did nothing
and those seeking vengeance rushed off to Samaria, attacked villages southeast of
Shechem, massacred their inhabitants, and burned the buildings. Finally, Cumanus
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intervened, killing and capturing some of the marauding Judeans, and persuading the rest
to disperse. However, many of those who had agreed to disperse instead renewed their
attack on the Samaritans. Eventually, the matter necessitated involvement from the
governor of Syria and even the emperor Claudius in Rome.67 Therefore, it is no surprise
that bitter enmity between Jews and Samaritans manifests itself repeatedly in the Gospel
narratives. As far as the Jews leaders of Jesus’s day were concerned, to be a Samaritan
was tantamount to being possessed by a demon (John 8:48).
Jesus subverted the racial and religious derogation of the Samaritans. He recast
them as harbingers of the kin-dom, the most vivid example being the parable of the “good
Samaritan.” In this story, a priest and Levite bypass a man attacked by robbers and left
for dead, while a Samaritan shows him kindness. The parable is presented in response to
a question posed to Jesus by a Jewish lawyer: “Who is my neighbor?” This lawyer would
have had well formed notions of who did and did not qualify as one’s neighbor. In fact,
the lawyer would have devoted significant attention to the outer limit of the people we
must treat as neighbors. A typical definition of “neighbor” would have been a fellow
Israelite. Accordingly, “you must love your neighbor as yourself” (Leviticus 19:18)
would have been understood to mean the congregation of the people of Israel––fellow
members of the covenant community who share in the election and the covenant. This
ethnocentric and religiocentric understanding of neighbor was reinforced by halakhic
midrashim. For example, the Mekilta on “if someone willfully attacks and kills another
by treachery, you shall take the killer from my altar for execution” (Exodus 21:14) is
weighted against outsiders. The definition of “someone” (who willfully attacks) cannot
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be applied to minors but can be applied to outsiders, whereas the “another” (who is
killed) is applicable to minors but not to outsiders. In other words, outsiders can be held
responsible for murder, but the murder of outsiders does not merit the considerations
afforded to those within the covenant community.68
In his parable, Jesus gave “neighbor” a greatly expanded definition. The question,
“Who is my neighbor?” could no longer be reduced to satisfying a juridical requirement.
“Neighbor” was someone who showed kindness to others, regardless of identity and
status. Those who should have acted right—the priest and the Levite—had failed to do
so. The one deemed beneath contempt—a Samaritan—had exceeded expectations.69
Jesus presented the marginalized Samaritan as a prophetic exemplar of what it means to
be a neighbor, compelling his Jewish audience to see the Samaritan as a harbinger of
eternal life (the original topic of concern presented by the lawyer in Luke 10:25). This
appears to be more than his audience could accept, at least explicitly. When asked by
Jesus who was a neighbor to the man in distress, the lawyer responded, “The one who
showed him mercy” to avoid uttering “Samaritan” in his response (Luke 10:37).70
There is a similar kind of avoidance in western interpretations of this parable. As
M. Gnanavaram notes, many western interpreters limit the message of the parable to
“love your neighbor” and use it to stress the importance to philanthropic activities.
Indeed, the parable presents acts of kindness in a commendable light, but we need to
appreciate the socio-cultural dynamic presented by the Samaritan figure. The point of the
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parable is that the people who are capable of kindness and compassion are not defined or
limited by barriers of culture and society, or religious purity. Otherwise, Jesus could have
used an Israelite (probably a layperson) in place of the Samaritan.71
The legacy of colonial missions (discussed below) leaves little doubt that western
missionaries often dismissed indigenous peoples in a manner similar to the way Jews
dismissed Samaritans (though perhaps with less animosity). Indigenous religions were
seen as diluted at best and corrupted at worst. There was little to be learned from them,
and it was the right and responsibility of western missionaries to supplant indigenous
beliefs with a purer form of religion. If Jesus were alive to tell his parable in a modern,
western context it is likely that he would have used an indigenous person to serve in the
role played by the Samaritan. In a great co-mission perspective, under-estimated and
undervalued people expose our hubris and call us to humility—if we have eyes to see and
ears to hear the opportunity before us. Humility allows us to receive (and celebrate) the
kindness of those we considered inferior to ourselves. Humility allows us to see our own
wounded-ness. Best of all, humility allows us to discover the deepest truths of Jesus’
parable: both the marginalized Samaritan and the exploited traveller become one in their
struggle to help each other.72 One oppressed person helps another, and the kin-dom of
God is realized in their midst.
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3. LEAVING CHRISTENDOM

A Deal with the Devil
The ministry of Jesus almost began with a deal with the devil. Satan took Jesus to
the top of a mountain, showed him the kingdoms of the world and their splendor, and
made Jesus an offer: “All these I will give you, if you will fall down and worship me.”
The response from Jesus was instantaneous: “Away with you, Satan! for it is written,
‘Worship the Lord your God, and serve only him’” (Matthew 4:8-10).
Raw power has often been a temptation for the western church, particularly the
conflation of power and religion known as Christendom. In this chapter I suggest that
Christendom was driven by an imperialist agenda dressed up in biblical ideas and images.
The church was reduced to “holding a form of godliness, but having denied the power
thereof” (2 Timothy 3:5, AV). I propose that the solution is to repent of and resist
imperial power, and on this point I will give significant attention below to the Gospel of
Mark and the writings of Ched Myers. This chapter argues for an understanding of the
kin-dom of God as both separate from and incompatible with the kingdoms of this world.
As such, I am suggesting that notions of a “Christian nation” or Holy Roman Empire are
theologically improbable, unnecessary, and undesirable.
A brief note on terminology might be helpful. Jesus used the word “kingdom” to
refer to a new country God was/is bringing forth through the missio Dei. When Jesus
used the word “kingdom” he was not inaugurating a God-backed imperialist agenda. In
fact, his kingdom metaphors suggest the opposite (e.g., “The kingdom of heaven is like a
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mustard seed”—Matthew 13:31). The word “kingdom” merely serves as marker,
signifying a realm in which love, justice, righteousness, etc. are the norm.
That said, the word “kingdom” carried a lot of imperial baggage in the times of
Jesus and has done so throughout occidental and oriental history. For that reason, I use
the phrase “kin-dom of God” instead of “kingdom of God” to emphasize the
incompatibility between the new country God is bringing to the world and the exercise of
imperial power. This stylization is not a perfect solution, not the least because the word
“kin-dom” does not exist in the English language. However, if a little artistic license is
allowed and a little imagination afforded, it becomes possible to see the word as
unofficial shorthand for “kinship domain”—a place where our kinship with one another
takes precedence over everything else.
Randy Woodley also believes that “kingdom” is an inadequate term. He suggests
that we use “community of creation” to connote a wider biblical and theological vision
for the kingdom of God. This term looks beyond human power structures and envisions a
whole new community that is “living out God’s shalom purposes on earth.”1 Woodley
criticizes imperialism for placing human beings over and above each other, and for
placing humanity over and above the rest of creation. The western view of creation has
proven to be anthropocentric and utilitarian and Christianity has followed suit. Woodley
argues that our worldview is not adequate until it appreciates the interconnectedness
between Creator, human beings, and the rest of creation as one family.2 In a similar vein,
Stanley Skreslet calls for the emergence of a missiological perspective that is averse to
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“world havoc” and instead promotes a “world house” (oikumene) view that desires good
stewardship of the earth alongside positive relationships among people of diverse
backgrounds.3 This perspective has been echoed by the World Council of Churches,
which believes that “our participation in mission, our being in creation, and our practice
of the life of the Spirit need to be woven together, for they are mutually transformative;”
the failure to weave these together will create a spirituality that “simply makes us feel
good while other parts of creation hurt and yearn.”4

The Rise of Christendom
Marion Grau observes that political agents who want to entrench or enhance their
socio-religious power often align themselves with a religious option that is either
dominant or in ascendancy in a society. Such rulers negotiate sacro-political power by
staking their claims to political power on an alleged privileged relationship with a deity
or spiritual power of the universe.5 Arne Rasmusson believes that the Roman Empire coopted the church when it conferred acceptability and (later) exclusivity on a faith it had
despised and persecuted as primitive and subversive. In so doing, it became possible for
the emperor to manage and manipulate church affairs. Official status may have raised the
profile of Christianity, but it also repositioned the Christian faith as the religious affairs
department of a political bureaucracy:
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As Christianity became the state religion of the Roman Empire it acquired
the functions of civil religion, i.e., it became society’s administrator of the
system of religious meeting. The church now had a similar organizational
structure as the civil society. The result was that the visible Christian
communities were replaced by geographical division, with the
consequences that the offices of bishops and priests became part of the
power structures of the empire and that priesthood and laity were sharply
separated from each other. Faith was then practiced primarily as
participation in church arrangements.6
Darrell Guder argues that Christendom forced the kin-dom of God to serve human
purposes—the good news was exchanged for the reductionist gospel of the Constantinian
church.7 Guder maintains that this reductionism had serious consequences for every
dimension of mission, including a redefinition of salvation that banished it from the here
and now and relegated it to a personal preoccupation with life after death. Guder believes
that western believers have not yet escaped the reductionism of Christendom and calls for
the “continuing conversion of the church.”8
Historians identify Constantine the Great (272-337 CE) as the creator of
Christendom. Ramsey MacMullen, Yale historian of Roman and Christian religion, goes
one step further and also attributes the demise of Roman religion to the ambitious ruler.
Constantine not only favored and promoted Christianity, but also sought to impose it as a
state religion and spread its adoption throughout the empire. For the first time in its
history the Roman Empire had a religion that was animated by a strong, inherent
missionary zeal. Roman religion had already begun to falter in the third century for
political and economic reasons. It had been a top-down religion fed by the aristocracy.
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When their money became scarce, expensive religious celebrations began to wane.
Constantine’s promotion of Christianity wielded the nearly final blows against the
Roman beliefs. Those who held to the old religion of Rome became the victims of
discriminatory legislation: they forfeited their estates at death, they were barred from
profitable and prestigious careers, and their places of worship were stripped of gold and
other valuable materials.9 The church embraced its newfound status and surrendered its
kingdom-not-of-this-world mandate for social, economic, and political power.
The power wielded by the church was remarkable. Aurelius Ambrosius (337-397
CE), the bishop commonly known as Saint Ambrose, is said to have “conquered three
emperors” in his cathedral at Milan.10 Ambrose declared the church off-limits to
interference from the empire and brought to the church “a weight of prejudice” acquired
during a lifetime of experience in the civil administration. He saw the church as an
autonomous corporate body with the right to self-determination, whose ministers
operated according to law higher than that of any state. Therefore, when the state
attempted to interfere in the appointment of bishops, Ambrose retorted, “We, by the law
of Jesus Christ, are dead to the law which sanctions such decrees.”11 Furthermore,
Ambrose believed the empire had no authority in and of itself––it received its mandate
from divine authority and the power of the empire was valid insofar as it carried out the
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purposes of God as interpreted by the church.12 The emperor was subject to divine laws,
was a son (or daughter) of the church, and must submit to the authority of the church. S.
Muthuraj notes that position of Ambrose towards the emperor was summed up in his
famous formula, “Imperator intra ecclesiam, non supra ecclesiam est” (“the emperor
should be within the church, and not above it”), to which he added, “For a good emperor
seeks the aid of the Church and does not refuse it.”13
Ambrose promoted the exclusive legitimacy of Christianity over other religions,
insisting that the empire would decline and fall unless it disassociated itself from Roman
religion, Judaism, and other forms of heresy.14 Thus, the use of force against these
“unsanctioned” religions was justified to ensure the longevity and prosperity of the
empire. The Greek church father, Athanasius, had denounced persecution as a weapon of
the devil, but Ambrose was prepared to use the devil’s weapon if necessary.15 Ambrose
used his episcopal office to stamp out the last traces of Roman religion. In one incident,
Emperor Constantius II removed a statue of the goddess Victory from the entrance to the
senate because of his affinity for Christianity. Emperor Julian, no friend of the Christian
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religion, restored the altar, but Emperor Gratian had it removed again in 382 CE. This
second removal was part of a protracted campaign that he and his cohort Theodosius I
launched against Roman religion—a campaign that included the elimination of
government subsidies to the remaining Roman temples and priesthood. When Valentinian
II succeeded Gratian as emperor, Quintus Aurelius Symmachus, the prefect of Rome,
sent a relatio to Valentinian asking him to allow the religion of Rome to co-exist
alongside the Christian religion:
We look on the same stars, the sky is common, the same world surrounds
us. What difference does it make by what pains each seeks the truth? We
cannot attain to so great a secret by one road;16
Ambrose vehemently disagreed with this request and its rationale. He wrote Valentinian
II and warned the emperor that granting Symmachus’ request would be seen as an
endorsement of paganism. Even worse, it would unleash persecution upon Christians who
refused to participate in the restored Roman rites. Furthermore, the emperor would be
unwelcome at the cathedral at Milan. As a result of Ambrose’s intervention, Valentinian
denied Symmachus’ request.17
Ambrose used unmitigated religious intimidation even when the competing
interests of Roman, Jewish, and Christian religions were not at stake. In 390 CE,
Butheric, a Germanic commander under Emperor Theodosius, arrested a local charioteer
in Thessalonica. The people of the city rioted over the arrest and Butheric was slain in the
melee. Emperor Theodosius ordered a retribution that resulted in the massacre of as many
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as seven thousand citizens.18 In response, Ambrose vacated the city of Milan (which was
also the residence of Theodosius) and refused to celebrate a mass in the presence of
Theodosius until the emperor repented. Ambrose explained his position as follows:
I dare not offer the sacrifice if you intend to be present. Is that which is not
allowed after shedding the blood of one innocent person, allowed after
shedding the blood of many? I do not think so.19
Ambrose argued that the emperor could not put the massacre of Thessalonica behind him
unless he confessed and repented of his sins:
Sin is not done away but by tears and penitence. Neither angel can do it,
nor archangel. The Lord Himself, Who alone can say, “I am with you,” if
we have sinned, does not forgive any but those who repent.20
In a remarkable display of imperial submission to the authority of the church, Theodosius
complied with Ambrose’s demands.21
By the end of the fourth century, the religion that Rome had persecuted
relentlessly was positioned to compel the persecution of other religions and to dominate
the will of emperors.22 The pragmatic value of aligning the state with the church’s raw
power was obvious to the emperors and in 391 CE Theodosius and his co-emperors
issued their rigid edict against the pre-Christian religions of Rome. It prohibited sacrifice
to Roman gods and the touring of their shrines, and imposed heavy fines on public
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officials who ignored the law. (Another law prohibiting the non-Christian cult in Egypt
followed the same year).23
Christianity remained a major player in affairs of state until the final days of the
western Roman Empire (476 CE). As the regency of Rome collapsed under its own
weight and an age of “barbarian” kings and dukes came upon the western world, the
church expanded its prominence and power. The church’s growing economic and
spiritual resources filled a void left by the collapse of Roman rule. Churches were
literally everywhere in the disassembled western empire, and its ecclesial structure,
hierarchy, language, and liturgy made it the single strongest force for cultural reintegration across Europe.24 An example: during the summer of 471 CE, when intense
fighting in the Rhone valley destroyed crops and interrupted communications, it was
Bishop Patiens of Lyons rather than the emperor who organized a large-scale relief effort
to avert widespread suffering in the towns of southeast Gaul.25
In the final two centuries of the first millennium CE, glimmers of empire began to
reappear. Pope Leo III crowned Charlemagne (Charles the Great) as the Emperor of the
Romans on Christmas Day 800 CE. In so doing, Leo positioned the papacy at the highest
level of imperial influence at the earliest possible opportunity and set in place a 700-year
tradition of crowning the emperor (until the crowning of Charles V in 1530). The
Carolingian form of revived imperialism was short-lived, but the die was cast. During the
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tenth century, as the political decentralization and social chaos of the late ninth century
subsided, more successful and enduring power structures began to emerge in the feudal
duchy of Norman France and the Ottonian Empire of Germany. These new power
structures shared a fundamental quality: ecclesiastical power and worldly power were
inextricably joined together. Medieval historian Norman Cantor summarizes:
In this view there were not separate spheres for the ecclesia and the
mundus; rather, the church was one, indivisible, universal Body of Christ
encompassing the whole world. By the eleventh century this theory had
become commonplace among the leading thinkers and even less
prominent writers of the Latin church. “The church” and “the world” were
treated as identical and synonymous terms, and hence empires and
kingdoms had to be regarded as entities not outside the church, but with in
its universal bounds.26
In this elaborate and extensive, second-millennium iteration of Christendom, domination,
influence, and the accouterments of lands, money, and even armies became the norm.
Nowhere did this bizarre endorsement of power play out more vividly than in the
aforementioned duchy of Normandy and the Ottonian Empire.
Cantor asserts that the relationship between the Norman dukes and the church was
the most decisive factor in the political stability and ascendancy of Normandy. The dukes
of the late tenth and early eleventh centuries saw their territory as a cultural backwater
and brought monastic scholars from the Rhineland and northern Italy to raise the caliber
of the Norman church. Monasteries were built and endowed, monastic schools
underwritten, and eminent graduates were sent out to establish centers of learning in
western Europe. Investing celibate clergy with huge tracts of land for monasteries and
schools was a brilliant play on the part of the dukes. Bishops and abbots could not father
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legitimate children; therefore, there would never be anyone to assert a dynastic claim on
these lands (and, in any case, the lands belonged to the ecclesiastical office and not the
persons inhabiting the office). Loyalty and allegiance from bishops and abbots was
further enforced by the veto power of the dukes who made it impossible for unwanted
clergy to take possession of the lands associated with their ecclesiastical office. In order
to keep their lands, the church complied with the dukes. Consequently, the dukes were
able to use the power of loyal church officials to threaten upstart nobility with ecclesial
condemnation or excommunication.27
In Germany, a similar tale unfolded under King Otto I, who used the resources
and personnel of the church to overcome his rivals—the “stem dukes” of the Germanic
tribes. He did so by resorting to royal investiture, in which he alone retained the right to
invest bishops and abbots with the symbols of their office. Similar to the situation that
arose in Normandy, the German bishops and abbots could not assume office unless
appointed by Otto. Furthermore, a bishop or abbot could not take possession of the
property belonging to his office until he became the king’s vassal.28
In the case of King Otto, this conflation of political and ecclesial power
eventually extended all the way to the office of the pope. In 960 CE, in order to protect
himself from intrigues in Rome and competitors for the papal see, Pope John XII
solicited military support from Otto. Otto and John XII ratified the Diploma Ottonianum,
confirming John XII as the spiritual head of the church and Otto as its secular protector.
However, their mutual agreement ended virtually before the ink had dried on paper. John
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XII was deposed for his disloyalty to Otto, who imposed an oath on the Romans not to
elect a future pope without his imperial consent.29

A Vanishing Kin-dom
Western Christians often lament the decline of Christendom, but Christianity’s
cultural domination in the west weakened its prophetic voice. As Andrew Walls states,
“Events so welded Christianity and the West together, and the domestication of
Christianity in the West was so complete, the process of acculturation there so successful,
that the faith seemed inseparable from the categories of European life and thought.”30
Canadian social philosopher Charles Taylor adds that the identification of Christianity
with western culture has deprived westerners of the ability to separate the essence of
Christian faith from the trappings of western culture:
Missionaries brought Christianity to the non-Western world, often with the
sense that they were also bringing the bases of future prosperity, progress,
order, and (sometimes also) democracy and freedom. It became hard for
many to answer the question, what is Christian faith about? The salvation
of humankind, or the progress rocked by capitalism, technology,
democracy? The two tended to blend into one. Even harder did it become
to distinguish between salvation and the establishment of good moral
order.31
Christendom’s notion of a Christian society created a class of non-Christian societies to
be “improved” by the assets of the western world: modern approaches to food production,
health care, education, etc. Western churches brought immeasurable technological
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progress to non-western cultures. However, colonial exploitation also created
impoverished conditions for non-western cultures and perpetuated, even justified, social
and economic injustice. Western churches seemed unable, or unwilling, to recognize the
disparity.
Meanwhile, in an ultimate twist of irony, Christendom inoculated its western
progenitors to the power of the gospel. In its attempts to embed Christian faith into the
fabric of society, Christendom made the gospel imperceptible to society. Lesslie
Newbigin notes that the Christian faith is now alive and well virtually everywhere except
the founding territories of Christendom:
In great areas of Asia, Africa, and Oceana, the church grows steadily and
even spectacularly. But in areas dominated by modern Western culture
(whether in its capitalist or socialist political expressions) the church is
shrinking and the gospel appears to fall on deaf ears. It would seem,
therefore, that there is no higher priority for the research work of
missiologists than to ask the question of what would be involved in a
genuinely missionary encounter between the gospel and this modern
Western culture.32
For Newbigin, the gospel has faded into the background of modern western culture—it is
either absent-mindedly assumed as a given or assumed to be antiquated and increasingly
irrelevant. In either case, the gospel has been drained of its prophetic power.
Charles Taylor believes that Christendom has created two significant problems for
the church. First, identifying the Christian life with the norms of our civilization blinds us
to the greater transformation that Christian faith offers us—namely, the raising of human
life to the divine (theiosis). Second, we lose authentic relationships when we take a way
of living together inspired by the gospel and make it a code of rules enforced by
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institutions and organizations.33 It is this second concern that Taylor addresses at length
in A Secular Age.
In essence, Taylor’s concern centers on Christendom’s attempts to regulate
culture rather than speak prophetically to it. He argues that the gospel compels us to step
across institutional boundaries in order to reach people who are lost, forgotten, ignored,
or otherwise marginalized by those boundaries. Taylor cites the parable of the good
Samaritan as a biblical analogy:
The Samaritan is moved by the wounded man; he moves to act, and in
doing so inaugurates (potentially) a new relationship of
friendship/love/charity with this person. But this cuts across the
boundaries of the permitted “we's” in his world. It is a free act of his “I”.34
In this parable, the “we’s” are actually established and enforced by institutional religion.
In fact, two representatives of institutional religion (a priest and a Levite) pass by the
victim lying in the roads. On the other hand, the Samaritan is moved to respond not by a
institutional principle of “ought,” but by the robbed and beaten person himself. For the
Samaritan, there is a new kind of motivation at work, and as a result a new kind of
community arises—a community in which our neighbors are not just fellow members of
our group, tribe, church, creedal community, nation, etc. Our neighbors are any human
beings, especially those (e.g., the Samaritan) who are willing to help us in times of need.
Somehow, this point escaped the priest and the Levite, whose functions within an
established, institutional religion overrode their inherent connections to the victim. The
gospel should break through the limitations and demarcations of institutional religions. In
fact, it does not even recognize those limitations and demarcations.
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Taylor contends that the good news (i.e., the gospel) creates a network, and
ideally that network is what we call the church. The church, therefore, is not a category of
people who define themselves by certain attributes or characteristics. The church is a
“skein of relations.” It is a kinship based on the love God has for us—agape.35 It is
challenging to maintain this kinship, but the church becomes corrupted when we fall back
into to the temptation to become something more “normal” (i.e., something established,
regulated, etc.). When that happens, the church becomes a tribe, and begins to identify
people as belonging or not belonging to the tribe.
Even worse than falling back, however, is falling forward, which Taylor defines
as caricaturizing relationships in the attempt to preserve them:
The network of agape involves a kind of fidelity to the new relations; and
because we can all too easily fall away from this (which falling away we
call “sin”), we are led to shore up these relations; we institutionalize them,
introduce rules, divide responsibilities. In this way, we keep the hungry
fed, the homeless housed, the naked clothed; but we are now living
caricatures of the network life.36
A modern bureaucracy emerges, based on rationality and rules. The rules benevolently
prescribe rights and responsibilities for specific categories of people, but we must fit into
the categories to obtain those rights and fulfill those responsibilities. Belonging to a
category becomes essential, and the more primary sense of mutual belonging is lost.37
Taylor blames Kant and modern philosophy for this ethical sterilization and calls for a
“gut-driven response” to people in which regulation by reason is secondary. However,
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Taylor notes that responding to our guts is complex, and few are willing to embrace the
complexity it requires:
Because we can't live up to this, we need rules. “Because of the hardness
of your hearts”. It's not that we could just abolish them. But modern liberal
civilization fetishizes them. We think we have to find the right system of
rules, norms, and then follow them through unfailingly.38
Ironically, the more the church enshrines its rules and regulations, the more it perceives
itself equipped to deal with people in need. In fact, the opposite is true. The church is
instead wired to fail people who do not fit into pre-planned categories. (They are often in
need precisely because they do not fit into categories that would supply their needs.) A
church focused on categories, and opposed to contingencies, becomes more like the priest
and Levite and less like the Samaritan:
… in this perspective, something crucial in the Samaritan story gets lost. A
world ordered by this system of rules, disciplines, organizations can only
see contingency as an obstacle, unit enemy and a threat. The ideal is to
master it, to extend the web of control so that contingency is reduced to
minimum.39
In effect, people in need are “reduced to a minimum.” The skein of relationships is lost.

Embracing Chaos and Complexity
The criticism of Christendom presented in this chapter is not intended to promote
a view of church/state relations that allows no dialogue and interchange between people
of faith and those in power. It is certainly not intended to suggest that the church has no
role to play in the affairs of the world. As the World Council of Churches has noted,
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mission, money, and political power can be strategic partners. However, history reveals
an ongoing deficit in strategy on the part of western churches when it comes to resisting
the temptation of “being in the centers of power, eating with the rich, and lobbying for
money to maintain ecclesial bureaucracy.”40
In present-day western democracies, the now commonplace separation of church
and state presents a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it prevents the establishment
of religion by government and allows for religious liberty. On the other hand, the
separation of church and state is sometimes applied in an overly restrictive way that
impairs democratic citizenship, particularly the right to declare or practice one’s religion
in the public square. Too much church/state separation can create a dual crisis where
there is 1) inadequate political will and ethical direction to manage pressing social
problems, and 2) relegation of faith to the private sector where it is prevented from
contributing to public solutions.41 People of faith are contributing members of society:
they should be given an opportunity to show the merit of their beliefs (which is different
than freedom to impose their religious beliefs on others). The number of non-religious
people in the western world is rising, but people of faith are here to stay and have
demonstrated legitimate care and concern for the world. In diverse liberal democracies,
political leaders are formally responsible to national electorates, but this does not
preclude an ethical responsibility to dialogue with religious leaders about how to problem
solve global issues.42
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Perhaps it is time to return to the creative tension between the already and the not
yet the kin-dom of God offers to us. Citing the parable of the wheat and the tares, Charles
Taylor suggests that those who embrace the gospel must also accept the idea that evil is
so bound up with good that it cannot be eliminated, until we reach the end of things.43 In
the modern world, order and chaos were not seen as complementary––they were
considered contradictory. Order was desirable; therefore, chaos was to be eliminated:
This confidence is consubstantial with the belief that we don’t have to
compromise, that we don’t need complementarity, that the erecting of
order doesn’t need to acknowledge limits in any opposing principle of
chaos. And because of this, this drive to order is both offended and
rendered insecure by the traditional festivals of reversal. It cannot stomach
the “world turned upside down”.44
As modernism gave rise to the atrocities of the twentieth century, a postmodern mentality
began to emerge that admitted the reality of chaos; i.e., there is room for both the wheat
and the tares. And according to Taylor, those who believe in good, no longer seek to
eradicate evil, but to meet it with good (an incalculable difference).
Marshall McLuhan, another Canadian social philosopher, challenged the
modernist tendency to categorize and control everything. He was fascinated with the
social implications of media, and in an uncanny anticipation of Google search engines
and Amazon server farms nearly four decades before their arrival McLuhan understood
the impossibility of eliminating unwanted or inconvenient information in a technologydriven world:
… the older, traditional ideas of private, isolated thoughts and actions—
patterns of mechanistic technologies—are very seriously threatened by
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new methods of instantaneous electric information retrieval, by the
electrically computerized dossier bank—that one big gossip column that is
unforgiving, unforgetful and from which there is no redemption, no
erasure of early “mistakes.”45
Because of media, the “the family circle has widened” and “all the world's a stage”
(McLuhan referencing Shakespeare).46 Using very similar language to Charles Taylor,
McLuhan believed that media had overthrown the regime of “time” and “space” and
“pours upon us instantly and continuously the concerns of all other men.” Media has
conquered parochialism:
It has reconstituted dialogue on global scale. Its message is Total Change,
ending psychic, social, economic, and political parochialism. The old
civic, state, and national groupings have become unworkable.47
McLuhan’s most famous work is titled The Medium is the Massage (not Message), which
is a reference to his belief that “all media work us over completely.”48 McLuhan wrote
his seminal work in the 1960’s—long before the rise of social media. Yet, the massive
social impact of mainstream media was already evident:
They are so pervasive in their personal, political, economic, aesthetic,
psychological, moral, ethical, and social consequences that they leave no
part of us untouched, unaffected, unaltered. The medium is the massage.
Any understanding of social and cultural change is impossible without a
knowledge of the way media works as environments.49
McLuhan believed that not only our ideas and values, but also our very patterns of
personal life and social interdependence are reshaped and restructured by media. For that
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reason, the medium is the message as well as the massage: we are shaped more by the
nature of media by which we communicate than by the content of the communication.50 It
is impossible to understand social and cultural changes without understanding the
workings of media.

The Promise of Post-Christendom
The social-philosophical analyses of Taylor and McLuhan reveal Christendom as
untenable in a postmodern world. Perhaps their observations serve as an advance warning
to nations of the southern hemisphere, which Philip Jenkins believes are forming the
frontier of a new Christendom.51 The belief that God is on our side and that God blesses
our world order is impractical and unsustainable. Charles Taylor urges Christians to
abandon their aspirations for Christendom, be it the fading Christendom of the present or
some earlier Christendom that the church is fighting to restore.52 There is no belle epoch
or “golden age” of Christianity. Every epoch is immediate to God and in every epoch the
church must achieve a certain distance from being embedding in its time.53
It may be helpful to see the decline of Christendom as a renaissance of the church.
Marilyn Legge admits that western churches, disestablished from their Christendom
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status, are “reeling with despair and confusion.” 54 However, this also presents what Alan
Roxburgh describes as a threshold of opportunity.55 No longer a dominant cultural
institution, the church can approach surrounding culture as something to be understood
and engaged, rather than dominated or eradicated, and indigenous cultures can be seen as
the medium through which the gospel is communicated. In a similar vein, Ian Randall
summarizes seven significant (and inter-related) ecclesiological shifts overtaking western
churches:
1. From the center to margins: in Christendom the Christian story and the churches
were central; in post-Christendom these are marginal.
2. From majority to minority: in Christendom Christians comprised the (often
overwhelming) majority; in post-Christendom a minority.
3. From settlers to sojourners: in Christendom Christians felt at home in a culture
shaped by their story; in post-Christendom—aliens, exiles and pilgrims.
4. From privilege to plurality: in Christendom Christians enjoyed many privileges;
in post-Christendom they are one community among many in a plural society.
5. From control to witness: in Christendom churches could exert control over
society; in post-Christendom influence is only through witnessing.
6. From maintenance to mission: in Christendom the emphasis was on maintaining a
supposedly Christian status quo; in post-Christendom it is on mission within a
contested environment.
7. From institution to movement: in Christendom churches operated mainly in
institutional mode; in post-Christendom as a Christian movement.56
All of these shifts have the potential to help the church discover what it means to live in
right relationships as it negotiates mission in a post-Christendom context.
Stuart Murray admits that post-Christendom presents a series of challenges to the
church, not the least being the reality of ministering in a culture where the central features
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of the Christian story are unknown and where the rhythms of church life have little
connection to most members of society.57 In a manner similar to Charles Taylor, Murray
sees the end of Christendom as an opportunity to reclaim a vital network of relationships.
As the church makes the transition from institution to movement, from the center to the
margins, community can be recovered in authentic, creative, and even light-hearted ways:






Recovering friendship (not insipid ‘fellowship’ or institutional ‘membership’)
as our relational paradigm. Friendship is non-hierarchical, holistic, relaxed
and dynamic. In mission-oriented churches it is inclusive, not exclusive, so
people can belong before they believe.
Eating together. The intimacy and informality of shared meals resonates with
the gospel story. It builds community and hinders institutional and
hierarchical retrenchment. Worshipping and sharing bread and wine around
the meal table encourages multi-voiced participation and restores Eucharistic
celebration to its original domestic context.
Laughter. Church in Christendom was serious and solemn. Post-Christendom
churches should avoid pomposity and taking themselves too seriously. This
does not mean flippancy or cynical postmodern humour, but joyful confidence
in the God who does surprising things with unpromising people, irreverence
towards the powers dominating our culture and demanding our loyalty, and
hope in God’s coming kingdom.58

Alan Jamieson, a sociologist and pastor based in New Zealand, sees post-Christendom as
the era of a churchless faith, an image he derived from extensive research of people who
have left evangelical, Pentecostal, and charismatic (EPC) churches. Jamieson discovered
that the vast majority of EPC church-leavers have no desire to return to an institutional
church experience. Nevertheless, they are searching for a place to belong as they continue
their faith journeys apart from organized religion. For example, several church-leavers
formed a group that met for nearly five years, with 12-20 people in attendance. Midway
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through the five-year experience, one of the participants described her experience as
follows:
These three years have been an oasis. I feel as if I have moved into a level
of intimacy with people which I had previously only touched with
particular individuals in my life but never as part of a corporate group. I
feel I share things which are very costly for me to share, which make me
feel very vulnerable and I feel that I am known all the more deeply for it. I
really feel accepted and I feel I can ask my really tough questions, even
though I seldom get answers, as they are a group who don’t give pat
answers. I really find it a very affirming place to be and I don’t feel now
that I am split, that I am here six days a week and expected to be someone
else on Sundays.59
The above quotation illustrates how the societal shifts that have ended Christendom have
not ended the possibility of faith-centered relationships. The end of Christendom has
simply diminished the likelihood of faith-centered relationships occurring exclusively (or
even predominantly) in an institutional church setting. In the end, this may bode well for
the mission of the church.

The UnKingdom
The church is the body of Christ and is pivotal to how the world perceives and
encounters the work of Christ. However, church is not the kin-dom of God, and the
church by no means represents the entirety of the kin-dom (though it may be included in
the kin-dom). Paul Knitter, writing as a Roman Catholic, notes that for centuries the
church enforced the belief that “outside the church there is no salvation.” Knitter believes
that position is theologically indefensible. The church and the kin-dom are related, but
the kin-dom looms larger than the church—a notion he believes is “a monumental shift in
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the self-understanding of Christians and of their community called the church.”60
Consequently, Knitter argues that the missio Dei is not about plantatio ecclesia—the
planting of the church in new cultures and regions. Rather, the mission is to sew the seeds
of the kin-dom.61
The point Knitter is making can inform a postmodern missiology in several ways.
First, the mission of the church is not to attract people to churches, but to proclaim,
robustly, the kin-dom of God everywhere in the world. More importantly, mission does
not need to be seen as marching out from the strength and safety of a church building into
a world of evil and woe. Although Leonard Sweet correctly depicts the missional church
as a “Get Out of Doors” church, it is not simply the act of getting outside of a church
building that creates a mission-shaped church. Becoming missional is more than
transferring ministry from inside to outside the church: the church building is not kindom HQ and the missio Dei is not a question of expanding our political footprint beyond
the four walls of the church. A postmodern missiology recognizes a dichotomy between
the kin-dom of God and the kingdoms of the world, but it is not concerned with a sacred
versus secular space debate. From a kin-dom perspective, it is not the location of ministry
that matters most, but the allegiance of ministers and missionaries. The followers of Jesus
belong to the kin-dom of God—a realm that is not of this world (John 18:36). The church
becomes missional by living in the world as people of the kin-dom, both on the outside
and the inside of its church buildings.
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Therefore, a postmodern missiology is focused on a kin-dom of justice and
righteousness that overwhelms the injustice and unrighteousness of the kingdoms of the
world. When Jesus said, “my kingdom is not from this world” and “my kingdom is not
from here” (John 18:36)––a point made to Pontius Pilot at a decisive moment in the
conflict between kin-dom and empire—he was not suggesting that his kin-dom is
somewhere else. Instead, he making it expressly clear that kin-dom of God contradicts
the power-centric kingdoms of this world. Mark Van Steenwyk, in a chapter aptly
entitled “Jesus and the unKingdom of God,” describes the difference as follows:
Traditional kingship (with absolute power, hoards of wealth, and power
over the weak) has nothing to do with Jesus; it’s something Jesus rejected.
Traditional kings demand allegiance and servitude, but Jesus offers
liberation—from suffering, sickness and death, exclusion, persecution, and
sin. Jesus is a “king” who serves the “least of these”, and who finally
receives torture and execution to bring freedom to others.62
The dichotomy between the kin-dom and the world, therefore, is a question of
identification and belonging. The followers of Jesus strive first for the kin-dom of God
(Matthew 6:33), not for position, power, and prestige in the kingdoms of this world. The
kin-dom of God is their treasure and, therefore, where their hearts are found (Matthew
6:21). They live in the world, but they do not belong to the world (John 17:15,16). They
inhabit the cities of this world, but have no lasting city in this world (Hebrews 13:14).
They are not preoccupied with gaining imperial power to promote their advantage or to
impose their religious mandates on others. Instead, they embrace the paradoxes of the
kin-dom: the first will be last, and the least will be the greatest (Luke 13:30; 9:48).
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Furthermore, the kin-dom is open and inviting. It welcomes all who seek justice
and righteousness. Those who have entered the kin-dom of God welcome others just as
Christ has welcomed them (Romans 15:7). They have no right or reason to reduce the
kin-dom to their own standards and preferences. As Andrew Walls states,
The faith of Christ is infinitely translatable, it creates “a place to feel at
home.” But it must not make a place where we are so much at home that
no one else can live there.63
“Whoever is not against us is for us” (Mark 9:40). There is no privilege or prominence
given to those who arrive “first”: those who have “worked only one hour” are made equal
to those who have “borne the burden of the day and the scorching heat” (Matthew 20:12).
The inherent tension between the kin-dom of God and the kingdoms of the world
will create conflict. The kin-dom of God is subversive. It overwhelms the kingdoms of
the world, not through espionage and subterfuge but through service and sacrifice. The
world may hate Jesus and those who follow him (John 7:7; 15:18,19; 17:14; 1 John 3:13),
but hating the world in return is not a kin-dom response.64 Instead, the call of the kin-dom
is to “Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you” (Luke 6:27; Mark 5:44)—a
response that perpetuates the subversive posture of the kin-dom of God.
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Shifting Allegiance
Living in the kingdoms of the world as people of the kin-dom of God is a task
made difficult by the fact that the world, not the kin-dom, is a natural reference point for
everyone. We are born into the world (versus born again into the kin-dom); thus, we take
our cues from the world, which creates a tendency to absorb its values, traditions, etc.
The key to transferring our allegiance to the kin-dom is not to live outside the world.
Instead, we are called to live differently in the world, and it is this call that serves as the
kerygma of the kin-dom and the core of a postmodern missiology.
For example, in the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus insisted that we love our
enemies, even though it is customary in this world to hate those who hate us (Matthew
5:43-47):
“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor and hate
your enemy.’ But I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those who
persecute you, so that you may be children of your Father in heaven; for
he makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on the
righteous and on the unrighteous. For if you love those who love you,
what reward do you have? Do not even the tax collectors do the same?
And if you greet only your brothers and sisters, what more are you doing
than others? Do not even the Gentiles do the same?”
Later in the Sermon on the Mount—just before the Lord’s Prayer—Jesus broached the
kin-dom/world dichotomy in another way. He did so by criticizing the religious
effrontery of the Jews and the rhetorical redundancy of the Gentiles (Matthew 6:5-8):
“And whenever you pray, do not be like the hypocrites; for they love to
stand and pray in the synagogues and at the street corners, so that they
may be seen by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward.
But whenever you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to
your Father who is in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will
reward you. “When you are praying, do not heap up empty phrases as the
Gentiles do; for they think that they will be heard because of their many
words. Do not be like them, for your Father knows what you need before
you ask him.”
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Finally, Jesus made a pointed and poignant contrast between the kin-dom and the world
in a radical call to humility (Matthew 20:25-28):
“You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their great
ones are tyrants over them. It will not be so among you; but whoever
wishes to be great among you must be your servant, and whoever wishes
to be first among you must be your slave; just as the Son of Man came not
to be served but to serve, and to give his life a ransom for many.”65
Therefore, embracing the kin-dom is a renewal of the mind. The Apostle Paul implored
us not to be conformed to this world, but to be transformed by the renewing of our minds,
which enables us to discern the will of God—what is “good and acceptable and perfect”
(Romans 12.2). What exactly is this transformation? How does this renewing of our
minds take place?
This transformation involves a reorientation of our relationship with God that is
inseparable from a reorientation of our relationship with others. Worship (latreia) is no
longer offering a sacrifice to God (be it the animal sacrifice of the cultus of the Jews, or
an offering of money, song, prayer, etc. in the cultus of Christians). Instead, worship is
becoming a sacrifice. We present our bodies as a living sacrifice (Romans 12:1)—a
paradoxical image that is similar to a bush that burns but is not consumed (Exodus 3:2).
Paradoxically, therefore, we are augmented rather than diminished by living in love as
Christ loved us and gave himself up for us and completing what is lacking in the
afflictions of Christ (Ephesians 5:2; Colossians 1:24). We inhabit this paradox by not
thinking of ourselves more highly than we ought to think and by understanding that we
are members one of another (Romans 12:3-5). This reorientation represents a
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transformation from the self-centered, self-aggrandizing spirit of the world to the poor-inspirit/riches-of-his-grace kin-dom of Jesus (Matthew 5:3).
Randy Woodley provides a vivid example of the renewing of our mind and its
implications for mission. Woodley spent four years traveling itinerantly across the United
States and Canada. On one occasion, he and his wife were scheduled as plenary speakers
at a conference in Phoenix, Arizona, but the indigenous tradition of asking local elders
for permission to speak had not been honored. Woodley and his wife withdrew from their
speaking engagement and instead brought gifts to the elders who had been slighted:
As my family and I delivered a dozen traditional gift baskets to the Senior
Center, one of the elders asked us who we were. I responded by stating our
business in the city and our embarrassment that proper protocol was not
sought earlier. I then asked for their forgiveness. I said, “At this point we
have no right to ask for your permission but simply want to give you, the
host people of the land, gifts for allowing us to visit your territory.” I also
assured them that we would not be speaking at the conference since we
had no permission. I mentioned the fact that we knew there were
thousands of deeds to land in that city but that, in the Creator's eyes, they
are the ones whom God chose to be responsible for the land. The elders
then asked us to stay for lunch.
After getting to know one another for a while, the eldest woman present
rose and said a blessing over us and over our conference. She also told us
that since we had respected them in this way, the next time we are to speak
in the Phoenix area, we need not ask for permission again to be in their
land, only “please;” she said, “when visiting again, you should come and
join us for a meal.”66
A western mindset might interpret the above sequence of events as a missed ministry
opportunity due to negligent planning (or the overly sensitive nature and outdated
customs of local leaders). However, a missional mindset recognizes that the sequence of
events was actually a manifestation of the kin-dom of God. As such, ministry of the
highest order occurred, albeit in unexpected ways.
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Repentance and Resistance
Despite its long tempestuous affair with Christendom, the western church is
periodically renewed by unexpected interruptions of the kin-dom of God. Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri remind us that, “Even when tempted by despair, we should remember
that throughout history unexpected and unforeseeable events arrive that completely
reshuffle the decks of political powers and possibility.”67 This is the message of the
parable of the vineyard (Mark 12:1-12). The tenants in the parable represented the
religious leaders of Mark’s day. They should have been servants of the landowner, but
instead pretended to own the vineyard. The owner sent messengers to reclaim his
authority, but those messengers were repulsed. In the end, the tables were turned on the
power-hungry tenants: the landowner destroyed the tenants and gave the land to others
who would tend it, not pretend to own it (Mark 12:9). Ched Myers calls this reversal of
fortunes “the hardest, and most revolutionary, words in the Gospel.”68
Taking a cue from liberation theologians whose understanding of Jesus was
shaped by their experience of suffering, Paul Knitter believes we too need to allow the
inequities and injustices of this world to reshape our understanding of the gospel. Doing
so allows us to correct a reductionist Christology and rediscover the kin-dom of God:
… Christians must admit that for much of the history of Christianity, they
have so emphasized the divinity of Jesus and his role as unique savior that
these beliefs have overshadowed, even replaced, what was the central
belief and concern of Jesus—the kingdom of God. As has often been said,
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the proclaimer became the proclaimed. Jesus the prophet of God's
kingdom became Jesus the Son of God and only savior.69
Missiologist Jonathan Bonk asserts that any mission strategy that is truly Christian must
not only emphasize Jesus as lord and savior, but also be consistent with the incarnation,
the cross, and weakness: “A strategy that guarantees security, comfort, and privilege for
its practitioners knows nothing of the cross; a powerful, all-encompassing, grandiose plan
calling for the mobilization of tens of thousands of North Americans and the expenditure
of millions of dollars to support them cannot possibly express itself in that weakness
which is, according to the Bible and supported by the facts, the only vehicle whereby
God’s power may be made perfect.”70 Bonk believes that the western church is more
inclined to see the incarnation as descriptive rather than prescriptive. However, when we
set our minds on earthly things we live as enemies of the cross of Christ (Philippians
3:18-19). If it is true that Jesus sends the church as the Father sent him, then the
incarnation implies that we must give up power, privilege, and position in imitation of
Christ. We regard “everything as loss because of the surpassing value of knowing Christ
Jesus” (Philippians 3:8). Jesus was sent to the world not in a show of force, but as a
powerless, vulnerable, illegitimate child of a peasant mother. He voluntarily entered
creation as a nursing infant, laid to rest in a manger. As a child, he grew gradually in
wisdom and stature. To follow Jesus is to walk this kenotic path.71
New appreciation for the transformation required of kin-dom people has arisen
from a socio-literary school of hermeneutics developed by Ched Myers, author of
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Binding the Strong Man and Who Will Roll Away the Stone?72 Myers contrasts his socioliterary approach to the Bible with 1) theological hermeneutics, 2) the hermeneutics of
“privatism,” and 3) the study-from-a-distance stance of biblical scholarship. Theological
hermeneutics mines the biblical text for “timeless and universal theological principals or
churchly dogma.” This suppresses the fully-human, concrete socio-historical character of
the gospel, leaving the kerygma to be found only in abstract thought—the domain of
theological discussion separated from action.73 A hermeneutics of privatism, on the other
hand, is preoccupied with an individualistic search for holiness, authentic experience, and
wholeness. This provides no engagement with, and critique of, the surrounding culture:
“Needless to say, the political powers have much to gain from the strict sequestering of
the gospel to the private sphere.”74 Biblical scholarship, under the guise of an objective
study of biblical history and archaeology, refuses to admit its own ideological
commitments and is unwilling to address its own historical situation and thus becomes
complicit in the status quo.75
Myers has focused much of his work on a social-literary study of the Gospel of
Mark. He sees the book as “concrete social strategy and practice” and the “manifesto of
an early Christian discipleship community” engaged in a war of myths with the dominant
socio-political order.76 Myers maintains that contemporary North American readers need
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to admit that their reading site for the Bible is empire, or locus imperium.77 In other
words, we read the gospel narratives from a place of power and prestige in this world. In
order to awaken to the call of discipleship within us, we need to listen to the “perspective
of the periphery” in the gospel.78 Because we are learning to do theology in Pharaoh’s
household, our reflection on the gospel will require a two-fold change—repentance and
resistance:
The first is repentance, which for us implies not only a conversion of
heart, but a concrete process of turning away from empire, its distractions
and seductions, its hubris and iniquity. The second is resistance, which
involves shaking off the powerful sedation of a society that rewards
ignorance and trivializes everything political, in order to discern and take
concrete stands in our historical moment, and to find meaningful ways to
“impede imperial progress.”79
Myers argues that as members of the “privileged metropolitan classes” we are not the
primary subjects of the gospel. We can, however, identify with the rich man (Mark
10:17-22) or the scribe (Mark 12:32-34), whom Jesus instructed to turn away from their
self-sufficiency and self-righteousness and turn toward restorative justice.80 This
language of turning away from/turning toward is the essence of repentance for western
Christians––repentance that takes our “social footprint” into account:
Everything else in the discipleship narrative is predicated upon our
response to that call, which, of course, presupposes a consciousness of sin.
This must be understand not in our modern sense, as strictly personal
angst or guilt, but in the Hebrew sense, as the admission of our solidarity
with historical injustice.81
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Citing the American dream as a nightmare for the poor, Myers suggests that repentance
necessitates communities and lifestyles that seek “more just and compassionate patterns
of social and economic relating.”82 Furthermore, this turning or repentance not only
means turning away from crippling consumption and affluence, but also turning towards
those who are forced outside the gates (Hebrew 13:10-13) by our self-serving lifestyles.
This is a Christological point for Myers: Jesus himself is outside the gates, “and there too
we must journey if we are to meet Jesus.”83
Paulo Friere, the southern-hemisphere educator and author of the iconic Pedagogy
of the Oppressed, worked in a liberation theology context and believed it was impossible
to separate action from theology, even in the simplest contexts: “how can I invite my
children to respect my religious testimony if, while calling myself Christian and
observing the rituals of the church, I discriminate against blacks and pay the cook poorly
and treat her distantly?”84 Friere repeatedly pressed the necessity of maintaining integrity
“between what I preach and what I do, between the dream of which I speak and my
practice.”85
Lesslie Newbigin states, “The task of ministry is to lead the congregation as a
whole in a mission to the community as a whole, to claim its whole public life, as well as
the personal lives of all its people, for God’s rule.”86 For Newbigin, the kin-dom of God
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is reduced to neither mere personal conversion nor a “diffused influence” for good in
society. It is heeding the call to repentance. Repentance is heeding the call to surrender,
not only in the home or the church, but also in the public life of the world, the nation, the
factory, and society in general.87
As stated above, repentance must be paired with resistance—a stance that is
difficult for western Christians to assume when they stand in the locus imperium.
Resistance begins with a “recovery of moral and political imagination.”88 Turning again
to the Gospel of Mark, Myers insists that Mark did not intend to provide a “dispassionate
account of his world,” but was intent on engaging in a “fierce ideological struggle with
his opponents.”89 For example, Mark uses two exorcism narratives in his Gospel to attack
both Jewish authority and Roman imperial power: the man with an unclean spirit at
Capernaum (Mark 1:21-28) and the man with the unclean spirit at Gerasa (Mark 5:120).90 Myers asserts that Mark included these narratives to depict an apocalyptic battle
between the kin-dom of God represented by Jesus versus the demonic forces of
oppression manifested by power structures in the Jewish synagogue and Roman-occupied
countryside.
In the Capernaum exorcism narrative (Mark 1:21-28), Jesus attended the
synagogue on his first Sabbath in town. M. Eugene Boring notes that attending
synagogue was not unusual, but it was unusual for Jesus to teach (Mark 1:21).
Technically, the right to teach in the synagogue belonged to all adult Jewish males, but
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the rabbis and scribes had monopolized the right; visitors (such as Jesus) could preach
only at the invitation of a synagogue leader. Jesus did not wait for an invitation.91
This was a confrontational move that sets a tone for the rest of Mark’s Gospel.
The scene at Capernaum became the first of several showdowns between Jesus and the
scribes, who believed they were the authoritative interpreters of the Scriptures and
authorized guardians of Jewish tradition. (Historically, scribes were Pharisees,
Sadducees, or neither; most were Pharisees or sympathized with the Pharisaic
interpretation of the law.) The scribes are more prominent in the Gospel of Mark than in
any other Gospel (or in Jewish literature generally), and they alone are prominent
throughout the entirety of the Gospel of Mark: the Pharisees are significant in Mark 1-10,
but have no role in the passion narratives; the chief priests and elders figure prominently
in Jerusalem, but are absent from the earlier Galilee narratives.92
The teachings of Jesus in the Capernaum synagogue stirred insurgency among the
people: “They were astounded at his teaching, for he taught them as one having authority,
and not as the scribes” (Mark 1:22). The exorcism that followed intensified the interest in
Jesus: “They were all amazed, and they kept on asking one another, “What is this? A new
teaching—with authority! He commands even the unclean spirits, and they obey him”
(Mark 1:27). Instantly, Jesus became a threat to scribal domination. According to Myers,
the demonic powers that undergirded scribal authority demanded that Jesus reveal his
intentions: “What have you to do with us, Jesus of Nazareth? Have you come to destroy
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us?” (Mark 1:24). Myers ascribes demonic agency to the synagogue scribes because they
had the most to lose with the appearance of Jesus:
Who is the “we” on whose behalf the demon speaks? The function of
Mark's framing device suggests the demon's voice represents the voice of
the scribal class whose "space" Jesus is invading. The synagogue on the
Sabbath is scribal turf, where scribes exercise the authority to teach the
Torah. This “spirit” personifies scribal power, which holds sway over the
hearts and minds of the people.93
The confrontation at Capernaum between Jesus and the scribes intensified in a later
incident when scribes from Jerusalem countered that Jesus was possessed by Beelzebul—
a charge Jesus easily refuted by arguing out that no one possessed by a demon would
undermine the powers of evil by casting out demons. Jesus turned their accusation on its
head: those who refuted his work against Beelzebul were the true agents of evil and
blasphemers of the Holy Spirit (Mark 3:22-30).94
Having confronted the oppressive authority of the scribes in the synagogue at
Capernaum, Jesus met the other half of the “colonial condominium” in his confrontation
of the demon at Gerasa (Mark 5:1-20).95 Here again, Myers believes the exorcism
narrative signifies a political struggle—not simply a struggle for the liberation of
Palestine from Roman colonial rule (though it certainly includes that), but as in
Capernaum a struggle against the root "spirit" and politics of domination. Given the
political reality of Roman occupied Galilee, Mark could not speak openly against Rome.
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Instead, this exorcism narrative relied upon two forms of veiled discourse: the Jewish
apocalyptic resistance tradition and the literary device of parody.96
According to Myers, the Gospel of Mark achieves the zenith of political boldness
when Jesus asked the demon(s), “What is your name?” (Mark 5:9). The response was
“Legion,” a Latin term that would most readily have been associated by Mark’s readers
with a division of Roman soldiers, thereby positioning Rome as the antagonist of the
story.97 Historical events in Palestine support this interpretation. In the latter part of the
Jewish revolt against Rome, Vespasian sent troops under the command of Lucius Annius
on a punitive raid to Gerasa (the demoniac’s home), burning the city and devastating the
surrounding villages. If Mark’s Gospel was written shortly after 70 CE, this would have
been a recent event.98 Four legions were based in Syria to control the eastern frontier,
including Palestine. M. Eugene Boring also notes that the Tenth Legion, stationed in
Palestine, had the insignia of a wild boar on its banners, which draws parallels with the
herd of swine into which Legion is cast (Mark 5:11-13). Boring, Ben Witherington, and
Richard Horsley note that the word for “herd” of swine (aÓge÷lh) was not typically
used of pigs, but of military units. So also the phrase “he gave them permission”
(e˙pe÷treyen aujtoi√ß) could readily be translated as “he dismissed them” (with a
military overtone), just as “rushed” (w‚rmhsen) could be translated “charged” (also with
a military connotation). Finally, the insistence of Legion not to be banished from the
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country (Mark 5:10)—a strange request when taken at face value—could be seen as an
allusion to Rome’s determination to maintain its occupation of foreign territories.99
Interpreted in this way, it was the violent attacks of the Roman army that had
driven the demoniac to such violent and self-destructive behavior. The demoniac was
representative of his entire society––a people dominated by demonic imperial violence to
their persons and communities.”100 Jesus came to cast out this demonic imperial violence
and set things aright. Legion submitted to Jesus, begged for dismissal, and was cast into
the sea in a fate reminiscent of Pharaoh’s army (Exodus 14-15).101 Strangely, although
the liberated demoniac wanted to be with Jesus, the townspeople begged Jesus to leave
them (Mark 5:17-18), which Myers interprets as their fear of the Roman “scorched-earth
campaign of reconquest.”102
In summary, the exorcisms at Capernaum and Gerasa expose the demonic forces
of oppression manifested in the Jewish synagogue and Roman-occupied countryside. The
narratives differ in details, but are remarkably similar in terms of confrontation,
resolution, and response:103

Theme
Conflict

Capernaum
“Have you come to destroy us?”

Gerasa
they begged him not to expel them from
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Challenge
Command
Defeat
Reaction

= scribal authority
“What do you want with us, Jesus
… Holy One of God?”
“Come out of him!”
the unclean spirit went out of him
they were astonished

the country = Roman occupation
“What do you want with me, Jesus, Son
of the Most High God?”
“Come out of the man!”
the unclean spirits came out
they were afraid

Myers argues that it is untenable to take these exorcisms at face value. According to
Myers, demon possession in traditional societies was often a reflection of class
antagonisms rooted in economic exploitation and an oblique protest against
oppression.104 Furthermore, if Jesus were simply casting out demons, why would such
actions draw the attention and opposition of local authorities? Healers and magicians
practiced freely in Hellenistic antiquity, yet Jesus encountered hostility and fear in
Capernaum and Gerasa.105 For Myers, this is indicative of the responses we provoke
when we resist oppression. Those who have the most to gain from oppression will
redouble their efforts. We must continue to resist.
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4. RETHINKING MISSION

The Protestant Missionary Movement
Around 1500 CE, as the crusades came to their debilitating end, millions of
Europeans ventured overseas to make their homes or seek their fortune in previously
unknown parts of the world. For four and a half centuries, these migrants and their
descendants established hegemony over much of the so-called new world until the
colonial structures that they created began to implode in the twentieth century.
Colonialism was not simply a politico-economic development, but a religious one
as well. The western church set its sights overseas, giving birth to the modern missionary
movement.1 Recent scholarship has panned the modern missionary movement as an
exercise in cultural domination, perhaps even cultural genocide. Indeed, this chapter
presents abundant evidence to support the negative impact of the modern missionary
movement on non-western peoples. However, as the western church spread its religion
across the world, the implantation of Christianity in non-western cultures created a
feedback loop that has informed and inspired a re-engagement with the gospel in the
western world itself. According to Andrew Walls, the modern missionary movement was
not only the principal medium by which western Christianity made its impact on the nonwestern world but also the principal sense organ by which western Christianity in turn felt
the impact of the non-western world.2 If that is true, a postmodern missiology can take
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into account the impact of non-western peoples on western Christianity. Consequently,
this chapter will attempt to show how missiology can be reconsidered in a postcolonial
context in light of the insights gleaned from the colonial period of missions.
Walls divides the modern missionary movement into two cycles. The first cycle
was initiated by the Roman Catholic church in the late fifteenth century, flowering in the
late seventeenth century, and stagnating by the middle of the eighteenth century—due in
large part to its suppression of the Society of Jesus in 1773. The Roman Catholic
missionary movement revived briefly in the nineteenth century, creating a prolific
plantatio ecclesiae (planting of churches), then abated once again.3 The second cycle of
the modern missionary movement was predominantly Protestant and began as the Roman
Catholic cycle trailed off. Protestant missionary endeavors gained momentum during the
eighteenth century Evangelical Revival, and by the mid-nineteenth century a wide variety
of Protestant denominations had endorsed the missionary movement. The twentieth
century saw an additional proliferation of missionary societies, with the concentration of
agencies shifting from European to North American home bases.4
The Protestant missionary movement is a product of modernity. Spurred on by the
Renaissance interest in new learning, the Protestant Reformation emphasized faith in
Christ (sola fide) and knowledge of the Scriptures (sola scriptura), which in turn
provided a theological framework and momentum for theological innovation. Meanwhile,
the Roman Catholic church found itself mostly on the defensive in the Renaissance,
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trying to shore up its hierarchical authority. In the 1700s, as modernism reached its
pinnacle in the Enlightenment, the Roman Catholic church again suffered serious
setbacks during the French Revolution and further entrenched its defensive stance.5
Protestant churches, however, continued to thrive in the cultural milieu of modernism.
David Bosch believes Protestant missionary societies were a direct product of the
Enlightenment’s focus on joint enterprise and initiative. Missionary societies were
analogous to the mercantile companies, coffee houses, debating societies, and salons
springing up across Europe.6
From an ecclesiological perspective, these missionary societies actualized the
Reformation ideal of the “priesthood of all believers” by mobilizing lay people as well as
clergy for missions. They also played a significant role in encouraging women, laity and
working class people, and even children to become active agents in the work of the
church—all of which had egalitarian implications for society as a whole.7 However, these
missionary societies also had a distinct mercantile feel, tallying the number of baptisms,
confessions, and communions, or the opening of new mission stations and outposts.8
Relatively little attention was given to the cultural impact of imposing a western mindset
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a non-western world. Thus, missiologist John Flett refers to this period of missionary
history as “the colonialist pattern of missionary expansion.”9
The auspicious World Missionary Conference held in Edinburgh in June 1910
substantiates Flett’s point of view. The Edinburgh conference is widely seen as the most
important Protestant missionary conference of the twentieth century. It was the
culmination of nineteenth-century Protestant missionary movement, the impetus for the
establishment of the International Missionary Council in 1921, and it foreshadowed the
establishment of the modern ecumenical movement in 1948. The conference in
Edinburgh was chaired by John Mott (1865–1955) and informed to a great extent by the
publication of his The Evangelization of the World in This Generation. Mott believed the
entire world could be evangelized in one generation with better missions coordination
and a strategic plan.10 Before the conference convened in Edinburgh, eight commissions
conducted research on various assigned topics, meeting on a periodic basis for two years
before the conference. The eight commissions were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Carrying the Gospel to all the World
The Native Church and Its Workers
Education in Relation to the Christianization of National Life
Missionary Message in Relation to Non-Christian Religions
The Preparation of Missionaries
The Home Base of Missions
Relation of Missions to Governments
Co-operation and the Promotion of Unity
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Each commission produced its own report, which was distributed to all Edinburgh
conference delegates and discussed at the assembly during the conference.11
Commission VII is of particular interest to the study of missions. This
commission proposed a way of relating to foreign governments based on degrees of
civilization attained by their people. Thus, the first part of the Commission VII report
surveyed different mission fields in a descending order of hierarchy, with Japan, China,
and India near the top of the list and sub-Saharan Africa ranked the lowest. In Africa, the
report stated, there was no independent government to be respected and no sensitive
community united by a great history or great religion. Missionaries could step into the
vacuum of government left by barbarism and civilize the population. Indigenous
authorities had no significant role to play in this process.12 Although the commission
created the hierarchy to temper missionaries’ expectations of civil rights and protections
in places that ranked lowest, significant racial bias is evident nonetheless.13
The Protestant missionary movement saw itself not only as a manifestation of the
Great Commission, but also as a civilizing mission. After the Edinburgh conference, Mott
published The Decisive Hour of Christian Missions (1910). The book included a
photograph entitled “A Chinese Wheelbarrow and Its Rival,” which depicts the primitive
indigenous form of transportation against its allegedly superior western rival, the steampowered locomotive. As Stanley Skreslet notes, the fact that a proud nation had
welcomed this crowing achievement of western progress into its borders signaled to Mott
11
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and his contemporaries that the long-awaited transformation of China had begun—on all
levels. As the primitive wheelbarrow gave way to the locomotive, so the traditional
religions of the oriental world would give way to Christianity, their superior occidental
counterpart.14 A civilizing mission would be morally and materially “uplifting,”
“improving,” and “developing” for people deemed “backward;” it would make them
more civilized and modern.15 Michael Mann further notes that there are two dimensions
to a civilizing mission:
The first is the horizontal one, in particular, the expansion related to the
idea that the Christian mission should disseminate the divine message per
pedes apostolorum among as many people and in as many countries and
communities of the world as possible. Similar to the universal idea of an
evangelical mission at the turn of the seventeenth century, the civilizing
mission took, from its conceptual beginnings in the second half of the
eighteenth century, an explicitly external and consequently global
perspective. Second, the vertical dimension concentrates on a society’s
internal uplifting to better the material and moral condition of its people–
in short: an inner mission.16
By the twentieth century, the wind had gone out of the sails of civilizing missions. Mann
cites, for example, the Great War of 1914-1918, which reshaped the conceptions of the
more than 100,000 Indian soldiers who served on the battlefields of Belgium and
northern France. The brutality of industrial warfare—the barbarity of the trenches, the
relentless heavy artillery bombardments, and the amount of men and material that were
destroyed—made Indian soldiers doubt the claims of superiority made by the European
nation states that had colonized their world. In the brutalities of war, France, Germany
and Great Britain had not only voided their superiority as “civilized people” but also their
14
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justification for civilizing other people.17 Historian Carey A. Watt notes that the term
“civilizing mission” is not frequently used in a postcolonial context. However, the 2003
Anglo-American invasion and occupation of Iraq were justified in part as a civilizing
mission that would benefit the invaded country.18
In this chapter, I will focus on the Protestant missionary movement in China,
Africa, and Canada. These three countries/continents provide vastly different backdrops
for a review of the Protestant missionary movement. Western missionaries were forcibly
expelled from China in 1949 and Chinese Christians forged their own destiny
independent of western influence. This expulsion is significant to this dissertation
because the subsequent flourishing of indigenous churches in China revealed that
Christianity could survive and thrive apart from western influence (and perhaps in spite
of western influence). In Africa, the relationship between western Christianity and
indigenous churches has gone uninterrupted (though not unchanged) to the present day,
providing opportunities to reset the relationship in a postcolonial milieu. Finally, the
inclusion of missions in Canada, a country that was both colonized and colonizing,
provides the opportunity to explore how colonized and colonizing people move forward
together in a postcolonial context.
I have not given any consideration to the sub-continent of India in this chapter,
but will note that some missiologists believe that Protestant missions in India avoided the
colonialist excesses apparent in other parts of the world. Robert Frykenberg observes that
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no single mass movement of evangelization was initiated by a foreign missionary in
India. Instead, indigenous individuals and groups took on the task of promulgating the
gospel themselves:
It was they who served as the primary vehicles for bringing the Christian
message to members of their own castes or cultural (ethnic) communities;
and this they did through the medium of their own ‘mother tongues’.
Therefore, in each instance, a kind of chain reaction would occur, whereby
responses to the Gospel message that resulted in massive and multiplying
waves of conversion would then lead missionaries into playing a
secondary, or even a tertiary role.19
Western missionaries in India provided infrastructure support, such as the building of
institutional establishments, but their work did not overshadow the indigenous impetus
for ministry. Sathianathan Clarke observes that the school and the church at local levels
were managed by an “educated” native teacher-catechist, while women who became
sufficiently literate were employed as Bible Women.20 Furthermore, colonial
administrators approached the issue of biblical instruction with “gingerliness.” The
Gospels were studied merely as biography of Christ and Scriptures were taught in
colleges for secular purposes to students of law. In many cases, the Bible was prohibited
in schools and colleges.21
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Missions in China
The history of Protestant missions in China provides a vivid backdrop for the
clash between foreign and indigenous cultures. Charges of western imperialism clouded
much of the missions work in China. Robert Morrison (1782–1834), the first Protestant
missionary of the London Missionary Society (LMS), arrived in Canton in 1807 and
became an interpreter for the East India Company from 1809 to 1815. The East India
Company trafficked opium into China, causing a growing number of Chinese citizens to
become addicted to the drug. It is unlikely Morrison himself had any interest in the
trafficking of opium, but his missionary society had been slow to send funds and he may
have reasoned that a position with a secure and profitable mercantile company would
provide economic viability and political protection for the work of the mission.22
However, Morrison’s dual position as a Christian missionary and employee of a drug
trafficking company made it difficult for the Chinese to understand his methods and
motives. Consequently, in twenty-seven years of service Morrison and his colleagues
baptized only ten Chinese, virtually of them either students in Christian schools or
missionary employees.23
Robert Morrison died in 1834, after which his son John Robert Morrison (18141843) became the Chinese Secretary to the East India Company on behalf of the British
government. During this time, the conflict between the indigenous Chinese government
and the British came to a head. The Qing Dynasty used military force to repel opium
from its shores, leading to the First Opium War in 1839. Britain prevailed in the war and
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when negotiations were undertaken to end hostilities, Morrison prepared the final text of
the Nanjing Treaty (Missionary Karl Gützlaff, 1803-1851, was also on the translation
team). Signed in 1842, the Nanjing Treaty imposed a series of humiliating concessions on
the Qing Dynasty. China was forced to open five new ports to British trade: Canton,
Shanghai, Fuzhou, Ningbo, and Amoy (the home of the first Protestant church, built in
1848). Furthermore, missionaries were allowed residence in these treaty ports and
Chinese who were Christians were given special considerations. When the Second Opium
War (1856-1860) came to an end, a second treaty extended these advantages and
considerations. G. Thompson-Brown notes that many missionaries protested the
legalization of the opium trade, and in conferences held in China in 1877 and 1890
(decades after the Opium Wars) resolutions were passed urging the British government to
suppress the trafficking of opium.24 However, the die had been cast. According to
Richard Cook, “Christianity was forever tied to imperialism.”25 For nearly a century
between the 1840s and 1940s China was forced to accept the terms of the war treaties,
generating intense anti-western sentiment among the Chinese. Lamin Sanneh attributes
the poor growth of Protestant missions in China to this resentment.26
As the nineteenth century came to a close, the Chinese began to see missionaries
as representatives of modernization: missionary schools, hospitals and publishing houses
became major channels by which modern western sciences and ideologies were imported
24
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into China. As a result, the size of Chinese Protestant communities began to grow,
although the majority of these converts were farmers, shopkeepers, artisans, street
vendors, and laborers. The efforts to convert the ruling classes of the Confucian social
order were unsuccessful. In fact, ruling classes believed that their educational, economic,
and political privileges were undermined by the work of western missionaries.
Consequently, they initiated a series of anti-missionary and anti-Christian incidents that
ultimately culminated in the Boxer Rebellion in 1900.27
Ironically, the focused opposition to western imperialism was imported from early
twentieth-century Leninism. The Christian church was denounced as an instrument of
western imperialists, sent to carry out cultural aggression and enslave Chinese people
mentally and spiritually. Mission schools were required to register with the government
and forced to make religious activities optional as a condition of registration. In an
attempt to survive, mission organizations adjusted their policies, in some cases promoting
indigenous leadership.28 Ka Lun Leung admits that conservative and liberal missionary
societies did represent a form of cultural imperialism, although in different ways. On the
one hand, conservative missionaries viewed traditional Chinese culture as heathen—one
that must be abandoned along with Chinese religion when one became a Christian. On
the other hand, liberal missionaries placed less emphasis on eradicating traditional
Chinese culture and religion, but nevertheless espoused social or cultural ideals that
presented western Christianity and western culture as superior to their Chinese
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counterparts.29 Yao states that Hudson Taylor (1853-1905) and Timothy Richard (18691919) respectively represented these conservative and liberal missionary approaches and
methods. Taylor arrived in China in 1854 and founded the China Inland Mission in 1865
with a focus on planting churches that incorporated indigenous leadership, language,
architecture, etc. Richard came to China as a British Baptist missionary in 1870 and was
involved in famine relief, education, publication, and political reform. Taylor confined
his efforts to the proclamation of the gospel, striving to preach the good news to as many
people as possible before the imminent second coming of Christ. Richard believed that all
phases of China’s life could be transformed by the introduction of Western civilization.
While Taylor placed a strong emphasis on indigenous resources, he nevertheless took a
hard line against key indigenous cultural practices such as ancestor worship (which he
dismissed as idolatry). Richard, on the other hand, endorsed a proposal to transform
ancestor worship into a Christian practice that better accommodated western
sensibilities.30
The politics of Marxism/Maoism finally closed the door to Protestant missions in
the mid-twentieth century. The People’s Republic of China was established October 1,
1949, at which point all missionaries were expelled from the country over the next three
years.31 This was not the end of Christianity in China. A large number of indigenous
Christians remained, and many of them saw the expulsion of western missionaries as a
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step in the right direction. Christianity had lost its prophetic edge by becoming a tool of
capitalism and imperialism, and they hoped that communism could serve as a means of
Christian renewal. In May 1950, Christian leader W.T. Yu met with Zhou Enlai, the first
Premier of the People's Republic of China (and the administrative counterpart to
Chairman Mao’s philosophic brilliance) to work out a Christian manifesto. The manifesto
declared a heightened vigilance against imperialism and the intention to build a Chinese
church that was overseen by Chinese Christians. The manifesto eventually achieved
400,000 signatories and launched the Three-Self Patriotic Movement (TSPM)—the three
“selfs” being 1) self-government, 2) self-propagation, and 3) self-support, a formula
evolved by Rufus Anderson and Henry Venn (more below).32 In 1954, the movement
changed its name to the Protestant Three Self Patriotic Movement and completely
severed all relations with western missions.33
The Chinese government’s official view on religion underwent radical changes in
the decades following 1949. In theory, the constitutions from 1954 onward ensured
freedom of religious belief and in May 1956, Mao Zedong launched what he called the
Hundred Flowers Period, during which time Protestants were allowed to provide open
criticism of government policies. A year later, in June 1957, the policy of openness was
revoked and by the Great Leap Forward Campaign, beginning in 1958, Christian groups
began targeting each other in a bid to obtain favor and legitimacy with the Chinese
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government.34 The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution from 1966-1976 effectively (if
not officially) suspended all religious freedoms. By September 1966, all churches were
closed, their properties confiscated and leaders rounded up.35 However, some scholars see
the Cultural Revolution not only as a time of disruption for Chinese Protestantism, but
also as a time of reformation and re-birth. The fear of persecution drove Christians
underground and resulted in the spectacular growth of a Chinese house church
movement.36 To counter this growing trend of “unregistered meetings,” the government
officially restored the TSPM after thirteen years of banishment.
After the Cultural Revolution, closed churches were reopened and quickly
overflowed their capacity. The government now recognized the importance of nurturing
spirituality. In the 1980s, Deng Xiaoping elaborated on “socialist spiritual civilization”
(shehui zhuyi jingshen wenming) as an essential part of socialist modernization. In the
revised 1982 Constitution, religious rights were officially restored under Article 36 and
the publication of Document 19. By 1986, official endorsements of churches were
widespread, including subsidies for church reconstruction projects. By 1989, there were
more than six thousand registered churches and more than 22,000 house churches in
China. By 1992, thirteen Protestant seminaries had reopened and the Chinese government
agreed (albeit reluctantly) to massive Bible publication projects, with Chinese sources
estimating that the 900,000 Protestants of 1949 had grown to 5.5 million in just over four
decades. The number of registered churches had climbed to 45,000 by 2003 and in early
34
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2007 a survey from East China Normal University showed that more than 40 million
Chinese citizens identified themselves as Protestants. By 2009, conservative estimates put
the number of Protestants at 65 million people, with Roman Catholics numbering 12
million—a combined number that exceeded the membership of the Communist Party.
Today, the core of Christianity in China is urban and Protestant, with American and
South Korean evangelical churches serving as the main source of inspiration—an
unexpected twist in light of the anti-western sentiments of the twentieth century.37
As Chinese Christians have resumed connections with the worldwide church
community, they have remained emphatic about freedom from dependence on western
organizations, structures, and money. Instead, they focus on renewing relationships on
the basis of mutual respect.38 Ironically, there is ambiguity concerning the impact of
renewed western influence on China and its churches. John Micklethwait and Adrian
Wooldridge suggest that much of the influence is driven by western materialism, with
credit given to the role of faith in driving prosperity. In his 2002 essay, “Market
Economies with Churches and Market Economies Without Churches,” Chinese
government economist Zhao Xiao argues that the key to America's commercial success is
not its natural resources, its financial system, or its technology, but its churches. Xiao’s
thesis is that western market economy is efficient because it discourages idleness, but
lacks a moral compass that can dissuade people from practices that are injurious to
others. The missing moral compass is provided by faith, as practiced in America—a land
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with the “serene sounds of church bells ringing in every church.” Micklethwait and
Wooldridge maintain that the rapidly expanding house church movement in China shares
Zhao's belief that worshipping God is the “go-ahead thing to do.” Asked why people
become Christians, one house church adherent describes it as analogous to joining the
winner's circle: “Spiritual wealth and material wealth go together. That is why we will
win.” Not surprisingly, many Chinese cities have some form of club or network for
Christian businesspeople.39 At the same time, the rapid rise in prosperity has led to
increased levels of dislocation and disorientation for Chinese people. The Society Survey
Institute of China studied 1,000 university students in major Chinese cities such as
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangshou, Nanjing, and Wuhan and noted severe mental health
problems, including suicidal tendencies, mood disorders, and psychosis.40

Missions in Africa
Johann Ludwig Krapf (1810–1881) was an explorer, linguist, and traveler who
worked as a missionary on behalf of the Church Missionary Society (CMS) in Ethiopia.
He believed the blessings of the gospel were manifested in the progress western culture
could bring to primitive African peoples, a perspective reflected in his conversations with
the queen mother of Shewa:
She asked me … how my countrymen had come to be able to invent and
manufacture such wonderful things? I replied, that God had promised in
His Word not only spiritual but temporal rewards to those who obeyed his
commandments; that the English, Germans, and Europeans in general, had
once been as rude and ignorant as the Gallas [an ethnic group found in
39
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Ethiopia, northern Kenya, and parts of Somalia], but after their acceptance
of the Gospel, God had given them with science and arts wondrous
blessings of an earthly kind.41
Graham Wilmot Brooke went to West Africa decades later in 1889, initially as an
independent missionary then in 1890 under the auspices of the CMS. Brooke was
influenced by the radical missionary methods of Hudson Taylor and disagreed with the
conflation of gospel and western civilization:
… very much confusion is caused by & very much nonsense talked by
Evangelicals and Broadchurchmen both confusing the work of saving men
from the power of Satan, and that of building up political, commercial and
social civilisation. I believe these two to be very frequently opposed, &
and I know they are invariably distinct.42
However, Brooke’s disassociation from western civilization did not lead to a greater
appreciation of indigenous perspectives. Instead, his predisposition toward the
perfectionism of Charles Finney led Brooke and his party to purge African believers of
the remaining “sin” that was contaminating their Christian faith.43
For example, the Scheme of Mission Policy: Revised & Adopted by the
Tanganyika District Committee, July 3rd & 4th 1905 reminded missionaries that
“Dancing, public beer-drinking, gambling & the Chizunju ceremony are prohibited.”44
Later in the same policy document, the rules for catechumens were laid out, and included:
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“(a) To use every means to learn of Christ & serve Him” and “(b) To engage regularly in
the public & private worship of God,” but also included “(c) To abstain from all customs
contrary to the Word of God,” which Bonk specifies as public beer-drinking, native
dancing, Chizunju ceremony, witchcraft & gambling.45 By virtue of their association with
witchcraft (or perhaps, gambling), drinking, dancing, and the chizunju (or chisungu)
ceremony may have come across as especially pernicious vices or dark arts. However,
indigenous believers understood these practices as customs that celebrated their rites of
passage.
For western missionaries, the question of “sin” often centered on sex and the
passages and rituals surrounding it. The chisungu was an initiation ceremony for girls—a
succession of ritual acts that included miming, singing, dancing, and the handling of
sacred emblems. It preceded the marriage of a young girl and reflected the Bemba
connection between sexual and social maturity: i.e., the ritual also marked the assumption
of adult roles in political, legal, and economic spheres.46 In 1931, anthropologist Audrey
Richards attended a chisungu ceremony that ran continuously for over a month (in the
“old days” the ceremony last 6 months or more). During the month, she saw eighteen
different ceremonies with over fifty special chisungu songs, food and beer being
prominent.47 Richards describes the chisungu in warm and vivid and sometimes
humorous detail. She discovered that the older women danced the chisungu because no
one would want to marry a girl who did not have her chisungu danced. Also, a girl that
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had not been initiated would not know what her fellow women knew and would not be
invited to other chisungu ceremonies. Indeed, a woman who had not experienced the
chisungu would be a piece of rubbish (cipele), an uncultivated weed (cangwe), an unfired
pot (citongo), a fool (cipumbu), and “not a woman.”48 Definitely, no one from the Bemba
tribe would find such a woman more “pure,” as the Christian missionaries declared.
Forcing the Bemba peoples to cease and desist the chisungu would have been tantamount
to stripping Jewish families of the bar-mitzvah or old country Europeans of their weeklong wedding celebrations.
Marriage—particularly the number of marriages—was also a key issue in the
interplay of western Christianity and African culture. In general, western missionaries
expected African Christians to become monogamous, despite the socio-economic
consequences for women and children jettisoned from existing marriages (putting away
wives would strip them off all rights to property, sustenance, etc.). Such a step might
have appeared pure in the eyes of western missionaries, but it would have seemed
morally reprehensible to an African husband, as witnessed by the excerpt from the letters
of J.W. Colenso, the first bishop of Natal (Zulu territory):
'How many wives have you, Zatshuke?'
'Seven.'
'Have you ever put any away?'
'No.'
'How old is the eldest?'
'I married her when Dingane came into power. She is an old woman now.'
'Don't you think of putting her away, now that she is old and useless?'
'I would rather say, "Let us be killed together".'49
48
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This dialogue provokes the question of whether western missionaries would have died to
promote their notions of sexual purity (monogamy) as readily as this African husband
offered his life to protect the dignity of his wife.
The imposition of western values often intensified as the mission work became
more established. From its beginnings in 1810, the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) had articulated a belief in the capacity of indigenous
converts to manage their own affairs, and from the inception of its American Zulu
Mission (AZM) in 1835 had stressed the importance of training the indigenous
population to assist the missionaries and eventually lead churches.50 In its first decades of
existence, the AZM allowed a complex interplay between western culture, Zulu customs,
and the adoption of Christianity. Robert Houle tells the story of Ntabl Luthuli, a South
African convert to Christianity:
… in 1846 Ntaba Luthuli, one of the first residents of Umvoti mission
station, led an ox to Aldin Grout, the resident American missionary. Ntaba
acknowledged that he had thought of using the beast to acquire a second
wife but, after a particularly persuasive sermon by Grout, abandoned the
plan, determined to lead a Christian life. For Nntaba the first steps in
walking the new path were now clear. "He was," he declared, "ashamed to
go unclad any longer" and he urged Grout to take the animal, sell it, and
use the money to purchase clothes such as the missionary wore. He did not
want blankets, as most Zulu who covered their bodies in the presence of
whites then dressed themselves, but pants, shirts and a jacket. The money
left over from these purchases he committed to the work of the mission.51
As time progressed, Luthuli pursued the visible symbols of his newly assumed identity.
Instead of a Zulu round beehive hut, Ntaba and his wife remarried under Christian rites
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and moved into a square house, complete with a thatched roof. He began working as a
teacher and used his earnings to acquire western goods: not only a plow (as did many
other male converts), but also a wagon and a large team of oxen to pull it. On trips to
Durban he bought spades, wooden pails, sickles and other contemporary implements of
western agriculture to plant two acres of cotton. He and his wife attended Sunday
services, daily prayer meetings, Bible studies, and celebrated the special passages of life:
births, marriages, funerals, etc. Houle argues, however, that this was not a wholesale
adoption of western culture, nor was it imposed en masse on Luthali and his
contemporaries:
He and other early converts pieced together an identity centered on their
Christianity, but which frequently had less to do with what was found
within the church walls than with the many opportunities the station
offered to embrace “civilization.” However, just as with their faith, Zulu
Christians did not accept or welcome Western civilization whole cloth.
They freely pursued recognition of their newly acquired status, for they
longed to belong, but did so on their own terms, accepting aspects of
Western civilization that appealed to them, rejecting those that did not.52
By the end of their first fifty years in existence, these Zulu Christians (amakholwa) had
come to see themselves as a unique community—people who embodied a middle ground
between western and traditional worlds. They had both a sense of belonging to neighbors
who dressed, worked and lived like them and a sense of belonging to a faith that
connected them beyond local and national borders to a worldwide communion of saints.
Houle maintains that Zulu believers adopted western customs (such as using plows to
turn the earth) because they believed that these innovations provided them with
significant advantages over their own indigenous practices, not because they felt obliged
by western missionaries to do so. This dynamic is further evidenced by the fact that many
52
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Zulu believers went beyond plowing to transport riding, a career choice which most
American missionaries did not encourage.53
However, in the last decades of the nineteenth century, this carefully constructed
hybrid identity was shattered. The amakholwa community was confronted by a new
generation of missionaries who called into question the “purity” of the Zulu believers and
demanded a more tightly defined moral code. Many amakholwa who had considered
themselves distinguished believers were excluded from churches for practices that had
previously gone unpunished, if not unmentioned.54 In this case, the controversy centered
around lobolo (bride price) and polygamy. In the early days of the AZM, the converts to
Christianity had been primarily children and youth. By the mid-1860s these early
converts were adults and had daughters (or sisters inherited by the death of fathers) who
were ready to be married. Lobolo required a prospective groom to pay the family of his
fiancée for her hand in marriage, usually in cattle, a custom designed to build mutual
respect between families and to demonstrate that a man was capable of supporting a wife
financially. As time progressed, a husband would often become polygamous: a wife past
child-bearing age would move away from her husband to live with the oldest son, freeing
the husband to partner with a younger wife and increase the family’s domain. Initially,
the missionaries did not uniformly enforce prohibitions against lobolo and polygamy.
However, by 1878 many of the older missionaries (who were more sympathized to
African customs) had left the field and a stringent new set of rules was put into force.55
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The objection to lobolo came out of a concern for the status of Zulu women.
Missionaries interpreted lobolo as evidence that Zulu women were considered chattel.
However, Amanda Porterfield notes that Zulu people saw lobolo as a complex ritual with
both religious and social significance in which the exchange of cattle was only a small
part:
The people regarded their ancestral shades as the real owners of cattle, and
invested the cattle dedicated to the shades with spiritual significance: their
milk was imbued with the power of the shades, and only they could he
sacrificed to the shades in times of need or thanksgiving. The exchange of
cattle in lobolo compensated the shades of the bride's family for the loss of
the bride’s future children, who would not grow up as scions of the
husband's shades. The cattle also served as an insurance policy for the
bride’s mother, compensating her for the pain she suffered in bringing
children into the world, and enabling her to establish a hut for herself
when the time came for one of her husband's sons to become head of the
lineage and its kraal.56
The objection to lobolo threatened women’s traditionally sanctioned opportunities for
protection, wealth, and status in a patriarchal society. Not surprisingly, therefore, Zulu
women often led the resistance against any missionary effort to ban lobolo.57
There is little doubt that at least some of the interference from missionaries was
driven by legitimate concern. Young women escaping bad marriages (or an unwelcome
prospect of marriage) frequently fled to mission stations, in many cases running from
husbands, fiancés, or other family members with violent intentions. For example, a wife
whose marriage had been secured by lobolo made an escape from years of hard labor in
her husband’s fields. Her brother pursued her because he stood to lose the cattle
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exchanged in lobolo if she failed to live up to her marriage agreement.58 However, in
their concern for the safety and well-being of such women, the missionaries failed to
distinguish between the hardship and abuse imposed on women by their husbands or
families and the religious and social importance of lobolo. As noted above, lobolo was
part of the proper and careful orchestration of family lines through marriage, sexual
union, and child-bearing. When mission stations harbored women who broke their lobolo
agreements, Zulus interpreted this as an offence against religious propriety and perceived
missionaries as immoral. Mission stations occasionally earned a reputation as dens of
witchcraft.59 The individualism promoted by this western point of view clashed with, and
undermined, the reciprocity and mutuality associated with kinship ties in Zulu culture.
This created consequences unwelcomed by both parties, including a rise in sexual
promiscuity.60
Despite these unfortunate outcomes, the Zulu mission field presented a tangible
opportunity for indigenous Christianity to flourish. The AZM had published parts of the
Old Testament writings and a complete edition of the New Testament writings in Zulu.
The Zulu Christians had become capable students of the Bible and produced biblical
support for their customs. In debates with the missionaries they argued their case for their
traditions and marshaled Biblical passages to support their position. In the end, the
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missionaries prevailed and western cultural norms continued to shape the work in
Africa.61

Missions in Canada
Canada is both a colonized and a colonizing nation, and it is a colonizing nation
on two fronts: overseas and at home. Furthermore, a vast number of people who call
themselves Canadians are cast-offs from their own native lands (or descendants of those
who were). Many of those who came to Canada arrived impoverished, often persecuted,
and were compelled to adopt a new language and set of customs. They had no option of
returning to their home countries. For these reasons, the country of Canada presents
unique challenges and opportunities in addressing the legacy of colonial missions and the
formation of a postcolonial missiology.
In addition to immigrants, first nations peoples have played a large and looming
role in Canadian history. Protestant missions among indigenous Canadians have left a
mixed legacy, much it brutal and destructive, which provides significant impetus for the
creation of a postcolonial missiology. This legacy is still unfolding in the twenty-first
century as injustices are recognized and wrongs are redressed, particularly around
residential school system abuse that has devastated families for generations. Marilyn
Legge is a theologian in the United Church of Canada, one of the churches closely tied to
the colonization of indigenous peoples through residential schools. She sees an explicit
malevolence on the part of churches in their mission to indigenous peoples:
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Christian complicity in the cultural genocide of Aboriginal peoples is
being recognized today as religious institutions are discovering that this
damage is not the result of benign neglect; indeed, the creation of inferior
“others” has been and continues to be rooted in and made acceptable, even
mandated, as “God's will”.62
Legge singles out churches for being complicit in cultural abuse and genocide, in
particular the eradication of traditional spirituality, which facilitated the eviction of first
nations peoples from the land and made them ripe for assimilation by the dominant
culture.63
Nicholas Flood Davin published his Report on Industrial Schools for Indians and
Half-Breeds (otherwise known as The Davin Report) in 1879. It served as a blueprint for
cooperation between churches and the Canadian government in establishing and
maintaining nationwide educational institutions for native children. Davin based much of
his report on similar experiments in the United States, particularly among the Cherokee
nations who had been deemed “the most civilized tribe in America” because of their
compliance. Davin advised the federal government to take advantage of the institutional
groundwork laid by the churches, in part because the civilization of any peoples “is based
on religion.” He also suggested that these institutions become self-supporting, the best
chance for self-sufficiency arising from the quality of soil surrounding these schools. In
response to Davin’s recommendations, the major denominations in Canada entered into
an agreement with the Canadian government to educate indigenous peoples. By 1931,
there were 44 Roman Catholic, 21 Anglican, 13 United Church of Canada, and 2
Presbyterian schools, mostly in the prairies and British Columbia. In most cases, these
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schools were located without regard for families to visit their children or children to
spend holidays with their families.64
Theodore Fontaine is the author of Broken Circle: The Dark Legacy of Indian
Residential Schools, a memoir informed by his childhood and teenage experiences at Fort
Alexander Indian Residential School (1948-1958) and Assiniboine Indian Residential
School (1968-1960). In his lifetime, Fontaine has served as chief of Sagkeeng First
Nation and as executive director of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (formerly the
Manitoba Indian Brotherhood). Perhaps the most tragic aspect of his residential school
experience was the profound alienation it created between him and his own family.
Fontaine remembers the alienation being most acute during the beginning of summer
recess from residential school in July and August of each year:
For the first two or three years I distrusted Mom and Dad when I got
home, and would stay away from them and my siblings, sometimes by
myself, sometimes with my cousins. I’d spend a great deal of time at the
river’s edge and at its swimming areas, wandering along the bush trails
with my slingshot and stopping to pick berries along the way. These
excursions took me back to my younger days and my years of freedom
before school.
…
After a few days back at home, we reverted to enjoying the closeness of
family, the freedom to speak Ojibway and our relationship with the
environment. We enjoyed these short holidays, not realizing they were
meant to wean us off the way of life at home and on the reserve.65
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Fontaine sharply disagrees with residential school survivors who say that they were not
impacted negatively by the experience. In his opinion, such a benevolent interpretation of
their experience is a result of the abuse:
Survivors of Indian residential schools in Canada became victims of
Stockholm Syndrome long before it was a familiar term around the world.
The misguided sense that some of our keepers were kind and good was
based on single and rare acts of kindness and support. In most cases, we
came to see our keepers as saviours and protectors from hunger, isolation
and abandonment. We watched parents and families leaving the school on
that first day and we blamed them for leaving us. We blamed ourselves for
being left behind, abandoned because we weren’t wanted or had been bad.
We blamed ourselves for still being hungry, isolated and alone.66
Fontaine admits to having some positive memories of his residential school experience,
but these “rare acts of kindness and support” do not validate the systemic abuse
perpetrated by the system.
Posted in 1820 to the Red River settlement (the city of Winnipeg), Rev. John
West was the first missionary of the Christian Missionary Society (CMS) appointed to
British North America (territories comprising much of present-day Canada). Although
officially appointed as a chaplain to the settlers and traders by the Hudson’s Bay
Company, West had a great interest in converting aboriginals. He published The
Substance of a Journal During a Residence at the Red River Colony, British North
America, in the Years 1820-1823 in 1824, after his return to England. Literally and
figuratively, West used the language of landscape and cultivation to describe his mission,
referring to aboriginal lands as a “heathen and moral desert” that must be planted with the
“sure word of Prophecy” to become a “fruitful field”, and also insisting that natives give
up their “wandering and unsettled habits” to become real “flesh and blood farmers.” Both
aims could be accomplished by the church mission school: “In forming this establishment
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for their religious education, it is of the greatest importance that they should be gradually
inured to the cultivation of the soil, and instructed in the knowledge of agriculture.”67 For
West, learning to cultivate the fields while learning the principles of Christianity would
make native peoples stationary and thereby able to “partake of the advantages and
privileges of civilization.”68
William Carpenter Bompas served the CMS for forty years in Canada, becoming
the first Bishop of Athabasca in 1874, of Mackenzie River in 1884, and of Selkirk in
1891. In his Diocese of the Mackenzie River published in 1888, Bompas likewise resorts
to the language of cultivation to address the deficiencies of native peoples: “the
uncultivated mind of an Indian must be disposed by much preparatory method and
instruction to receive the revealed truths of Christianity, to act under its sanctions, and be
impelled to good by the hope of its reward, or turned from evil by the fear of its
punishments.”69 Despite being acutely aware of the difficulties of farming in the northern
territories he served, Bompas also insisted that the aboriginal peoples turn to farming, and
attributed his missionary “success” to encouraging “the Indians to settle and farm, at the
same time the have been indoctrinated with the truths of the Gospel.” When climate and
soil conditions of the Canadian sub-arctic frustrated his farming endeavors among first
nations people, Bompas attributed the setback to the fact that “the Indians have not yet
found patience and perseverance enough to continue to cultivate these.”70
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The Presbyterian Church in Canada vigorously pursued native missions on the
Canadian prairies from 1885 until 1925 (when 70% of its churches were amalgamated
into the United Church of Canada). Colonial attitudes were pervasive. For example, the
Women’s Missionary Society provided the following analysis of the “Indian problem” in
1916:
The Indian is beginning to realize the benefits of tilling the soil and the
great necessity of an education for his children. There are
discouragements; as many of the older people are shiftless and idle, and
have learned to take literally our Lord’s words regarding the folly and
uselessness of over anxiety …. It will take another quarter of a century to
develop a more manly reliance.71
The 1885 Riel Rebellion—largely provoked by the government’s deliberate eradication
of the bison herds and its violation of the treaties—further entrenched the colonial
perspectives of the Presbyterian churches. First, the Presbyterians took credit for reducing
the number of aboriginals who wanted to join the rebellion: “Even amid the strife and
bloodshed, it may be seen that the Gospel of peace has prevented what might have been
even more widespread disaffection, for the Indians who have been under the care of our
own missionaries, or those of other Churches, have proved themselves loyal and lawabiding, notwithstanding many temptations to fall in with the insurgents.”72 Second, the
Presbyterians felt aboriginals should be spared harsh and unjust punishment because their
affairs had not been well administered by those to whom they had been entrusted: “… a
people who are wards of the Government are being wronged and defrauded by those who
are specially appointed to care for them and promote their interests, whilst flagrant
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immorality is too often chargeable upon public servants, as well as upon traders and other
whites who come much in contact with the Indian population.”73 Consequently, the
Presbyterians took full advantage of the government offer to assist in funding residential
schools. Rev. F.E. Pitts (principal at Birtle and Cecilia Jeffrey schools) understood the
mandate of the schools as follows:
… the Boarding School not only teaches them to read, write, etc., but tries
to teach them new conditions of living. Teaches them to eat different food,
to sleep in beds, to dress, wash, bath, to bake their bread, cook their food,
keep their houses and make a living on farms, etc.—not like their parents
have done but in a manner that shall enable them to live in civilized
conditions in which they find themselves—tries to instill in them energy,
perseverance, self-control, morals, and religion, and make these so much a
part of their life, that they shall practice them as long as they live.74
In 1909, The Indian Workers’ Association of the Presbyterian Church for Saskatchewan
and Manitoba called for compulsory school attendance for all aboriginal children ages six
to fifteen to ensure the “moral training of Indian children” and to dislodge anything that
“encourages the survival of previous Indian customs.”75
Some Presbyterians disagreed with this colonial approach to education. In 1923,
Rev. R.B. Heron, former principal at the Regina Industrial School, read a paper to the
Regina Presbytery in which he attacked the residential school system for using students
as cheap labor on farms and gardens, in laundries, bakeshops, and kitchens connected
with the residential schools. He also reported that the younger men who were products of
the schools had a lower sense of honour and self-reliance than their parents and
grandparents who had not attended the schools. The Indian Secretary for the Women’s
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Missionary Society countered that Heron was no longer principal for good cause and that
the failure of the residential school system was not the schools but the reserves and
homes from which the students come.76
In 1984, Alberta Billy, a first nations woman from Cape Mudge, British
Columbia, called on the United Church of Canada to issue an apology for the treatment of
native peoples in residential schools. In 1986, the United Church responded with an
“Apology to First Nations” for failing to respect the depth and richness of aboriginal
spirituality and vision, and for confusing the gospel with western ways and culture. Two
years later, the All Native Circle Conference of the United Church acknowledged the
apology, but did not formally accept it because “it must be lived out if it’s to be a real
apology.” A deliberately unfinished cairn was erected at the site of the apology in
Sudbury, Ontario as a sign of the work yet required to fulfill the apology. The United
Church has since issued two additional statements: 1) a resolution of repentance in 1997,
and 2) a specific apology for residential schools in 1998.77
In 1993, the Anglican Church of Canada issued an apology through Archbishop
Michael Peers at the National Native Convocation. Peers listened for several days to the
stories of those who lived in residential schools before issuing a response on behalf of the
church: “We failed you; we failed ourselves; we failed God.” The apology was accepted
the following day.78 In a similar fashion, the Presbyterian Church in Canada issued an
unequivocal apology in 1994, acknowledging that it had co-operated with Canadian
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government in assimilating aboriginal peoples and that it had encouraged the government
to ban indigenous spiritual practices. The apology also confessed that Presbyterian
churches took aboriginal children from their homes to place them in residential schools
and used non-traditional disciplinary practices that were “open to exploitation in physical
and psychological punishment beyond any Christian maxim of care and discipline,”
including sexual abuse.79

Assumptions of Cultural Superiority
Jonathan Bonk served as the executive director of the Overseas Ministries Study
Center in New Haven, Connecticut until June 2013. He is the editor of both the
International Bulletin of Missionary Research and the internet-based Dictionary of
African Christian Biography. Bonk has extensive experience overseas as a missionary,
and has devoted two monographs to the history of the Protestant missionary movement,
particularly the movement’s work in Africa and China. For Bonk, there is no doubt that
Protestant missionaries approached foreign cultures with a superiority complex:
Quite obviously, the standard used to measure missionary
accomplishments in non-Western lands was Western civilization itself. To
the extent that heathen peoples could be observed to adopt Western ideas,
to desire and actively seek Western material and technological culture, to
emulate Western political, social, and religious institutions, and to accede
without murmuring to Western domination,—to that degree were the
efforts of missionaries regarded as successful ... since all of these were
thought to derive ultimately from Christianity itself.80
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Bonk adds that western missionaries were handicapped by cultural superiority at every
level and simply could not imagine the possibility of identifying with indigenous
peoples—even after they had been converted.81 This sense of superiority led to the belief
that indigenous peoples needed to adopt western ways in order to advance as a culture
and that the “immoral” customs of indigenous peoples needed to be eradicated.
Western missionaries stressed the importance of separating from indigenous
peoples on the mission field in order to manifest clearly and distinctly the benefits of a
western lifestyle. It was believed that this practice would encourage Africans to adopt
western values and forsake their primitive ways. This approach presented an added sidebenefit for the missionaries: if indigenous people were attracted to the material
accouterments of western culture, they could be induced to work for the missionaries in
order to afford such items.82 Oddly enough, it was difficult to attract indigenous peoples
to western materialism. For example, the Wamanyuema of Uguha only reluctantly agreed
to work for LMS missionary Walter Hutley, and then for only a short amount of time.
Hutley interpreted this as a deficiency on the part of the Wamanyuema: they had not yet
learned to appreciate and desire western goods such as knives, better cloth, crockery, etc.,
let alone the language, customs, and religion associated with them.83
Instead, it appears that western affluence may have backfired and contributed to
the failure to gain converts. In 1884, after serving two years as a missionary in Uguha,
David Picton Jones vented his frustration with the fact that Christian missionaries had
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been far less successful than his Muslim employees from Zanzibar at impacting the
people of Uguha:
... It is a remarkable fact that these Zanzibar men have had far more
influence over the natives that [sic] we have ever had—in many little
things they imitate them, they follow their customs, adopt their ideas,
imitate their dress, sing their songs, and speak their … language. I can
only account for this by the fact that the [Muslims] live amongst them, in a
simple manner like themselves, intermarry with them, and to some extent
partake of their notions.84
Picton Jones toyed with the idea of Christians “lowering” themselves to make it easier for
Africans to attain a civilized life:
Our life, on the other hand ... is far above them, and we are surrounded by
things entirely beyond their reach. The consequence is, that they despair of
trying to follow us,—indeed they cannot follow us, as there is here no
trade in European goods, with the exception of cheap cloth, beads, etc. I
have found by experience that they are exceedingly ready to imitate
anything within their power, especially the young, and I feel sure in my
own mind, if we were to bring ourselves nearer their own level—as near to
it as our health and character as Christians would allow—we would
gradually raise them up to a higher standard, and to a more civilised life.85
In the end, Jones “solved” his problem by firing the Muslim employees.86
The western sense of cultural superiority also blinded western missionaries to
their own errors in judgment. Although Africans were typically generous in gift giving
and providing necessities for the missionaries, western missionaries felt it necessary to
portray the Africans as ungrateful and beggarly. When Picton Jones celebrated Christmas
by giving neighboring chiefs a colored cloth (a token gift at best), the indigenous leaders
demonstrated their indignation by cutting off the missionary supply of milk. “The
84
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African,” concluded Picton Jones, "has very little idea of gratitude ….” In a similar
incident, Chungu, one of the African chiefs, observed Picton Jones’ great wealth and
asked if the missionary would share a small portion of it with him (a request that Chungu
would have fulfilled had the tables been turned). Picton Jones responded by accusing
Chungu of a “weakness prevalent among African chieftains—a begging propensity ...”
and adding, “I gave him a good talking to about this ... and I hope it will do him good.”87
Cultural superiority was taken to further extremes with the use of corporal
punishment. The London Missionary Society established a mission at Niamkolo in 1880
(re-established in 1887). A village system was created to establish order, which included
making roads, providing a good school, ensuring a full church, and “thrashing the
natives.” The mission village imposed rules and regulations on Africans in its employ,
including keeping the villages clean, no use of buildings for improper purposes, no
loaded guns to be brought into or fired in the village, mandatory school attendance for
kids, and mandatory church attendance. The punishment for breaking these laws include
suspension of pay, confiscation of hoes and spears, and “Stripes with a stick of
hippopotamus hide” (called a chikati)—the number of stripes left to the discretion of the
missionary.88
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Assessing the Protestant Missionary Movement
Missiological scholars have drawn significant attention to the shortcomings of the
Protestant missionary movement. David Bosch believes that western missionaries
confused the missio Dei with transplanting western ecclesial practices in other parts of
the world.89 Darrell Guder believes that the Protestant missionary movement reduced the
scope of the missio Dei to a focus on converting other people in other places.90 Despite
these and other shortcomings, Marion Grau reminds us that western culture had itself
been shaped by the gospel and to some extent carried gospel values and ideals to the
cultures it encountered.91 For example: although the Protestant missions in Zulu may
have interfered in lobolo and polygamy, the gospel's egalitarian ring appealed to women
in a patriarchal context. As Amanda Porterfield notes, both missionary and Zulu culture
may have been patriarchal, but the language of Christian grace and redemption “held
forth a possibility of freedom of expression and gender equality that transcended
missionary interpretation.”92
Gambian missiologist Lamin Sanneh notes that the proclamation of the gospel
always negotiates the gap between cultures through a dual process of relativizing (or deabsolutizing) the culture of those proclaiming the good news and destigmatizing the
culture of those receiving the good news:
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Christianity, from its origins, identified itself with the need to translate out
of Aramaic and Hebrew, and from that position came to exert a dual force
in its historical development. One was the resolve to relativize its Judiac
roots, with the consequences that it promoted significant aspects of those
roots. The other was to destigmatize Gentile culture and adopt that culture
as a natural extension of the life of the new religion. This action to
destigmatize complemented the other action to relativize. Thus it was that
the two subjects, the Judaic and the Gentile, became closely intertwined in
the Christian dispensation, both crucial to the formative image of the new
religion.93
Although it may not have been the explicit goal of the Protestant missionary movement to
relativize western Christianity and destigmatize non-western cultures, the reality is that
indigenous forms of the gospel did take root in Protestant mission fields. Sanneh notes,
for example, that the gospel is today implanted in Africa is ways that far exceeded the
designs of western missionaries: “behind the backs of imperial masters, came the
momentous outpouring of Christian conversion throughout the continent, suggesting that
missionaries were effective in their conditioning of the vernacular environment rather
than in their making of Christianity a photocopy of its Victorian version.”94 Christianity
grew rapidly in Africa after the heyday of colonial missions. In 1900, the Muslim
population of Africa was 34.5 million, compared to roughly 10 million Christians—a
ratio of more than 3 to 1. By 1985, Christians outnumbered Muslims for the first time,
numbering 271 million compared to about 260 million Muslims. In 2000, the number of
Christians in Africa had grown to 346 million, compared to 330 million Muslims
concentrated mostly in the Arabic regions of Egypt and north and west Africa.95
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Sanneh believes that the translation of the Scriptures was especially significant in
the creation of an indigenous Christianity in Africa. Indigenizing the language of the
Bible led western missionaries to a critical/comparative evaluation of their western values
and ideas and thrust Africans into the world of literacy and a new set of possibilities
afforded to those who can read and write. Sanneh even goes so far as to argue that the
biblicism of extreme Protestantism relegated western ideology to a peripheral place in
translation, thus suppressing in the mission field the diffusion of western cultural and
intellectual values.96 Sanneh uses the term reciprocity to describe the dual impact of
translation on evangelists and the evangelized, and while the term does not adequately or
completely redress the exploitative elements of the Protestant missionary movement, it
recognizes that the impact of the gospel in colonized lands was not only a matter of
oppression and alienation. Sanneh argues, “if people are trying to learn your language,
then they can hardly avoid striking up a relationship with you however much they might
wish to dominate you.”97
Another bright spot in the Protestant missionary movement may be found in the
work of Rufus Anderson (1796–1880) and Henry Venn (1796–1873). Venn, who served
as honorary clerical secretary of the Church Missionary Society from 1841 to 1873, is
remembered as the father of the three-self formula along with his American colleague
and contemporary Rufus Anderson, who served as general secretary of the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (the first missionary society in the United
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States) from 1832 to the mid-1860s. Both Anderson and Venn believed that Christ could
dwell in any culture.98
Anderson studied the missionary experiences of the Apostle Paul, and noted that
the churches he planted were responsible for their pastoral and oversight ministries, never
financially dependent on Paul, and became themselves the agents of missionary work. He
described these churches as “self-governing, self-supporting and self-propagating,” and
felt this should be the modus operandi for the mission field of his day.99 Venn seems to
have developed the same formula at the same time, perhaps in collaboration with
Anderson. The formulation evolved in steps in Venn’s writings. In an address in 1846 he
used the term “self-support.” In 1851, in instructions to missionaries, he used the terms
“self-supporting” and “self-governing,” and in 1855 also included the term “selfextending.”100
Venn placed a consistent emphasis on “native agency,” which he felt was
fundamental both to the sustainability of a new church and to the effective use of
missionary society resources. The point at which a new church could be left in the hands
of indigenous people and missionaries dispatched to new territory was the “glorious
consummation” of missionary labours.101 The key was to foster self-reliance instead of
dependence: “Draw out their native resources. Let them feel their own powers and
98
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responsibilities,” and allow indigenous people to pay for their “religious instruction and
ordinances.”102 Venn eventually began to use the phrase “euthanasia of a mission” to
describe the process by which non-indigenous missionaries closed down their work as
indigenous churches became progressively more independent. Under Venn’s leadership,
the concept of the native pastorate dominated CMS missionary strategy for over three
decades.103
However, the Protestant missionary movement as a whole did not embrace Henry
Venn’s three-self principles. Venn’s ideas were implemented in Sierra Leone, the premier
mission field of the Church Missionary Society, where a native pastorate comprising nine
churches was established in 1861. From the start, the new strategy prompted polarized
reactions. With few exceptions, western missionaries were hostile to Venn’s proposals
and resisted the notion that Africans (no matter how well educated) could match the
efforts of western missionaries.104 Some of the concern was perhaps well-meaning, if not
paternalistic: how could a small indigenous church, still struggling for its very existence,
be charged with the responsibility of evangelizing the whole neighborhood while denying
it access to the tremendous financial and personnel resources held by the western
missionary societies?105
In time, the three-self principles of Venn and Anderson gained traction, although
this may have been so more in the theorizing around missions than in their actual
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practice. Roland Allen was a missionary for the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
among the Heathen (Church of England) from 1895 to 1903. His field was North China,
where he served first in Peking and then in a rural station at Yungching. He experienced
the Boxer Rebellion (1899-1901)—an anti-foreign, proto-nationalist movement that
opposed foreign imperialism and Christianity—which destroyed his mission post and
compelled him to return home.
From 1912 to 1933, Allen devoted himself to expounding the missionary
principles that he discovered in Scripture. The best-known of his works is his earliest
publication, Missionary Methods: St. Paul’s or Ours? Allen objected strongly to
missionary practice that made apprenticeship under western missionaries a tenant of
Christian discipleship in foreign lands. In his opinion, this practice contradicted apostolic
teaching and example. It also had no precedent in the early history of the church or even
in the history of the conversion of England. In the early decades of Christianity in
England it was rare to find an example of a foreign missionary bishop succeeded in his
diocese by another foreigner. For example, Augustine was consecrated bishop of
Canterbury in 597 CE and seven years later two other bishops were appointed in
Rochester and London. However, by 644 CE, a native Englishman was consecrated
bishop of Rochester who in turn consecrated the first native bishop of Canterbury in 654
CE.106
It was Allen who used the term “indigenous” to summarize and promote the
three-self principles of Venn and Anderson. Of particular interest is the fact that Allen
believed neither foreign missionaries nor native leaders could create an indigenous
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church—ultimately, this was the work of the Holy Spirit.107 With a twinge of sadness,
Lamin Sanneh describes Allen as the restless soul of a post-Christian west and the
inaudible voice of post-western Christianity.108

Mission in a Postcolonial Context
Keetoowah Cherokee theologian Randy Woodley observes that the good news
was turned into bad news when the church required indigenous peoples to forsake their
ethnic identity for the identity of a dominating culture. The act of dominating is itself a
contradiction of the gospel and has a deleterious affect on those being dominated. It is
bad news:
The “bad news” of Jesus Christ requires indigenous peoples to accept their
status as those meant to be colonized and to cooperate with their own
demise. The “bad news of Jesus Christ” asks us to draw our theology,
values, and meaning as people from a culture that wishes to make us selfhaters.109
Woodley adds that when the good news is corrupted into bad news, it is the dominating
culture that requires change more than the culture being dominated.
At this moment in history, it is difficult to assess the readiness for change among
the dominant culture in Canada. The country’s ongoing Truth and Reconciliation process
demonstrates a significant desire to address and redress harm inflicted on indigenous
peoples. At the same time, in my work as a talk radio host, minister, and university
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instructor, I am regularly exposed to the belief that it is time for first nations people in
Canada to forget the past and “move on.”
It is tempting to abandon the concept of mission. Indeed, when I set up a program
at the University of Winnipeg to offer courses on ministry and mission in a postmodern
context, I was advised not to use the word mission in the title of the program. However,
the missio Dei precedes the colonial missions of the church. The apostolic tradition of
being sent into all creation (Mark 16:15) lies at the heart of New Testament Christianity.
For that reason, rethinking or reclaiming mission in the twenty-first century is perhaps a
question of rediscovering more ancient images of mission in order to imagine a
postmodern missiology. Such a postcolonial missiology is, therefore, both ancient and
future—we look backward in order to see forward.
Jesus announced that the kin-dom of God is not of the world, which frees the
church from any perceived obligation to claim cultures, continents, countries, and cities
for Christ. Jesus is not interested in possessing lands and conquering cultures. Therefore,
those who are sent in the name of Christ may see themselves as guests in this world with
no place to lay their heads (Matthew 8:20; Luke 9:58). They have no lasting city here, but
are looking for a city that is to come (Hebrews 13:14)—a city whose architect and builder
is God (Hebrews 11:10). They desire a “better country” (Hebrews 11:10,16).
Furthermore, they can embrace the wildly kenotic dimensions of the way in which Christ
himself was sent: he emptied (e˙ke÷nwsen) himself, taking the form of a slave; he
humbled himself and became obedient to the point of death (Philippians 2:5-8). Missions
and missionaries make a radical departure from a colonial legacy when they become
kenotic. Going forward, a missional church needs to ask the question, “Are we willing to
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die for this place?” By giving up its life, a missional church can find its life (Matthew
10:39; 16:25; Mark 8:35; Luke 9:24; 17:33).
A kenotic approach to the missio Dei reframes the debate around so-called
exclusivist passages such as John 14:6: “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through me.” Jesus became the way, the truth, and the life by
loving us and giving himself up for us, and we are enjoined to do the same (Ephesians
5:2; see also Romans 12:1). The New Testament writings appear to place much greater
emphasis on living in love and offering ourselves as living sacrifices as a means of
following Jesus to the Father than they do on promoting exclusive theological truth
claims. When Peter, in a moment of kerygmatic enthusiasm, declared that there was “no
other name under heaven given among mortals by which we must be saved” (Acts 4:12),
he was not entering into a debate with the priests, the captain of the temple, and the
Sadducees over proper nouns or names. Rather, he was attributing miracles of healing
and the promise of our resurrection to the one who gave his life for others and was
resurrected by God in defiance of those who crucified him—the proud, religious power
brokers who promoted their exclusive claims to reinforce their prestige and position of
authority over others in the name of God (Act 4:8-11). When we turn texts such as John
14:6 and Acts 4:12 into exclusive truth claims that others must accept, we both shift the
emphasis away from the call to kenosis and insert ourselves into a position very similar to
the one occupied by those crucified Jesus.
Marion Grau observes that the study of mission presently occupies an odd place
in theological studies. Mainline Protestant seminaries do not usually teach missiology
because they are quietly (or not so quietly) embarrassed by the legacy of colonial
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mission.110 Grau in no way supports colonial missions, but wonders if mainline
Protestants in their wholesale abandonment of missiology have ironically left themselves
with the undesirable half of “civilizing missions”:
If one key ambivalence of Christian existence consists in the tragic
entanglement with empire, the search for access to power, the propagation
of the rights of nations, and extension of their understanding of
“civilization,” then the progressive Christian tendency to drop anything
overtly “Christian” or that might seem “evangelical” out of its vocabulary
and articulation of faith is its reaction formation overreaction. Ironically,
decommissioning “mission” from “civilizing mission” for shame of such
entanglement can leave progressives with promoting what likely is the
more problematic part: civilizing.111
Paul Chung acknowledges that Christian mission and cultural imperialism are historically
linked, but suggests that a hermeneutic of suspicion is required to debunk the necessary
equation of the missionary impulse with colonial objectives.112 Today, colonial objectives
are embedded in present-day globalization.113 The World Council of Churches believes a
false salvation narrative is being created around mammon:
Market ideology is spreading the propaganda that the global market will
save the world through unlimited growth. This myth is a threat not only to
economic life but also to the spiritual life of people, and not only to
humanity but also to the whole creation.114
A new Empire has emerged—a world-wide, decentralized network of financial and media
institutions that are unrestricted by geographical boundaries and government regulations.
As Joerg Rieger notes, nation states may have stepped back from their colonial agenda,
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but the exercise of power through economic, indirect political, and other influences
continues unabated.115 Finally, Chung observes that the postcolonial method should be
cognizant that it is itself shaped and influenced by its own limiting social practices and
epistemological framework: “It does not occupy a transcendental, ideal place of
rationality as if it is privileged to exist outside historical contingency or social interplay
between knowledge and power—as though it could exercise an almighty critique.”116
Colonial missions envisioned a transplanting of western cultural values along with
the promulgation of the gospel. In the twentieth century, mainstream Protestantism
backed away from this understanding of mission and sought a pluralistic paradigm. Grau
notes that this “pluralism” had a supersessionism of its own, consuming exotic theologies
under the banner of inclusivism in a manner not dissimilar to the way a globalizing
economy consumes and markets exotic cultures for its own promotion and profit.
According to Grau, this dynamic of theological “inclusivism” often hid a dominant strand
“seeking to encompass rather than encounter.”117
Chung believes the way forward is to decolonize western Christianity from it
Enlightenment framework. This is not to fall prey to the very intellectual fashion that its
critics deplore: essentializing and universalizing the Enlightenment, à la the
Enlightenment, to condemn the Enlightenment.118 Rather, decolonizing Christianity from
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its Enlightenment framework is to acknowledge that a post-Enlightenment/postmodern
milieu can provide the western church with an opportunity to think in terms of world
Christianity in which the missio Dei is seen as the human experience of God’s word in a
multitude of unique linguistic-cultural life settings. By way of clarification, world
Christianity is not the same as global Christianity. Lamin Sanneh rejects the term global
Christianity because it too closely parallels images of economic globalization and carries
vestiges of imperialism.119 World Christianity is possible not only because Christendom
has been denatured in the west, but also because of a new geographic and demographic
realities for Christianity around the world. Citing the Atlas of Global Christianity, the
World Council of Churches notes that the most Christians are living or have their origins
in the global south and east.120 Meanwhile, much of the so-called Christian west has shed
its religious skin. Asian/Eastern religions have become more prominent in the United
States and Canada. Migration has shuffled the deck and Buddhists, Confucians, Hindus,
Muslims, Sikhs, etc. have now populated the western world for multiple generations.
Andrew Walls sees the western world as a bona fide mission field.121
A vision of world Christianity was the impetus behind the Council of Jerusalem in
which the gospel transcended its Jewish origins for the sake of mission to the Gentiles.
Influential Jewish voices in the church had demanded that Gentile converts to
Christianity accept the law of Moses. The apostles and elders convened to debate this
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demand and concluded that their religio-cultural traditions could not be imposed upon the
Gentiles. According to the Apostle Peter, these traditions had been a “yoke that neither
our ancestors nor we have been able to bear” (Acts 15:10). The apostles and elders
recognized that the Holy Spirit had been given to the Gentiles apart from adherence to the
law of Moses, and they abandoned the notion of imposing the law across the cultural
divide (Acts 15:28-29):
For it has seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us to impose on you no
further burden than these essentials: that you abstain from what has been
sacrificed to idols and from blood and from what is strangled and from
fornication. If you keep yourselves from these, you will do well.
The church was essentially multi-cultural from the very beginnings of its missionary
endeavors.
Grau suggests that we suppress the tendency to claim universality for our
interpretations of the gospel, and also resist the temptation to localize those
interpretations globally. Restraint will add breadth to our understanding of the gospel.122
Chung believes that the gospel is culturally translatable into varying and different
contexts in which traditional and popular religious concerns and belief systems are free to
resurge and persist with strength.123 This provides us with an opportunity to rethink the
notion of conversion. In a world Christianity mindset, conversion will no longer be
envisioned as asking people to step out of their own context to accept the contextual
demands of an invading culture. Instead, it will be seen as entering a process of
conscious, embodied reasoning, feeling, and acting as ideas and images of Christ come to
light within a unique cultural context.
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Negotiating Mission
Marilyn Legge writes and teaches from a critical postcolonial perspective, yet
believes that mission remains the primary agenda and the raison d’etre of the church.
This tension is augmented by Legge’s own social location as a Caucasian woman in
North America. Legge notes, “I am both fated and free, formed as both colonizing and
colonized.”124 She suggests we negotiate this tension by healing ourselves in solidarity
with others, and adds that justice and love must become the standards by which mission
is discerned.125 Legge refers to this task as “negotiating mission,” which starts by “giving
attention to the massive suffering that exists, as well as the yearning for healing, justice
and mutual relationship.” Negotiating mission not only names the sources of pain and
depression but also shows how healing, transformation and reconciliation are
connected.126 Legge believes that there is a great need for negotiating mission in Canada,
the country in which she lives and works:
As a nation, Canada faces major debt and structural adjustment
programmes, with foreign loans accounting for forty percent of our
national debt. Traditional economies based on fishing and renewable
resources have collapsed. The so-called restructuring of the Canadian
economy means that many face the bankruptcy of family farms, the
weakening of the food industry and health care systems, and the loss of
many thousands of jobs as industries move to the southern United States,
Mexico, and other areas of the world.127
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Legge notes that social theorists have described Canada as a two-thirds world country as
a result of the conditions described above (a description that was written before the
western economic collapse of 2007/2008).
As the western world copes with its diminishing economic welfare and its
diminishing identification with Christianity, western Christian churches can begin to see
the missio Dei as effecting what Legge describes as a poly-centric oikumene of wholeearth community—a vision that resists colonizing and civilizing and seeks to embody
justice and love.128 Brazilian theologian and journalist Vítor Westhelle says it is time to
dry-dock the caravels of western colonialism, a reference to western conquistadors who
sailed their caravels for South. The conquistadors believed the indigenous peoples of
South America were impoverished, illiterate, and spiritually illegitimate. In an era of
world Christianity, the time has come for the “return of the caravels.” Latin Americans
are fully capable of navigating their own ship of faith. Westhelle clarifies as follows:
This is not to be understood as a rejection of the Western civilization with
which Latin Americans have been impregnated. It is rather a call for Latin
Americans to become the navigators, the discoverers of a world that until
now thought it had discovered a new world.129
The challenge here is for the western church to surrender control—to stop thinking of
others as the object of mission. This is a time for connecting with the other. In connecting
with the other, the western church connects with the ultimate Other. As Westhelle
observes, “every other reveals the Other.”130
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For westerners, the other (i.e., the non-western world) will quite possibly have a
prophetic role to play in the future of the western church—a role that recalls the western
church to a long lost spiritual tradition. Pablo Richard, who acknowledges that southern
Americans were truly evangelized by Roman Catholic missionaries, also insists that the
massacres and genocide inflicted by the Europeans could not have been possible without
a theology to justify their violence. In Richard’s words, “This historical violence was
accompanied by theological violence.”131 In a postcolonial context, those who received
that violence (and the gospel) can call those who perpetrated the violence back to the
gospel. This happened when South American Christians addressed Pope John Paul II on
his visit to Peru in 1988:
We, the Indians of the Andes and of America, decided to take advantage
of the visit of John Paul II to return to his Bible to him, because during
five centuries it has given no love, no peace, no justice. Please, take your
Bible again and return it to our oppressors, because they need its moral
principles more than we do. Because since the arrival of Christopher
Columbus, a culture, a language, a religion and some values which belong
to Europe were imposed on America.
The Bible reached us as part of an imposed colonial change. This was the
ideological weapon used in this colonialist assault. The Spanish sword,
which during the day attacked and assassinated the bodies of Indians, at
night became the cross that attacked the Indian soul.132
The World Council of Churches suggests that those at the margins are endowed with a
unique gift to distinguish life-affirming forces from those that are life-destroying.133
Geevarghese Coorilos cites an example of this unique gift: “the 1.3 million Dalit manual
scavengers who remain at the extreme margins of a hierarchically ordained Indian society
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do possess a special epistemological faculty—through their experience of pain and
pathos—to ascertain what is life affirming for them and what isn’t.”134 The key is
learning to recognize the giftedness hidden in the unremarkable places and people of the
world.
Indigenous cultures also need to encounter the Scriptures afresh, without the
colonial baggage that accompanied their first introduction. Perhaps the primary task is to
construct a hermeneutic that decolonizes the Bible and “takes possession” of it from an
indigenous perspective.135 In this way, both the Bible itself and Christianity as a whole
can recover the credibility that was damaged by colonial Christianity. The exegesis of
one’s culture is accomplished by not prioritizing the Bible before culture. God’s first
book is history, the cosmos, the experiences and traditions of people. The Bible is God’s
second book, given to believers to help in “reading” the first. An example of this
approach is conveyed in the The Gospel of Solentiname, a collection of transcripts of a
Nicaraguan Bible study group that met weekly to discuss the Bible. Led by poet/priest
Ernesto Cardenal, the group was eventually disbanded by the conservative Nicaraguan
government. In one session, the group attempted to discern the meaning of Jesus’ words,
“you always have the poor with you” (Matthew 26:11; Mark 14:7; John 12:8). In
Nicaragua, the ruling classes used this phrase to justify and maintain socio-economic
inequities between rich and poor. Cardenal admonished the Bible study group to discard
these externally imposed interpretations and reconsider the text from their own
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perspective: the phrase could mean the poor will always be numbered among the
followers of Jesus. In this way, the words of Jesus were understood as implicit direction
to locate the church among the poor and the Bible was transformed from an imposed and
oppressive text into a message of hope and freedom.136 Pablo Richard calls this the
“church of the poor,” which is not a new church per se, but a new way of seeing the
church from the perspective of Scriptures.137

Mission as Inreach
Marion Grau states that confronting missionary history is “a kind of archaeology
of body and spirit, finding the bodies buried, listening to the unlamented, unresolved
voices, and becoming open to possible religiocultural reincarnations.”138 Truth and
reconciliation is a way in which the kin-dom of God comes among us. It allows victims
to name their pain and victimizers to find forgiveness and restoration. Furthermore, it can
prevent the re-victimization of victims that occurs when we cast aspersion on those who
display the symptoms of being abused (anger, alcoholism, and other addictions) and fail
to understand what created those symptoms.
The journey of Garnet Angeconeb is an example of the power of truth and
reconciliation. Angeconeb attended Pelican Indian Residential School for six years as a
child (ending in 1969), during which time he was sexually abused by dormitory
supervisor Leonard Hands (appointed by the Anglican Church). The healing journey for
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Angeconeb began on October 31, 1990, when Phil Fontaine, then-Grand Chief of the
Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, publicly disclosed that he had been physically and
sexually abused while attending a residential school. Angeconeb’s response was visceral:
“As I read the article, I began to feel an indescribable pain crawling all over my body.
With great difficulty I struggled to maintain my composure.”139 Angeconeb’s own
experiences of abuse resurfaced because of Fontaine’s self-disclosure, which eventually
led Angeconeb to the long and difficult process of dealing with his denial, approaching
the Anglican Church, and confronting his abuser. This process was made more difficult
by insistence of family and friends that he leave the past alone:
As I pursued the matter, the first hurdle I had to overcome was denial from
those around me. My parents didn’t directly tell me, but did tell my
siblings that perhaps I should drop what I was doing and move on with my
life. Many leaders also did not support me.
…
Some people even questioned my motives for pursuing my case,
suggesting that I was doing it for political gain. But as I learned about
others who were taking action and began to connect with them, I began to
feel supported. It gave me the strength to continue.
…
At first I was all alone in the allegations. By the time it was over, there
were nineteen of us who had given statements about having been sexually
abused by Leonard Hands. The police believed there were a lot more, and
I knew myself that there were others who weren’t willing to come
forward.
…
When the police investigation of my case started, my father said that
maybe I should drop it and move on with my life. It wasn’t until after my
father realized that two of his other sons (this meant three of his six
children) were also abused by the same man that he started to change his
views and became more supportive. Father also began to recognize and
understand the patterns of behaviour of his sons—the anger, drinking,
short tempers, and so on—that we’d been using to cope with our abuse as
well as with the shame and secrecy that had surrounded it.
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The sign that my father was really supportive was when he went to court
on the day that Leonard Hands was being sentenced. Hands was convicted
on nineteen counts of indecent assault, and my father was there in the
courtroom. He realized that day that there were sixteen other men who had
been abused in addition to my brothers and me. When my father showed
up that day, it was one of the greatest gifts I ever received. It was a victory
in the sense that I started feeling that my father was listening and that the
denial had been overcome.140
Leonard Hands died in 2000, while living in a halfway house. Angeconeb never received
an apology from Hands. In fact, Hands explicitly excluded Angeconeb from an official
apology made in court. Nevertheless, Angeconeb found himself able to forgive his abuser
and in so doing experienced a “huge step forward” in personal healing and spiritual
growth.141 Angeconeb had been defined by the church and his abuser as an Indian in need
of the gospel, but it was his willingness to embrace the process of truth and
reconciliation, despite the unrepented sin of an abusive church representative, that
realized the kin-dom of God in his life.
That fact that we must, as Grau states, enter into “listening to the unlamented,
unresolved voices, and becoming open to possible religiocultural reincarnations” is a sign
that our participation in the missio Dei is not warranted by our cultural superiority or
another merit we may claim. Frost and Hirsch argue that the church is a result of the
missionary activity of God and not the other way around.142 The mission does not belong
to us nor are we the missionaries on record—it is God’s mission and we are all on the
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receiving end of that mission before we assume any other place or role. Joerg Rieger
states the matter as follows:
God is the first missionary, and all of us are recipients. We continue to be
recipients even in our own participation in God’s mission. Even our acts
of mission and solidarity with others are never one-way streets; they
function as means of grace, as channels through which God’s grace comes
back in our lives. As we encounter the other in mission—and only then—
do we become recipients of God’s power.143
Profound emphasis should be given to the conversion of the missionary self. Such a
conversion includes confessing and repenting of our attempts to form others in our own
mirror image (neocolonial authority) and direct affairs to our own exclusive benefit
(neocolonial power). We no longer celebrate our ability to change others or “grace” them
with our presence. Instead, we celebrate what God is doing—not only in the lives of
others, but also in us.
A postcolonial missiology asks us to take a deeper look at ourselves. In this way,
mission becomes inreach as well as outreach. As long as we stay preoccupied with
“helping others,” we will not raise the uncomfortable questions about ourselves. As long
as we continue to celebrate our own “generosity,” nothing can really challenge our
poverty of spirit. We need to develop a self-critical attitude that helps us reflect on how
we have come to be (and still are) part of the problem. Mission as inreach leads us to a
new understanding of our interconnectedness with others, which includes an awareness of
how the suffering of others is related, inversely, to our success. The kin-dom of God is
among us when those who have been pushed to the margins of society (because of class,
race, gender, etc.) become means of grace—they teach us new things about ourselves,
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and thus become agents of God’s missionary transformation of the world.144 As the
World Council of Churches has noted, people on the margins can often see what, from
the centre, is out of view: “People on the margins, living in vulnerable positions, often
know what exclusionary forces are threatening their survival and can best discern the
urgency of their struggles; people in positions of privilege have much to learn from the
daily struggles of people living in marginal conditions.”145
The opportunity for inreach has been gifted by the willingness of those who have
been violated to reset the relationship between colonizer and colonized. “We are all treaty
people” has become a way of moving forward together in post-colonial Canada. Elijah
Harper (1955-2013), the first treaty Indian elected to the Manitoba legislature, believed
his people have “a responsibility to ensure the unity of this land.” Harper held to this
belief despite the abuse he, his family, and his people experienced at the hands of
“newcomers”:
I have a vision for the country called Canada. It is not a new vision, nor is
it only mine. It is a vision of my people, the First Nations, the vision of my
forefathers. It lies in their hearts and souls, and is inherent to our
traditional values, beliefs, and philosophy. It is inherent to the land that
sustains all life. Above all, it is a vision that acknowledges and embraces
the supremacy of God our Creator.
It is the vision that is inherent in the Treaty relationships that were made
with the Newcomers who brought along their governments with them. We
agreed to respect and honour each other, to co-exist, to live side by side in
harmony, to share the knowledge, land and resources. This vision is not
very complicated, but it is strong. It embraces unity, care, love and
sharing; it has been dormant, unappreciated and misunderstood by
ordinary Canadians.146
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Shawn Atleo currently serves as the National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations in
Canada. He believes the country is ready for a fundamental transformation in the
relationship between first nations people and Canada: “The current system is failing, and
it’s time to smash the status quo.”147 Citing the mantra, “we are all treaty people,” Atleo
speaks of the desire of aboriginal people to “reset the relationship on its original
foundation of mutual recognition, mutual respect and partnership.” There is no punitive
language here—nothing in the way of condemnation or judgment, because “Ultimatums
and guilt don’t motivate real change or action.” For Atleo, resetting the relationship
requires us to come together to talk about how to work together to move forward. And
while resetting the relationship is about intangibles to some extent—mutual recognition,
mutual respect and partnership—there is no doubt in Atleo’s mind that resetting the
relationship is also the means to unlocking economic potential and generating significant
and essential opportunity for all Canadians.

A Partnership Missiology
In a postmodern context, the church can move away from defining truth in
absolute terms. Ann Morisy states that truth is ultimately relational: “our journey towards
truth relies on encounter with others––especially an encounter with those who are
different from us.”148 Theologian Paul Knitter suggests the truth is revealed by the ability
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to interact with other expressions of truth and to grow through these connections. In other
words, truth is manifested in relation, not exclusion.149 Joerg Rieger takes a similar
approach, stating that truth is not a universal category, but a relational event that happens
in the margins.150 This kind of truth is not determined once and for all, but is discovered
time and again along the way in the tensions and conflicts of life.
Knitter adds that we cannot truly understand the kenotic dimensions of Christ if
we are not engaging in dialogue with those who are genuinely other than ourselves. In
fact, he proposes that we accept that mission is dialogue.151 For this reason, Knitter does
not see dialogue as distinct from proclamation; rather, he defines authentic dialogue as
listening and proclaiming—hearing what is true for others and saying what is true for
us.152 As such, there is room for passion and personal conviction in this kind of
dialogue—it is not a matter of foregoing our own beliefs in order to accept the beliefs of
others. On the contrary, we must want to persuade others of our truth:
In dialogue, I not only want to understand you and possibly be changed
through that understanding, but I also want you to understand me and be
changed by the truth that I feel has enriched my life. To experience truth is
to want to share it. And sharing means wanting others not only to
understand it but to affirm it.153
However, we must also be ready to be persuaded by the truth of others. In dialogue, both
sides seek to witness and proclaim and to persuade or convert each other, but always with
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respect for freedom. Thus, Knitter suggests that not only listening but also learning is
part of mission as dialogue. He recognizes this is a concept that may be unusual to most
understandings of the missionary task:
This is not something that one finds on the first page of recruitment
literature of missionary orders—that missionaries go forth to teach and be
taught, that both activities are essential and integral parts of the
missionary’s job. As much as missioners try to be good preachers of the
Word incarnate in Jesus, they will also have to make equal efforts to be
good listeners of the Word that God may have cast like seeds among the
nations (the logoi spermatikoi, Justin and Clement of Alexandria would
say). In fact, by being good listeners, they will be better proclaimers.154
Knitter adds that this broader understanding of the missionary task will call for changes
in the way missionaries are trained, including courses on crosscultural anthropology.
Truth proves itself not by triumphing over all other truth, but by demonstrating its
ability to interact with other truths—to teach and be taught by them, to include and be
included by them. Therefore, Knitter encourages us to think in terms of the “continuous
creation” of religions:
Each religion certainly originates in a powerful revelatory events or
events. But the identity of each religion is not given in such events; rather,
the identity of religion develops through its ability, grounded in the
originating event, to grow through relationships with other similar ongoing
events. Religion, like all creation, is evolving, in constant flux; and the
evolution takes place through ever new relationships.155
Thus, the work of postmodern missionaries is not only to give witness but to receive the
witness of others in order to deepen and expand the grasp of God’s presence and purpose
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in the world. Through this mutual witnessing and consequent mutual growth, the work of
the kin-dom continues.156
Conversion is still a gateway to the kin-dom of God. However, conversion is
redefined as manifestations of the kin-dom of God in the lives of others, rather than
others simply accepting our witness in a unilateral fashion:
Conversion remains the top priority of every missionary, but within the
new model for mission, it is, first of all, conversion to the kingdom. In this
model, making all people members of this kingdom of compassion and
justice is more important than making them members of the Christian
church.157
Knitter notes that the scorecard changes dramatically with this understanding of
conversion. A Christian missionary who has no baptisms to report but who has helped
Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, and Christians to live together and work together lovingly
and justly is a successful disciple of Christ. Conversely, a missionary who has filled the
church with converts without seeking to change a society that condones dowry deaths or
slave labor has fallen short of the goal.
Warren Newberry has served in Malawi, Jamaica, Bosnia, Singapore, the
Philippines and Belize, and sees the African understanding of kinship and extended
family as a way to embrace the kin-dom of God. Colonial missions were paternalistic,
entrenched in an “over-under” relationship with the missionaries in the superior role and
resisting any attempt to take away their “parenthood” status (the children were not mature
enough). Now, a fusion strategy, in which the indigenous church and the missions agency
are blended together, has supplanted the paternalistic model. Such a strategy puts the
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indigenous church in the dominant position, largely due to its numerical strength and its
indigenous connections to the surrounding culture.
Western missions agencies typically resent this fusion strategy because they see it
as a ploy to gain control of mission properties and finances.158However, the indigenous
church in Africa does not seek control. Africans are drawn to interdependence more than
independence, with a deep appreciation for communal and familial ties:
I have observed a very poor Malawian take his new bride in marriage with
the meagerist of worldly possessions. In some cases, only a change of
clothing, a couple of poorly made chairs and a table, a sleeping mat, and a
very small stick and waddle hut. However, he is secure in the knowledge
that he is not alone. He can depend on assistance from his extended family
for food, money and other material requirements. After all, he belongs to
them and they belong to him! There is an interdependence between
himself and his extended family.159
In an African context, it is natural to seek financial as well as other assistance from
extended family, and natural for extended family to make assistance available.
Joerg Rieger suggests that we need to move beyond mission as a one-way street.
Missions do not need to be preoccupied with doing things for others. The point is to do
things with others. The missio Dei is not concerned primarily with “getting the job done,”
but with working together. This understanding allows us to avoid the constant vacillation
between dependence (“they can’t do it without us”) or independence (“they need to fend
for themselves”).160
A kinship model of relationship is a way of moving forward together in a
postcolonial context. The question is not about control, but about ways in which we
158
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become better together than we are alone. This requires seeing beyond ownership of
money, property, etc. to stewardship of resources in ways that allow us to bless one
another. Newberry provides an example of how the African sense of kinship catalyzed a
campaign that saved an American theological school from closure:
In 1977 Bethany College of the Assemblies of God (USA) found itself in a
financial crisis. There was talk of closing the school. When the Malawi
Assemblies of God School of Theology faculty heard this, it was decided
that during their spiritual emphasis week they would raise funds to send to
Bethany. Five hundred US dollars were raised and sent. While this was a
very small amount in terms of the need, it was a very large amount for
Malawi. Bethany used the story with their fund raising and it became a
catalyst which eventually resulted in about US $250,000.00 being
donated.161
Being interdependent does not mean we ignore the inequalities and differentials in power.
In fact, unless we become aware of them, we cannot learn and share in any meaningful
way.162 However, the story of Bethany College reveals that two or more parties can
catalyze each other’s resources. Whatever financials disparities existed between the
schools in Malawi and the United States, the American college could not have been saved
without the contribution of its brothers and sisters in Malawi.
Marilyn Legge calls for the creation of a partnership missiology that aims to
develop long-term relationships of association and accompaniment, not the imposition of
a dominant theology or analysis. “Partnership missiology is an effort to remain in
respectful and mutual relationship over the long haul.”163 In a postcolonial missiology,
the creation of these partnerships, and the curation of them, is the work of the kin-dom.
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We no longer build a school, a hospital, or a church so kin-dom work can begin. Building
these things together is the sign that the kin-dom of God is among us.

5. MOVING INTO THE MARGINS

Living Betwixt and Between
We live betwixt and between. We have one foot in the kin-dom of God which has
come in part, and one foot in an old world order which has not yet passed away. As
George Eldon Ladd noted, the kin-dom of God is “already, but not yet.” In other words,
the kin-dom is already here in a real and tangible way, but not yet here in fullness or
completion. Ladd parallels this perspective to rabbinic Judaism, which allowed two
understandings of God’s reign: God is now the king and God will become the king.1
Ladd also draws significantly from Geerhardus Vos’ The Pauline Eschatology, which
postulates two overlapping timelines: this age and the age to come. The overlap of the
two ages marks the time we currently inhabit––the time between the resurrection and the
return of Christ. Thus, the church lives “between the times.” The old age continues while
“the powers of the new age have irrupted in the old age.”2
Michael Goheen notes that the language of Jesus implied both a present and
future realization of God’s kin-dom. In the synagogue at Nazareth, Jesus read from the
scroll of Isaiah which declares good news for the oppressed, binding up for the
brokenhearted, liberty for the captives, etc. (Isaiah 61:1-2). When he finished reading the
scroll, he announced to the congregation, “Today this Scripture is fulfilled in your
hearing” (Luke 4:21). However, Jesus also led his followers to believe that the kin-dom
was still coming. He taught his disciples to pray for the kin-dom to come (Luke 11:2); he
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spoke of a future kin-dom feast (Luke 13:28-30); and he taught about entering the kindom at the end of the age (Matthew 7:21).3 David Bosch believes that the tension
between the “already” and the “not yet” defies resolution, but is an asset not a liability:
“it is precisely in this creative tension that the reality of God’s reign has significance for
our contemporary mission.”4
Not everyone welcomes tension. However, choosing to embrace this tension can
help us avoid the shortcomings of the Christendom and colonial worldviews discussed in
previous chapters. The question, therefore, is, “How do we live in a state of betwixt and
between?” In answering this question, a great deal of information can be gleaned from
the anthropological studies of premodern cultures, particularly the work of Victor Turner
and Renato Rosaldo.

Liminality and Communitas
An exploration of Victor Turner begins with a reference to Arnold van Gennep
(1873-1957), who is best known for his work Les rites de passage (The Rites of Passage),
originally published in 1909. Van Gennep pioneered the study of the ceremonies and
symbols surrounding the rites of passage, and is acknowledged not only for recognizing
the significance of the rites, but also for classifying them in a threefold manner: rites of
separation, rites of transition, and rites of incorporation.”5 Van Gennep used the term
preliminal rites to specify the rites of separation from a previous world. Liminal or
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threshold rites were the rites practiced during the transitional stage. Postliminal rites
described the ceremonies of incorporation into the new world.6 Van Gennep’s work had
an obvious influence on the structure of Joseph Campbell's 1949 renowned text, The
Hero with a Thousand Faces, as Campbell divided the journey of the hero into three
parts: departure, initiation, and return.
Victor Turner (1920-1983) received his B.A. from the University College of
London in 1949. In 1950, Victor and Edith Turner moved to the Mukanza village in the
Mwinilunga district of Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia). Turner dedicated himself to the
study of the Ndembu tribe of Zambia, giving special attention to their rituals and giving
special attention to their rites of passage.7 A decade later, while waylaid in England due
to visa problems, Turner came across Van Gennep’s The Rites of Passage, which had just
been translated into English in 1960. Turner wrote “Betwixt and Between: The Liminal
Period in Rites de Passage,” his first essay discussing the processual form of ritual and
embarked for a professorship to America to develop his understanding of the subject.8
Van Gennep inspired much of the remainder of Turner’s work, including his seminal
1969 text, The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure. Turner wrote extensively on
the experience of transition between separation and reincorporation. According to Turner,
all the Ndembu rituals are characterized by 1) separation (Ilembi or Kulemba), the
treatment and dance to make the subjects sacred; 2) margin, a period of seclusion
involving partial or complete separation of the subjects from everyday existence; and 3)
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re-aggregation (Ku-tumbuka), a further treatment and dance celebrating the end of the
seclusion period.9
Turner focused extensively on the intermediate liminal phase in ritual. In 1967,
when Turner left Cornell University to become a professor at the University of Chicago,
he had already published The Forest of Symbols (1967) a collection of essays on
symbolism and ritual among the Ndembu peoples of Zambia in which his republished
essay on Van Gennep played a significant role. In The Forest of Symbols, Turner drew
attention to the rites of passage that had well-developed liminal or betwixt-and-between
stages. In these liminal stages, the ritual subject (the “passenger”) was ambiguous; i.e.,
the subject passed through a realm that had few or none of the attributes of their present
or future identities.10 The rites of transition were intense experiences in which the state of
being in transition, on the margins, on a threshold, etc. was emphasized.11 The point of
these rites of transition was to free people from structure in order to achieve close
connection with deity or with superhuman power, which is unbounded, infinite, and
limitless.12 The publication of The Drums of Affliction in 1968 offering detailed accounts
of the Ndembu ritual complex, followed by The Ritual Process (1969), mentioned above.
These three consecutively published books form the central core of Turner's work on
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ritual, with The Ritual Process providing extensive discussion on the concepts of
liminality and communitas.13
As Turner studied the passage rites among the Ndembu, he noted that the
categories and definitions of their social structure are no longer and not yet applicable
during the intermediate period of liminality. During these rites, the persons in transition
were “invisible” to society because society had no place for people who could not fit into
its pre-defined roles and positions. In society, a male was either a boy or a man; to be in
transition between these two states as a pubescent male was to be non-existent. Turner
described the problem in The Ritual Process as follows:
The attributes of liminality and liminal personae (“threshold people”) are
necessarily ambiguous, since this condition and these persons elude or slip
through the network of classification that normally locates states and
positions in cultural space. Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they
are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law,
custom, convention, and ceremonial.14
In Ndembu tradition, ritual definitions were created to describe a “transitional being” that
society could not comprehend.15 For example, among the Ndembu of Zambia the name
mwadi described a pre-adult male in circumcision rites (or a future chief undergoing his
installation rites).16 The term emphasized the state of being in transition and not
occupying a static role in society. People in a liminal stage were both “no longer
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classified and not yet classified”17 and indistinguishable from each other: they had no
status, property, insignia, or clothing indicating rank or role, or position in a kinship
system.18 The only thing that they shared were the common characteristics of falling into
the interstices of social structure, living on its margins, and occupying its lowest rungs.19
For this reason, liminal persons tended to develop an intense comradeship and
egalitarianism.20
The ritual subjects constituted “a community or comity of comrades and not a
structure of hierarchically arrayed positions.”21 In The Ritual Process, Turner introduced
the concept of communitas (a term he adapted from Paul Goodman) to denote this
community of comrades. Communitas is characterized by anti-structure—more
specifically, the absence of structure.22 However, communitas is not anti-society. Turner
saw communitas and its antithesis—structure—as interrelated. Society is essentially a
dialectic process between the undifferentiated community of equal individuals
(communitas) and the differentiated and often hierarchical system of social positions
called structure.23 Each side of the dialectic feeds the energy and intensity of its
antithesis: “Maximization of communitas provokes maximization of structure, which in
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turn produces revolutionary strivings for renewed communitas.”24 Therefore, the liminal
experience of communitas creates cultural vigor. It pushes society forward, infusing it
with freshness and vitality.
I suggest that liminality and communitas can serve as vivid images of living
betwixt and between as people of a kin-dom that is already, but not yet. Turner himself
saw the potential of applying his observations to the western world, and introduced the
term “liminoid” to denote the quasi-liminal character of performances, activities, and
pursuits in western settings. The liminoid differs from the liminal. Liminal experiences in
Ndembu culture are the result of crisis in the social process (rituals of affliction) or tied to
a biological pattern (life-crisis rituals), and are fully integrated into society. Liminoid
experiences are the products of individual or particular group efforts (often unsanctioned)
and normally originate outside the boundaries of economic and political structures.25
Dan Yarnell feels the experience of communitas represents a new dimension of
connecting for the church. Communitas is more than just being together—even together
for a purpose: “Instead it involves the shared experiences of marginalisation, danger,
disorientation and ultimately finding God afresh as we follow him in his mission.”26 In
the same vein, missiologists Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch believe that communitas can
take us far beyond the comfortable experiences of typical Christian community:
So-called Christian community is often portrayed as an inwardly focused
gathering of people, committed to worshiping God together, to regular
attendance at Sunday worship and small groups, to Bible study, and to
encouraging and building each other up. There is very little that can be
24
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called liminal in the average American churchgoer’s experience of
Christianity.27
For Frost and Hirsch, this lack of liminality contradicts the thrust of missio Dei. Some of
the most theologically fertile narratives in the Scriptures are records of liminality and
communitas, including the stories of Christ and the disciples, the founding narratives of
the church:
While we sometimes mistakenly imagine the company of Christ to be a
happy band of vagabonds traveling carefree around Judea, we need to
remember that the Twelve, in particular, had left everything to follow
Jesus. They were like the African initiates. They had separated themselves
from the mainstream of their society at great personal cost. They are a
perfect example of a liminal society that lies at the heart of defining our
own Story.28
Accordingly, Frost and Hirsch suggest we learn to ritualize our experience of liminality
and communitas “in order to foster a more adventurous spirituality.”29 (More discussion
on this point is provided below.)
The notion of communitas resonates well in a postmodern culture that has moved
beyond a structural emphasis on denominations and doctrinal distinctions to a desire for
belonging. Diana Butler Bass believes a great reversal has taken place, in which the needs
to believe, behave, and belong have not only been redefined in postmodern culture but
also re-ordered:
Instead of believing, behaving, and belonging, we need to reverse the
order to belonging, behaving, and believing. And therein lies the
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difference between religion-as-institution and religion as a spiritually vital
faith.30
Butler Bass notes that the ministry of Jesus did not begin with questions of belief.
Instead, it began with an invitation to belong to fledging community:
Over the centuries, theologians have argued that the Christian church
began with Peter’s confession to Jesus: “You are the Messiah” (Matt.
16:16). After Peter says that Jesus is the long-awaited redeemer, Jesus
calls Peter “the rock” and says that upon this “rock” he will build his
church. In a very real way, however, the church began long before that
confession. It began when Jesus called out, “Follow me,” and his friends
and neighbors left their old lives and started a new community.31

Communication of Sacra
Turner observed that liminal persons were often made to identify themselves with
vivid sets of opposing symbols. These symbolizations showed that liminal people are
betwixt and between: “Their condition is one of ambiguity and paradox, a confusion of
all the customary categories.”32 On the one hand, they would be buried or forced to lie
motionless in a burial position; they might be stained black; sometimes they would be
sent to live amongst masked and monstrous “mummies,” who represented the dead.33 On
the other hand, they might be likened to embryos, or newborn and nursing infants.34
Another contrast: liminal persons were symbolically represented as being neither male
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nor female, or conversely, assigned the characteristics of both sexes.35 These
contradictions and paradoxes have strong parallels to biblical imagery. For example, the
imagery of being crucified with Christ (Galatians 2:19) and buried with Christ (Romans
6:4) stands in contrast to the image of being newborn infants (1 Peter 2:2).
For the Ndembu people, the communication of sacra (i.e., the pedagogy of sacred
instruction) involved three parallel processes. First, a liminal’s understanding of society
was broken down into its primitive constituent components to allow for more careful and
complex reflection on one’s tribe and culture. Second, those components were
exaggerated into disproportionate, monstrous, and mysterious images, such as relics of
deities, heroes or ancestors; sacred drums or other musical instruments; medicine
bundles; masks, images, figurines, and effigies; and pictures and icons representing the
journeys of the dead or the adventures of supernatural beings. The grotesqueness or
monstrosity of these sacra was not intended to frighten or confuse participants, but
through exaggeration to reveal the necessary and important themes and dynamics of their
culture. Third, contemplation and reflection on these exaggerated yet simple images
allowed participants to reframe and reconstitute their understanding of society. Through
these three processes, one’s unexamined and undifferentiated existence gave way to a
heightened awareness of essential and important things.36
Western Christianity does not inhabit its own images with the same intensity as
the Ndembu people. The difference is pedagogical. Western Christianity has imparted its
knowledge through catechism or confirmation classes, with an emphasis on doctrinal
statements. The propositional nature of these classes is not served well by paradoxical
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images or images that emphasize statelessness. Instead, there is a need for clearly defined
dogma that clearly delimits the content of belief.
People of the kin-dom also need to move beyond a mundane, simplistic,
undifferentiated understanding of life. Perhaps that is why a similar use of exaggeration,
bordering on the grotesque, exists in the New Testament writings. Jesus says we cannot
be his disciples unless we “hate father and mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters,
yes, and even life itself” (Luke 14:26). We must tear out our eyes and cut off our hands if
they cause us to sin (Matthew 5:29-30). Jesus exhorts us to “eat the flesh of the Son of
Man and drink his blood,” and warns that “you have no life in you” to those who refuse
to do so (John 6:53-54). Paul instructs the Christians at Rome to present their bodies as a
“living sacrifice” (Romans 12:1). He insists that those who belong to Christ Jesus have
“crucified the flesh with its passions and desires” (Galatians 5:24). Here, as in the
Ndembu rites of passage, the imagery is vivid and extreme, but the exaggerated nature of
the imagery helps us visualize the choices we are required to make. Their distorted and
contorted demands serve to clarify the issues rather than obfuscate them. Western
Christianity can benefit by embracing the pedagogical value of its stark and unequivocal
imagery. Hyperbole, similes, and other metaphors alert us that something important and
extraordinary is before us. We become more acutely aware of transcendent values that
inform our otherwise existence. We are in this world, but not merely in this world.
Leonard Sweet believes that a postmodern culture is image-driven.37 He argues
that, “Propositions are lost on postmodern ears, but metaphor they will hear; images they
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will see and understand.”38 Scriptural imagery can have incredible cache in a postmodern
context. The church, however, often fails to use its images effectively. Sweet maintains
that the emerging church needs to learn the art of image exegesis:
In the modern world, preachers exegeted words to make points. In the
postmodern world, preachers must learn how to exegete images to create
experiences. Preachers are connoisseurs of biblical images, for it is the
image that fixes the subject in postmoderns' mind and memory.39
Biblical and theological literature, along with the annals of Judeo-Christian history, is rife
with images. According to Sweet, the power of the biblical texts is not in the words
themselves, but in “the images, the stories, the music of Scripture.”40 Words invite
analysis and debate. Images inspire change: “metaphor is metamorphosis.”41 Faith is “set
on fire by the images that the words of Scripture present.”42
Furthermore, the centerpiece of Christian faith—the image of God in Jesus
Christ—is an inexhaustible source of radical, stark, mysterious and monstrous imagery.
Sweet calls it the “greatest image in the world.”43 The vivid contrast are inescapable.
Jesus was the image of the invisible God (Colossians 1:15), yet did not consider equality
with God something to be exploited. God of God and Light of Light emptied himself and
took the form a slave. He was both “obedient” to the point of death and highly exalted
(Philippians 2:6-11).
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It is interesting to imagine what the legacy of missions might have been if this
“greatest image in the world” had been embraced and embodied by missionaries in the
same way as the Ndembu people embraced and embodied their images in threshold rites.
In the modern church, debates over details have often sidetracked the people of God from
their mission. A stronger connection with powerful Christian imagery might help the
church reconnect to the missio Dei.

Cultural Borderlands
Between the mid-1970s and 1983 (the year he died at the age of
63), Victor Turner became perhaps the most-frequently invoked cultural theorist for a
host of disciplines, including religious studies, performance studies, literary theory, and
American studies. Donald Weber recalls the 1977 American Studies Association
Convention in Boston being “filled with the tropes and terminology” drawn from the
writings of Victor Turner, who at the time was seen as a maverick anthropologist.”44 As
the twentieth century progressed, however, a postmodern perspective began to work its
way into academic research and writing. As a result, the work of modern scholars such as
Turner was called into question. In recent years, with the exception of evangelical
missiologists (e.g., Alan Roxburgh, Alan Hirsch, and Michael Frost) repeatedly invoking
images of liminality and communitas, Turner has faded considerably from contemporary
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scholarship.45 My intention is not to abandon Turner’s images, but to incorporate insights
that reach beyond the scope of Turner’s work.
Renato Rosaldo is the author of Culture and Truth: The Remaking of Social
Analysis.46 Rosaldo’s work differed from Turner’s work in two ways. First, it supplanted
Turner's notion of a liminal state with the notion of the “border.” Turner saw the liminal
state (and its resulting communitas) as a step towards a resolved, unambiguous self. In
contrast, Rosaldo’s border construct is a porous and open space, a zone capable of
nourishing multiple identities and celebrating ambiguity on an ongoing basis.47 Second,
Rosaldo’s work challenged the notion of objective cultural analysis. Rosaldo had no
notion of “sovereign scholars.” Rosaldo believed that scholars engaged in dialogue with
natives who are both objects of analysis and analyzing subjects.48 The scholar inhabits a
border between the observing and the observed.
As an anthropologist, Rosaldo believed the modernist notions of objectivity had
been eroding since the late 1960s, leaving anthropology “in a creative crisis of
reorientation and renewal.”49 Among other factors, a sea change had taken place in
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cultural studies, challenging the once-dominant concepts of truth and objectivity with the
increasing importance of local contexts:
The truth of objectivism—absolute, universal, and timeless—has lost its
monopoly status. It now competes, on more nearly equal terms, with the
truths of case studies that are embedded in local contexts, shaped by local
interests, and colored by local perceptions. The agenda for social analysis
has shifted to include not only eternal verities and lawlike generalizations
but also political processes, social changes, and human differences.50
Rather than writing a conventional anthropological report as an objective observer,
Rosaldo described the personal experiences that lead him to understand other cultures and
practices. Perhaps the most poignant of these experiences was the tragic death of his wife,
Michelle Rosaldo, in 1981. Her death precipitated intense anger within him, which
initiated a completely different understanding of how the culture he had studied for years
processed grief: “Only then was I in a position to grasp the force of what Ilongots had
repeatedly told me about grief, rage, and headhunting.”51 As he processed Michelle’s
death while continuing his work in the field, Rosaldo began to see fieldwork an
opportunity to reflect upon and analyze his own experiences and culture as well as those
of the Ilongots.
Rosaldo questioned the deterministic nature of modern anthropology.
Ethnographers in the tradition of French sociologist Emile Durkheim had worked with
the assumption that culture and society determine individual personalities and
consciousness.52 American scholars, in particular, assumed both cultural homogeneity
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and cultural continuity; i.e., all members of a culture shared a basic, uniform personality,
and that personality was timeless and static.53 Rosaldo believed these presumptions led to
“self-fulfilling prophecies” about unchanging social worlds where people are caught in a
“web of eternal recurrence.”54 Not surprisingly, the so-called “natives” began to accuse
anthropologists of conducting research that perpetuated stereotypes and failed to aid local
efforts to resist oppression.55
Rosaldo recognized that he had made presumptions in his own research. For
example, when Rosaldo applied classic exchange theory to Ilongot head-hunting, the
theory consistently explained the behaviors he observed but was incomprehensible to the
Ilongot themselves.56 In reality, classic exchange theory said more about his own
culture’s need for objective and permanent explanations than it did about Ilongot
headhunting—a point which caused Rosaldo to conclude that playing “ethnographers and
natives” made it difficult to determine who puts on the loincloth and who picks up the
pencil and paper.57 With this realization came a transformation for Rosaldo. His structural
summations of Ilongot culture became an analytical starting point instead of an
encapsulating conclusion. Furthermore, he made extensive use of narratives in order to
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convey the complex socio-historical events within an Ilongot setting.58 Rosaldo felt a
collection of narratives would help the reader determine whether an event is a routine
developmental phase, a startling chance happening, or a decisive turning point in
collective life.59
Rosaldo also realized that the modernist/determinist bias not only imposed
external explanations on cultures, but also ignored and invalidated much of the data
presented by those cultures, especially as those cultures found themselves on the
precipice of change. This bias was reflected in the work he and his wife conducted in the
early days of their own field research:
At the beginning of our second period of field research in 1974, for
example, Michelle Rosaldo wrote in her field journal that we both felt "sad
and nervous because there's no hint that we'll find more 'culture' than last
time and every reason to think that there'll be less." She went on to talk
about the impossibility of doing cultural anthropology in the midst of
catastrophic changes imposed by settlers and missionaries: "Some good
things are sure to come out of this . . . but the overwhelming fact that
things are changing so quickly, settlers impinging, choices being made
between possible lowland allies, padi fields being built which don't work,
people rejecting their past for a Pollyannaish idea of religion—all that is
something I have absolutely no sense of how to understand. (It has to be
interesting, but when I think about it, all I've got are boring, depressing
thoughts.)"60
Rosaldo and his wife had subscribed to a classic definition of field research: “if it’s
moving it isn't cultural”. Their academic background had encouraged them to study only
the “crystalline patterns” of a whole culture, and not the “blurred zones in between.”61
The borders between nations, classes, and cultures were relegated to the “analytical
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dustbin of cultural invisibility”—immigrants and socially mobile individuals appeared
culturally invisible because they were no longer what they once were and yet not what
they would become.62
Rosaldo eventually came to understand that it was virtually impossible to find an
autonomous, internally coherent culture. Rapidly increasing global interdependence had
made it clear that neither “we” nor “they” are as neatly bounded and homogeneous as
once believed.63 Ethnography would now have to allow for the zones of difference
within and between cultures, and for boundaries that “crisscross over a field at once fluid
and saturated with power.”64 Rosaldo referred to the zones of difference and fluid fields
as cultural borderlands. He saw them as central areas of inquiry, rather than “annoying
exceptions” to a modern, consistent and contradiction-free explanation of culture.65
Borderlands exist not only at the boundaries of officially recognized cultural units, but
also at less formal (but no less important) intersections:66
Our everyday lives are crisscrossed by border zones, pockets, and
eruptions of all kinds. Social borders frequently become salient around
such lines as sexual orientation, gender, class, race, ethnicity, nationality,
age, politics, dress, food, or taste. Along with “our” supposedly
transparent cultural selves, such borderlands should be regarded not as
analytically empty transitional zones but as sites of creative cultural
production that require investigation.67
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Rosaldo felt he was reworking the very definition of culture, making it “capacious”
enough to include phenomena in the margins such as “heterogeneity, rapid change, and
intercultural borrowing and lending.”68
In conjunction with Jonathan Xavier Inda, Rosaldo began to give attention to the
new borderlands created by globalization. Borrowing the term “time-space compression,”
Rosaldo and Inda have recently argued that globalization has gone beyond global
connectedness to a re-ordering of time and space. The speeding up of economic and
social processes has shrunk the globe, experientially speaking. Distance and time are no
longer the major constraints on the organization of human activity—time is annihilating
space.69 A media event can occur in Los Angeles and be experienced simultaneously by
people in London and in Thailand. There is no time required to communicate the event
across geography. Additionally, the instantaneous response of participants in London and
Thailand can alter and shape the event in Los Angeles.
Our social life now consists of two primary forms of social interaction. The first is
face-to-face contact, which is predominant in pre-modern societies. Proximity is
obviously a requisite condition for this kind of communication. But a second, new form
of interaction involves “absent” others, with whom we communicate by the means of
technology. Social life is now freed from the restrictions of locality. Place is rendered (to
use and Anthony Giddens term) “phantasmagoric.”70 Globalization, therefore, results in
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the intensification of worldwide social relations. Local happenings are shaped by events
occurring many miles away, and vice versa.
The groundwork has been laid for anthropologists to speak of the deterritorialization of culture. Culture had traditionally been seen as something “rooted in
soil.” Now, culture has been pulled out by its roots. One finds the culture of Turkish
Muslims in Germany. Thanks to McDonald’s, an American hamburger is available in
Russia.71 Culture, however, is not entirely free-floating; it has been reinserted, or reterritorialized, in new space-time contexts—new cultural milieus.72
Critics suggest that western practices, institutions, goods, and styles are
dominating less-imperialistic cultures around the world. We are inheriting a “world of
sameness” as the cultural periphery is pounded out of existence. Rosaldo and Inda
disagree with this “west to the rest” critique. They believe culture can move from the
periphery to the core (and within the periphery itself), and see signs of such activity in a
multiplicity of instances:
Take the case of food, for example: there are certain cuisines—such as
Indian, Chinese, Korean, Thai, and Mexican—that have become standard
eating fare for many in the West. Or take the realm of religion: it is not
just Christianity and Judaism that command the attention of the faithful
but increasingly also “non-western” religions such as Islam and
Buddhism. Or take music: the listening pleasures of those in the West now
include not only rock-and-roll and R&B but also samba, salsa, reggae, rai,
juju, and so forth. Or take, finally, the case of people, which undoubtedly
represents the most visible sign of this reverse traffic in culture: since
World War II, largely as the result of poverty, economic
underdevelopment, civil war, and political unrest, millions of people from
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the less affluent parts of the world have been driven to seek a future in the
major urban center of the “developed” and “developing” nations.73
The periphery has set itself up within the heart of the west. The west, as center, has been
“peripheralized.” Migrants no longer simply leave their homelands behind. They form
diasporic attachments that link together homeland and host societies. They have become
practitioners of cultural bifocality: they translate between cultures and they speak from
the in-between of different cultures. In a very real sense, they must be both the same as
and at the same time different from the people amongst whom they live. These “cultural
bifocals” belong simultaneously to more than one home and hence to no one home in
particular. They are, in short, the fruit of several interlocking nations and cultures.74 For
the nation-state, patriotic identity is paramount, and it will use “nationalizing
technologies”—such as citizenship rights, education and healthcare, welfare,
conscription, flags, ceremonies, historical myth, and holidays—to create a homogenous
political space and a singular national order.75 However, as is demonstrated by the
presence of “illegals” in the United States, a rapidly rising number of people now inhabit
national territories without being subjected to the nationalizing imperatives of the nationstate. The nation-state has become a transit depot through which migrants pass: they visit;
they do not reside. The nation-state has become a meeting place. Homogeneity has been
supplanted by heterogeneity.
And of course, the demise of western domination is felt not only in west itself, but
also in the peripheries. Peripheral cultures do not simply or necessarily absorb the
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ideologies, values, and life-style positions embedded in the foreign cultural goods they
receive. Instead, they customize these imported cultural artifacts, interpreting them
according to local conditions in which they are received. Recipients become participants
in the construction of meaning. They bring their own cultural dispositions to bear on
imported artifacts, interpreting them according to their own cultural codes.76 To illustrate,
Rosaldo and Inda cite the reception of Hollywood movies among the Warlpiri Aborigines
of Australia, who are unfamiliar with the genres and conventions of western narrative
fiction:
They were unable to distinguish, for example, romance from documentary,
or to judge the truth value of Hollywood cinema. The reason for this is
that in traditional Warlpiri culture all stories are true. Fiction simply does
not exist as an epistemological form through which to make sense of the
world.77
Rosaldo and Inda conclude, therefore, that we need a different image of the world than
the core-periphery model. They suggest the image of dislocation, which signifies that one
center gives way to a plurality of centers. In the case of culture, for example, the western
world would no longer serve as a dominant center of cultural power and influence center,
but exist simply as one of a plurality of centers.78
The work of Rosaldo and Inda suggests that it is not necessary, or even desirable,
for the church to establish a dominant/dominating presence in the world in order to
survive and thrive. Perhaps, kin-dom people are better off seeing themselves as cultural
bifocals. Their hearts and heads are in the homeland—the kin-dom of God. Their
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missional calling brings them to a foreign country—the kingdoms of the world. Thus, we
live in the cultural borderlands and zones of difference: neither completely in the kindom of God nor completely in the kingdoms of the world. We bring the traditions and
values of the kingdom to bear in whatever human culture we happen to inhabit. There is
no need to vanquish or conquer the surrounding culture. Furthermore, we allow those
who encounter the gospel the same privilege. As they embrace the kin-dom from their
own cultural perspectives, they become cultural bifocals in a different way.

God at the Crossroads, Borderlands, and Fronteras
Homi K. Bhabha, a Harvard professor in postcolonial studies, suggests that inbetween spaces can initiate “new signs of identity, and innovative sites of collaboration,
and contestation, in the act of finding the idea of society itself.”79 Modernity forced us to
choose between the “sovereignty of national cultures” or “the universalism of human
culture.”80 It is the interchange between cultures that becomes significant in a postmodern
milieu. It is also where the tension between colonizer and colonized disappears:
A contingent, borderline experience opens up in-between colonizer and
colonized. This is a space of cultural and interpretive undecidability
produced in the “present” of the colonial moment.81
If this is true, then one can argue that the church must embrace the overlap and
displacement inherent to what Bhabha calls domains of difference if it wants to make
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room for the kin-dom of God.82 This not a question of accommodation or compromise on
the part of the church. In fact, by embracing “border and frontier conditions” and “freak
social and cultural displacements” and the dissensus and alterity they represent, the
church will find itself incredibly well-situated at the focus of interest, creativity and
concern in a postmodern age.83 Mayra Rivera suggests that we find God at the
crossroads, borderlands, and fronteras because these are the places where we find the
signs of the divine—paradoxes, ironies, and creative potential.84
If the church really sees itself as a peculiar people (1 Peter 2:9 AV) rather than a
dominant or dominating institution, it can embrace voice of dissension and challenge
what Bhabha calls the “ethnocentric ideas” of the world.85 There is no need to vie for
cultural dominance (let alone do so in the name of Jesus, by the sign of the cross, etc.),
and we can leave behind the need to assume a magisterial voice. The church is more true
to its prophetic calling when it speaks with a marginal voice. It is also more true to its
founder. As Rick McKinley states, the margins are where Jesus landed on purpose: when
Jesus came to earth he showed up “at the corner of No and Where” and invited the
rejection given to anyone of illegitimate and unimportant birth.86
Assuming a marginal position also relieves the church of the need to classify and
categorize people, diagnose them, and prescribe the solutions to what it perceives to be
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their problems. Joerg Rieger believes a truly marginal voice does not speak in categories:
i.e., a marginal church chooses not talk about the lost, the poor, etc. If we are truly
marginal, we surrender the belief that we have the power to make such generalizations,
let alone the power to solve the problems of people such generalization purport to
represent:
The problem with these generalizations has nothing to do with the familiar
liberal argument that we should not “label” people and should consider
them as “individuals” instead. The problem has to do with the fact that
these generalizations are produced by positions of control—these
generalizations are indeed not just aftereffects but direct manifestations of
the power structures that repress these groups—and thus miss the reality
of the people, hinder real options for the margins, and repress people even
further.87
When anthropologists analyze and describe other cultures, they assert control. When
ministers and social workers advocate charity and social activism for identifiable people
groups, they assert control.88 When we stop speaking for people and about people, there
is room for people in the margins to speak for themselves. We can, as Rieger notes, begin
to see people in the margins as agents rather than objects. This allows for the possibility
of forming alliances with people at the margins and sharing in the energy such alliances
create.89
The World Council of Churches suggests God’s own hospitality toward us in
Christ Jesus means the time has come to move beyond “binary notions of culturally
dominant groups as hosts and migrant and minority peoples as guests.”90 God is the host;
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all of us are guests. Tobias Brandner adds that hospitality has become an emerging
paradigm for mission, especially in terms of the dialectic relationship between host and
guest.91 Both the host and the guest have something to offer each other, which is a
departure from more conventional ways of understanding the hospitality relationship. As
Brandner notes, to offer hospitality to the stranger is “to welcome something unknown
and vulnerable into our life-world, to create space for something foreign, to offer room,
to accommodate, care for, and protect the alien.” 92. As hosts we may also find ourselves
entertaining angels (Hebrews 13:2) who give us the opportunity to encounter an
unexpected transcendence.93 Conversely, as guests or strangers, we require humility and a
respect that recognizes the inherent value of the host (an attitude that was exemplified by
Jesus who died on the cross for the world that hosted him). For this reason, Brandner sees
the role of guest/stranger as core to our missional identity:
I regard the role of the missionary as guest and stranger as one of the most
sensitive ways of approaching the people we like to reach. If missionaries
come as guests they express the highest level of respect and value to their
hosts. A guest accepts the rules of the host and enters the alien
environment as somebody who wants to learn what it means to live there
and what challenges are to be faced. Guests come with a healthy curiosity,
with respect for the local culture, and with questions rather than answers
or solutions.94
The role of guest is often difficult for westerners, because it is a position that implies we
are not in charge. I regularly encounter Canadians who speak nostalgically of
Christendom days when the Lord’s Prayer was recited in school every morning
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accompanied by readings from the Scripture. These, and other artifacts of a bygone era,
are cited as proof that Canada was a Christian nation; i.e., that the Christians are at home
and in charge in Canada. When questions are raised about the traditions and beliefs of
people who lived in Canada before the Europeans arrived, they are summarily dismissed
with insistence that the past is the past and time has come for first nations to assimilate
into Canadian society (a term they equate with white traditions and beliefs).
It is fascinating to note that first nations peoples in Canada and the United States
are far less monolithic in their understanding of the future interaction between indigenous
and imposed cultures. From their marginal position, indigenous peoples are able to live in
a space between contemporary white culture and traditional ways. For example, there are
approximately 9,000 Gwich’in who live in fifteen small communities in the Northwest
Territories, the Yukon Territory, and northern Alaska. The land is sacred to the Gwich’in
people, who call it “the sacred place where life begins.” However, the Gwich’in had no
concept of “K’eegwaadhat,” or a transcendent God, until a Canadian missionary spread
the gospel among the Gwich'in in 1860. Within a decade, he had translated the entire
Bible into the Gwich'in language and the majority of Gwich’in identify themselves as
Christians to this day.95
The Gwich’in communities are located along the migration paths of the 120,000strong porcupine caribou herds. Caribou is not only a major component of their diet, but
also forms the backbone of their economic stability. For this reason, the Gwichʼin have
protested and lobbied against the possibility of oil drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge (ANWR), fearing that drilling will negatively impact that breeding and migration
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patterns of the caribou herd.96 Although western oil companies represent the threat to
their livelihood, the Gwich’in do not categorically oppose western culture. When church
leaders asked what could be done to support the Gwich’in in their struggle against oil
companies, the answer was, “Help us to restore our church.” The restoration of a church
building that symbolized part of their identity (and the identity of their ancestors)
provided strength in the face of adversity.97

A Fusion of Horizons
While many western Christians hold to a romanticized notion of the parish where
the church held sway over the life of its inhabitants, Brother John of Taizé reminds us
that the world originally comes from the Greek paraikos, which means pilgrim or passing
stranger. As pilgrims, we have no lasting city here—we are looking for a city yet to come
(Hebrews 13:14).98 Andrew Walls acknowledges that while we inevitably live by an
“indigenizing principle” that impels us to make a home here and now for our faith, we
also inherit from our tradition a pilgrim principle, which warns us that to be faithful to
Christ will always put us out of step with society in some way: “that society never
existed, in East or West, ancient time or modern, which could absorb the word of Christ
painlessly into its system.”99 If we feel completely at home, “we’re not doing it right.”
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Even the metaphor of the pilgrim must be guarded from the western (and human)
tendency to rewire the concept for one’s own benefit. The pilgrim is far removed from
what Zygmunt Bauman calls the tourist—a “conscious and systematic seeker of
experience, of a new and different experience, of the experience of difference and
novelty—as the joys of the familiar wear off quickly and cease to allure.”100 For the
Celts, to be a pilgrim was not an escape from monotony, but a perpetual journeying to
destinations unknown for the sake of Christ. In fact, the Celts were often outrightly
suspicious of pilgrimage to a predetermined place, worried that it was unrelated to the
call of Christ and focused instead on personal goals or ambitions.101
Jesus said to the seventy disciples he sent out on mission, “Carry no purse, no
bag, no sandals” (Luke 10:4). The reality is that we always carry our theological baggage
with us. If we cannot leave it behind, Grau says that we at least need to see it for what it
is:
Transforming relationships need a recognition and awareness of all forms
of baggage, theological, intercultural, personal. Recognition of the reality
of baggage enables moving beyond it to more genuine encounters “in the
desert” where we both leave behind and become more aware of what
perturbs us inside (and often comes from outside, from our relationships
and experiences).102
Grau invites us on a polydox mission that allows for the transformation of all parties.
Polydoxy resists simple or “mono” doxa. It resists claims to strict orthodoxy.103 Noting
the dual meaning of doxa as opinion and glory, Mayra Rivera suggests that polydoxy
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challenges not only the identification of doxa with statements of absolute, disembodied
validity, but also any depictions of glory as a quality of overwhelming power or
spectacular presence that place it on the side of might.104
Polydoxy is not a radical reinvention of theology or mission. Rather, Grau
suggests that Christian theology has always been multiple by virtue of whom it attempts
to understand. God is complex: “The divine enfolds manifold within itself.”105 Therefore,
theological language is prone to paradox. It allows for the coincidence of opposites and
often resorts to apophasis (saying what something is not because one cannot say what it
is) or critical unknowingness.106 Catherine Keller and Laurel C. Schneider maintain that
the Christian tradition is “always already polydox; it is irreducible to any one voice or
lineage that may claim exhaustively to represent Christian faith, thought, and practice.”107
Polydoxy is a recognition that all orthodoxy is in some way “paradoxy.” Thus, “paradox
polydoxy” (Grau’s term) is tuned to the clash of perceptions, lack of cohesion, the
recognition of disorienting difference, and the coincidence of (seeming) opposites.108
Grau emphasizes that we should not see polydox missiology as a threatening
relativism, but as a consequence of taking the incarnation of the Logos seriously.109
Incarnation, concreteness, and located-ness move us away from the view from an
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abstract/theoretical nowhere and the abstract idea of relationships to the possibility of real
relationships in space and time.110 Carl Raschke sees the incarnation as the act of
breaking barriers in everyday relationships:
In short, the mystery of the incarnation is constantly unfurling in the body
of believers who affirm the message of the gospel, which is not a verbal
content so much as it is the embodiment of love in active relationship, of
“being Jesus” to others. Becoming a missional community has little to do
with church outreach beyond one’s neighborhood, or national borders. It
has everything to do with shattering walls and barriers between people,
even the barriers put up by the “chatter” of evangelism.111
For Raschke, incarnational ministry in what he refers to as a globopomo setting means
laying aside even the Christian/non-Christian distinction when “being a Christian” turns
out to be a barrier against being Christ to one another. Likewise, Lesslie Newbigin argued
that we must abandon the notion of “services” offered by the (Christian) rich to the
(pagan) poor. Instead, we need to recognize that the kin-dom of God is revealed within
the poor world, not imposed upon it.112
Rieger believes we need to “think where it really hurts,” recognizing that when
we propose to speak from a dominant/dominating position, truth often points to what we
are pushing below the surface—to realities we want to repress or cover up. When we
learn to speak from the margins, in the tensions of life, repression and cover-up is no
longer necessary. Speaking from the margins also disarms those who want to condemn
the oppressors. In postcolonial studies, truth is often assumed to be on the side of the
downtrodden, a perspective that appears to have parallels in biblical literature: “Has not
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God chosen the poor in the world to be rich in faith and to be heirs of the kingdom that he
has promised to those who love him?” (James 2:5). However, Rieger says we should
refrain from framing truth in colonized-versus-colonizer terms, particularly from a
theological perspective. Colonialism once proclaimed God on the side of the colonizer
and the colonial system. A simple theological reversal that now places God on the side of
the colonized does not solve the problem of dividing people into categories and assigning
divine favor to a particular category. Rieger does not deny God’s preferential option for
the poor, but suggests that it is not so much based on the goodness of people in the
margins as it is based on the goodness of God who cares about people in the margins.
Reiger’s perspective has the additional merit of not idealizing unfavorable conditions
such as poverty that do not warrant idealization.113
Hans Georg Gadamer used the term “fusion of horizons” to describe the process
by which one perspective—with its history, background, and set of presuppositions—
encounters another perspective with a different history, background, and set of
presuppositions. The fusion of horizons was also was later formulated into a social
science tool by Charles Taylor to deal with issues related to multiculturalism. From a
hermeneutical perspective, the fusion of horizons is an acknowledgement that we cannot
see each other in a purely objective fashion: our understanding of another perspective is
always be influenced by our own horizon.
The fusion of horizons, therefore, encourages us to surrender our claims to
certainty. When a fusion of horizons takes place, two different perspectives become
transformed and expanded to incorporate parts of each perspective. This does not mean
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that the two perspectives become identical or lose their distinctive identities. It does
mean, however, that those who hold these perspectives are able to relativize their own
value criteria and place themselves in the other’s position. To be avoided at all costs is
the assumption that a fusion of horizons gives us the opportunity to say that we
understand the other person’s perspective. This is both patronizing and a contradiction of
the realization that prompted the fusion of horizons in the first place.114 A fusion of
horizons is a success simply when each party has acquired a new perspective from which
to see the subject matter.115
Paul Chung believes the fusion of horizons is illuminating for missiology in at
least three ways. First, a fusion of horizons occurs when we encounter the Scriptures,
which reflect traditions, languages, etc. that are different from our own. Second, another
fusion of horizons takes place when we attempt to share our “fused” understanding of the
Scriptures with people who have traditions, language, etc. different from our own. Third,
yet another fusion of horizons occurs when people of another culture have their own
encounter with the Scriptures.116
Marion Grau asks the poignant question, “Is the gospel what the missionaries say
it is or what local interpreters glean?” She answers her own questions by suggesting that
if missionaries and indigenous peoples are both recipients of the gospel, the truly good
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news “may be found in the interactive space of their encounter.”117 Along these lines, the
World Council of Churches notes that authentic mission makes the “other” a partner in,
not an “object” of, mission. People on the margins have agency, and can often see what is
out of view from the center. The missionary task, therefore, is to engage and dialogue
with these partners “in order to discern how Christ is already present and where God’s
Spirit is already at work.”118 Likewise, Dawn Nothwehr speaks of mission in terms of
mutuality, and approach she calls the no “other” way. For Nothwehr, mutuality is
different than “equality,” “solidarity,” and “reciprocity”:
Equality is distinguished by definite boundaries and a marked one-to-one
correspondence in the relationship or the exchange between the parties of
an affiliation; an exchange of like for like. In a relationship characterized
by reciprocity, there are clearly designated boundaries between the parties
involved, and any action, influence, or giving/receiving is conditioned by
the expectation by the other party or parties, that what is received is of
equal value to what is given. In the case of solidarity, boundary lines are
distinct. Yet, there is a desire to be with the other that strains boundary
lines between persons toward one another.119
When mutuality occurs, boundaries do not disappear altogether. However, they are
determined with the other(s) and become more flexible and fluid.
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6. EXPLORING CO-MISSION

Liquid Modernity
Zygmunt Bauman uses the term liquid modernity to describe the postmodern
world. He believes that twenty-first century life is a kind of labyrinthine living—an
existence “outside space and time, with vertigo and dizziness, with no inkling of the
direction or the duration of travel.”1 Liquid modern humans flow through life as strollers,
vagabonds, and tourists. They have an aversion to stasis and remain in perpetual motion:
I propose that in the same way as the pilgrim was the most fitting allegory
of modern life strategy preoccupied with the daunting task of identitybuilding—the stroller, the vagabond, the tourist and the player offer jointly
the metaphor for the postmodern strategy moved by the horror of being
bound and fixed.2
Bauman makes a sharp distinction between the liquidity of postmodern life versus the
“infinite duration of everything” in premodern life. Postmoderns operate with the
assumption that transience is universal—nothing is bound to last. According to Bauman,
the postmodern world is a culture of disengagement, discontinuity, and forgetting.3
Postmoderns frequently find themselves unhinged from traditional networks of
support. They change locations, vocations, and values frequently, with an emphasis on
shifting rather than staying. Fears, anxieties and grievances are often suffered alone
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because there is no sense that one’s problems are also experienced by others. It is difficult
to find a “common cause” in a liquid modern world.4
Furthermore, what connections do exist seem to be treated as commodities,
valued quantitatively more than qualitatively. Bauman observes this commodification of
connections when fellow travelers encounter each other in an airport lounge:
Through about an hour and a half of waiting, they did not exchange a
word with each other, though they both spoke without interruption––to the
invisible conversationalist on the other end of the phone connection.
Which does not mean that they were oblivious to each other's presence. As
matter of fact, it was the awareness of that presence which seemed to
motivate their actions. The two men were engaged in competition––as
intense, frenzied and furious as competition could be. Whoever finished
the cellular conversation while the other was still talking, searched
feverishly for another number to press; clearly the number of connections,
the degree of “connectedness”, the density of the respective networks
which made them into nodes, the quantity of other//nodes they could link
to at will, were matters of utter, perhaps even superior, importance to both:
indices of social standing, position, power and prestige.5
In a liquid modern world, people are physically close, yet “spiritually and infinitely
remote.”6
The liquidity of the postmodern world is actually a legacy of the modern world
with its de-personalizing worldview that saw human beings primarily as rational agents.
Charles Taylor asserts that modern liberal civilization fetishized rules, not relationships,
and constructed organizations to enforce the rules. We became de-centered from our
lived experiences and became “disciplined, rational, disengaged subjects.”7 In a
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postmodern world, rationalism may have been replaced by non-rationalism (or
irrationalism), but the de-personalization and disengagement of modernity remains.
Sharon Betcher is a theologian at the Vancouver School of Theology, located in
Vancouver, BC. The natural beauty and urban amenities of this world-class city are
undeniable, but Betcher is struck by the prevalence of psycho-social dysfunction and
corresponding coping mechanisms:
Vancouver today harbors a people spinning at the vortex of the freemarket system, a people relationally bereft. While annually ranked as the
most livable city on the planet, Vancouver is rife with addiction–not just
to drugs, alcohol, and sex (those are simply the most obvious, Alexander
is quick to underscore), but to work, consumerism, gambling, ideologies
(religious, economic, political, ecological), internet, television, romantic
love, exercise, and anorexia. Without a shared culture at the heart of urban
life, with modernity having encouraged the razing of ties to kin as well as
religious de-ritualization, Vancouverites can develop addictions as
adaptive rituals. Vancouver was recently selected by the U.N. Population
Fund as “its example to prove that the social problems of twenty-firstcentury urbanization strike rich cities as well as poor cities in the Third
World.”8
Betcher feels concepts like “friendship” and “neighbor” and the potential of correlating
those concepts to contemporary urbanism have slipped from our theological awareness.
The task at hand, therefore, is to recognize and respect cultural otherness, while
promoting the possibilities of working together on matters of common destiny.9 As
stated earlier, reconnecting with the biblical tradition is a helpful stimulus, but our texts
need to be set free from modern abstractions. The parable of the good Samaritan is more
than an abstract lesson in universal morality (e.g., be helpful to people in need). It is a
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prophetic call to cut across the boundaries of permitted “we's” in this world and
inaugurate new relationships of friendship/love/charity with others. The parable does not
compel us to respond to others with some generalized sense of “ought,” but instead to be
moved and motivated by particular people in particular circumstances that circumvent
our neat categorizations of others.10 Surprise! The people we have despised actually turn
out to be capable of caring for others—even caring for those who despise them. The
people who despise others turn out to be capable of rethinking their contempt. This is the
rediscovery of “we” and a recovery of kinship in a disconnected world. The kin-dom of
God is among us at precisely the moment we recognize our kinship with each other.

Failing and Forgiven Saints
Missiologists such as Marion Grau believe that a truly missional church is one
that is open to creative transformation. We must be willing to identify and critique our
“tendencies to violent domination.” Local (receiving) and gospel (sending) cultures
should be allowed to interpret each other, which means creative friction and adaptation
instead of outright assimilation or categorical rejection of others. It will also require the
ability to discern multiple modes of encountering gospel, as well as the gifts and dangers
those modes present.11
Writing from the perspective of a sociologist of religion, David Martin suggests
that we dispense with role of the enlightened critics, whose supposed innocence (i.e., our
claims to good intentions, concern for fairness, desire for objectivity, etc.) places us
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above suspicion or critique. Martin encourages us to be conscious of our own
“whispering gallery of contrary notions” and the irony created by the gap between the
real and ideal in our lives.12 Samuel Wells, the dean of the chapel at Duke University,
echoes Martin’s sentiments. Wells is an eminent scholar on both sides of the Atlantic, but
has also served long-term in one of the most socially-challenged neighborhoods in
England. According to Wells, failure is a reality we must accept, although it need not
limit the potential of human experience. For Wells, the image of the failing/forgiven saint
offers a better hope than that of the all-conquering hero:
The hero is in many ways still the model we look up to in contemporary
society—even though we want to be very democratic and egalitarian about
heroes and say we can all be heroes spontaneously. We all feel it’s our job
in our generation to make the story come out right, which means stories
are told with the heroes at the centre of them and the stories are told to
laud the virtues of the hero—for if the hero failed, all would be lost. By
contrast, a saint can fail in a way that the hero can’t, because the failure of
the saint reveals the forgiveness and the new possibilities made in God,
and the saint is just a small character in a story that’s always
fundamentally about God.13
The Scriptures are not a succession of success stories; they are the double-ring diary of
the gory and the glorious, in which the successes and failures of the saints form a
backdrop for the unfolding story of God’s grace.
Egocentrism usurps God and diminishes our neighbors. A great co-mission calls
for an end to egocentrism, and a restoration of God and neighbor to their rightful place. J.
Kameron Carter is a systematic theologian and black studies scholar. He believes that we
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cannot discover the will of God for our lives apart from our neighbors. “I need the
neighbour in some sense to know who I am.”14

Journeying Out
Western churches have placed an emphasis on propositional truth; i.e., truth is
shared and understood via statements about God, the world, humanity, etc. This, in turn,
has defined mission as dispensing propositional truth to others. While the merits of
propositional truth are not disputed here, I suggest that a relational approach to truth is
also possible and necessary for co-mission in a postmodern context. In the Christian
tradition, the ultimate revelation of God is a person—Jesus Christ—not a proposition,
precept, or principle (Hebrews 1:1-4). Jesus described himself as “the way, and the truth,
and the life” (John 14:6), which at the very least suggests that truth is something to which
we relate rather than merely state or encapsulate.
In a postmodern context, it may be helpful to make room for a prepositional
approach to understanding truth: in me, through me, with me, with you, through us, etc.
In this way, truth takes on a relational dimension. We comprehend what is true in and
through our relationships with others. This is what Ann Morisy calls journeying out—a
new approach to mission.15 Morisy believes that “our journey towards truth relies on
encounter with others—especially an encounter with those who are different from us.”16
This approach to truth has interesting implications mission. For example, if a
14
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congregation finds itself struggling in isolation, yet is surrounded by a vibrant
community, perhaps there is an opportunity to discover what can be revealed in
relationships with those who are not members, attenders, or supporters of the church.
The church in which I currently minister is representative of traditional mainline
Protestant churches situated in the center-west regions of Canada and the United States.
The congregation was founded in the late nineteenth century by Presbyterians. Its
century-old building is affectionately known as “the cathedral” due to its impressive
stone construction, pinnacled towers, and Beaux-Arts/English Gothic style. The building
is situated in the borderland between two urban communities in Winnipeg: Wolseley and
West Broadway. Both communities are just over a century old, are located close to
downtown, are well-serviced by public transportation, and are eminently walkable. Both
communities are also experiencing a surge in popularity after decades of decline at the
end of the twentieth century.
Despite their similarities, the two communities are marked by significant socioeconomic differences. Wolseley has become increasingly gentrified. I live in the western
half of Wolseley, in a house that was built in 1910. Known as the eyesore of the
neighborhood for at least two decades, in 2001 the house was converted from a duplex
rental unit into a single-family home and completely renovated with premium fixtures
and appointments. The house has since been appraised at twice its renovated 2001 value.
This is not an uncommon experience for Wolseley homeowners. West Broadway has a
different story. The neighborhood is more diverse than Wolseley, with two strips of
shops, bakeries, and restaurants on Sherbrook Street and Broadway. A notable number of
these businesses are recent startups, driven by hipster entrepreneurs who work and live in
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the area. The West Broadway neighborhood also has a high number of walk-up apartment
blocks and rooming houses, creating a significantly denser population than in Wolseley.
Two decades ago, the neighborhood was described by local media as “murder’ half acre”
due to increasing incidents of violent crime. Today, the crime rate is falling. While much
of the housing is currently in a state of disrepair, there is also substantial renewed
investment in the housing stock.
The congregation has not been representative of either community for at least five
decades. As the congregation has aged, attendance has fallen off and the operating budget
is currently in a deficit position. However, the church has undertaken a carefully
considered process of self-reflection, signified by the acronym WOW to represent its
commitment to “walk on water.” The church identifies itself with the story of the
disciples buffeted by a storm and feels called both to “trust in God amidst the storms
which swirl around the church today” and “explore questions of being the church of
Christ in these stormy times.”17. The WOW report makes five recommendations to the
congregation:






enter into a period of “experimentation around worship”
intentionally focus on “making connections”
establish a “team ministry”
explore a new governance model
manage potential conflict as a result of changes

To its credit, the church has hired a new minister (me) around these recommendations,
and its longstanding minister of over two decades has made significant and consistent
efforts to embrace and promote these recommendations.
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It is my belief that the congregation has a bright future, but only if it is willing to
enter into relationship, and work in partnership, with the surrounding communities of
Wolseley and West Broadway. The future of this church is co-mission.

Seeking Spatial Justice
Thanks in part to the values of new urbanism, walkable, old neighborhoods such
as Wolseley and West Broadway are highly sought after as places to work and live.
Hipsters reject the sterile conformity of suburban neighborhoods and the attendant car
culture that inhibits local human interaction. Caterina Fake is a co-founder Flickr. Her
new startup, Findery, reflects the renewed interest in local:
I think we are gaining a new appreciation for the here and now, for the
place we live, for the people in our neighborhood, for groundedness. This
may be something that comes from social-media exhaustion. You see the
early indications of a return to the local.18
Fake’s solution is a return to local with a twist. Findery grafts local activity onto internet
connectivity, which effectively democratizes users’ experiences. Anyone can discover
local knowledge, hidden secrets, stories and information about their neighborhood (or
anyone else’s neighborhood). As Atlantic writer Alexis Madrigal notes,
I've lived for years in my house in San Francisco but had no idea, till
Findery, that Anne Rice wrote Interview With the Vampire down the
street, and that Courtney Love lived on the block when she was dating
Kurt Cobain. The Safeway near my house turns out to almost have been a
funeral home designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, and there's a famous artist
working out of an abandoned building nearby. I've learned the names of
plants I'd never noticed before.19
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This raises an important question: are churches prepared to democratize their
experiences?
In Seeking Spatial Justice, Edward Soja suggests that defined and regulated
spaces create a cultural construction of a colonized “other” who is considered a
subordinate and inferior being. These colonizing spaces of social control include the
classroom, the marketplace, the courthouse, prisons, and places of worship.20 It is
possible to argue that the church in which I minister has become a colonizing space of
social control, at least in part. During the twentieth century, the congregation built an
identity around the impressive architecture of its church building, the superlative
acoustical qualities of its sanctuary, its world-class Casavant pipe organ, and a
noteworthy choral tradition. A church board, an executive, numerous committees, and a
stewardship subcommittee responsible for securing financial pledges from the
congregation provided a means contributing to this identity and establishing personal
influence within the congregation.
Meanwhile, the surrounding communities of Wolseley and West Broadway grew
and developed apart from the church. In the final two decades of the twentieth century it
became increasingly clear that residents had no interest in establishing credentials within
a church hierarchy, and neither the sanctuary’s highly-prized acoustical qualities, nor its
splendid pipe organ and storied choral tradition enticed them to do so. Despite its
impressive and massive architectural footprint, the church has become increasingly less
visible in the community. In the past, venues in the community would specify their
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location by stating their proximity to the church (“we’re located behind the big church on
the corner of Westminster and Maryland”). The opposite has been true of late: an
performance group that recently rented the church building directed people to the church
by specifying its proximity to a small (but popular) restaurant on nearby Sherbrook
Street. However, the church is not completely invisible, or inaudible. Local residents
frequently express their appreciation for the church’s most obvious contribution to
Wolseley and West Broadway: a bell tower (carillon), which plays a rotating selection of
hymns at noon and 6:00 p.m. each day.
Ann Morisy, author of Journeying Out, believes that western churches must adapt
to an environment characterized more by powerlessness than by power. Decreasing
attendance and dwindling finances are forcing congregations to relinquish the privileges
and pleasantries of the status quo. Congregations are being drawn (sometimes kicking
and screaming) closer to the paradoxical “power” of powerlessness and discovering that
the first shall be last and the last shall be first was never just a riddle or naive bit of
optimism. Morisy feels this is good news for churches, even if it is not news they
intentionally seek out or welcome: “In God's generous economy, whenever we do what is
right (and often despite questionable motivation) a cascade of grace is likely to follow.”21

The Two Loops Theory of Change
The transition into post-Christendom has been difficult for traditional, established
congregations who are experiencing significant decline but are unable and/or unwilling to
change. The modern western mindset does not relinquish power easily and when faced
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with a change or die scenario, many churches have chosen to close and/or merge with
other congregations rather than embrace the power of powerlessness. The closure of
western congregations is typically an abrupt and final end, preceded by years of
stubbornness and denial and marked by resentment and anger toward former congregants
and a community that refuses to “support the church.”
We receive the kin-dom of God as a gift. We do not acquire it, install it, enforce
it, or preserve it through our own merit or virtue. The Wind blows where it chooses (John
3:6) and has no interest in shoring up our colonizing spaces of social control. Death is a
part of any lifecycle and even healthy organisms/organizations eventually come to an
end. If congregations do not want to die completely, they will at the very least need to
learn to let go of what needs to die. This is actually quite difficult: the identity of many
congregations is enmeshed with their programming, style, staff, and budgeting priorities.
Consequently, there seems to be no way to let go of the latter without altogether losing
their identity. The good news is that death and life go together: “unless a grain of wheat
falls into the earth and dies, it remains just a single grain; but if it dies, it bears much
fruit” (John 12:24). Therefore, it is possible for congregations to find new life by letting
die what no longer belongs in the kin-dom of God.
Chris Corrigan has presented the United Church of Canada with a pair of inverted
loops he calls the two loops theory of change (see diagram below). The pair of loops
depicts “living and dying in the church of the 21st century.”22 His change theory assumes
that all things rise and fall as part of a typical lifestyle. When systems are rising we
steward what works. At the peak we can choose to assume that what works will continue
22
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to work forever or plan for its eventual demise. Planning for demise includes preparing to
“hospice” ministry that is past its time. This is palliative care, which Gary Paterson
(moderator of the United Church of Canada, 2012-2015) admits is a difficult process:
Ministry means dealing with grief, loss, endings. The question is, how
does this get done creatively, effectively, without denial? It will mean
dealing with conflict, and thus there can be a lot of crankiness, and tough
struggle. Part of the task is saving what you can, trying to create
possibilities for new life to emerge.23
Creating possibilities for new life to emerge is done through composting the church’s
resources for the use of other ministries that find themselves at the beginning of their life
cycle.
The life cycle of these new ministries represents the second loop in the two loops
theory of change. This second loop begins as the old loop is coming to an end. Here, new
practices are emerging and innovators are connecting and sharing in networks, eventually
forming new communities of practice (churches, missional communities, etc.). It is worth
noting that as new communities of practice gain momentum, older communities who are
not yet composting may take note and attempt to transition into new communities. Thus,
there is a possible line of transition between the two loops.
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Gary Paterson acknowledges that the United Church of Canada as we know it
peaked in the 1960s, is aging rapidly, and many of its congregations now finds
themselves in the hospice and compost stages of their life cycle. However, as the old way
of doing things is coming to an end, he hopes there will be intentional support for a new
way of doing things. A new way of doing things is not yet well formed in the United
Church of Canada, and the General Council or Comprehensive Review Task Group
assigned to assess the denomination’s current state of affairs cannot predetermine the
outcome. The second loop is still populated by innovators, networks, and communities of
practice, not by well-defined outcomes. Innovators, networks, and communities of
practice are fluid and flexible, and often difficult to isolate and identify. As such, those
who cherish the old are often unwilling to hand over their resources.
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An Oblique Approach to Mission
Ann Morisy states that effective mission is a “gracious outcome of other factors
working effectively and appropriately.” 24 In other words, we cannot make it happen, and
the more we try the more we miss the point. Morisy is influenced by the insights of
Michael Polanyi, who emphasizes the distinction between tacit knowing and explicit
knowing. Both kinds of knowing are important, but confusing the two can lead to poor
results. For example, we need to know the alphabet to read and understand what an
author has written. However, the quickest way to miss the meaning of a text is to become
pre-occupied with letters. Our knowledge of the alphabet is taken for granted—it is a tacit
knowledge that remains in our subsidiary awareness whenever we read. If we give our
focal awareness to the alphabet, we are unable to attend to the meaning of the text.
Effective mission can never be achieved by placing our focal awareness on
ourselves. The church and its programs are tacit knowledge: no doubts their importance,
but they cannot be the center of our attention. According to Morisy, effective mission
“emerges as a result of looking and journeying outward rather than by means of a selfconscious and self-regarding process.”25 This is what Morisy calls an oblique approach:
Might it be that in a complex, multifaith, multicultural, fragmented society
the way to enable people to hear and cherish the Gospel is by way of an
oblique route? And by way of this obliquity, which begins with solidarity
with the poor, we might discover the means by which we are both being
church, and doing mission.26
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Obliquity is the hallmark of the Walt Disney Company, who trains its employees to
ensure that guests have fun, not to focus on the profits of the corporation. If profit
becomes the focal awareness of Disney employees, Disney customers will feel used as a
means to an end. Disney will lose customers and decrease profits. In a similar manner,
churches can train their people to focus on the well being of others rather than the
viability of the church. Doing so is what makes it possible for the church to survive and
thrive.
Morisy tells the story of a dwindling and deteriorating church in the London
borough of Hackney that found itself faced with a huge infrastructure deficit, but chose
not to give its focal awareness to fundraising campaigns. Instead, it focused its attention
on providing a desperately needed night shelter for the community. Remarkably, the
vitality of this community ministry eventually led to the renewal of the church’s
infrastructure:
The halls that were first used for the winter night shelter had roofs that
leaked and kitchens and toilets that were an embarrassment. Two or three
years later they have new or relished halls. Why? Because they had a stow
of local commitment that few funders and charitable trusts could resist;
Sunday attendance has grown; they have other community ventures that
have raised their profile and they are known in their local communities as
a church, and as Christians 'who walk the talk'. These churches discovered
that by being hospitable to the poor they glimpsed the reality and
practicality of God's gracious economy.27
Based on a pattern of decades of decline, there was very little likelihood that the
congregation would have seen a turnaround if infrastructure renewal had been placed
front and center. Instead, the opportunity to partner in a positive experience with
community stakeholders set off a cascading series of gracious developments.
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Obliquity is an effective way to avoid the temptation of needs-meeting. The
primary danger of needs-meeting is that we, as self-proclaimed needs meet-ers, see
ourselves as exempt from transformation, while those labeled as needy are characterized
as deficient in some way:
When a church or project gets caught up in a needs-meeting perspective it
puts the Church and the congregation in a position of superiority. Those
'out there' are the ones in need, whilst those within the Church have the
capacity to help. This may be a caricature, but nevertheless needs meeting
as an aim must imply that those who are needy are in some way in deficit,
whilst competence and resourcefulness are retained in the hands of the
helper. The Gospel with its capacity to overturn everyday assumptions
will have none of this. The gracious processes that Jesus demonstrates
make it clear that it is the needy who carry the transformational
potential.28
The blessings and gracefulness associated with journeying out can be lost on the church if
it divides the world into the needy and those who profess to meet others’ needs.
Ethicist Laura Stivers argues that a needs-meeting agenda perpetuates four
prevailing social myths about people who are homeless:





they are unreliable, incompetent, and mentally unstable;
they are homeless because of a personal fault or characteristic;
they choose to be homeless;
they need discipline and structure to put order in their live29

Writing as an American, Stivers asserts that the focus on the individual and the belief in a
meritocratic society, makes owning a home and property a symbol of the American
Dream—proof that one has worked hard, behaved respectably, and contributed to society.
Homelessness, therefore, is interpreted as laziness, deviance, a lack of upright citizenship,
and a failure to contribute to society. Homelessness is seen as a “choice,” and the role of
28
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the church is to get people to make better choices. More tactfully stated, the goal is to
“empower” people to take control of their lives through job training, self-esteem building,
twelve-step programs, etc. However tactfully stated, people who are homeless internalize
the message that they need discipline and that if they can be sufficiently “disciplined,”
they will achieve the desideratum that society has chosen for them: independence.30
Independence is not a desideratum in the kin-dom of God. A great co-mission
sees interdependence as both the means and the end. A postmodern missiology focuses
on partnership in a polydox setting, not on personal prosperity. This vision of the kindom of God requires transformation of all parties concerned, not just the needy.
According to Morisy, the good news is a reversal of our conventional and convenient
thinking:
The radical, missionary activity of the Church cannot, like liberal, secular,
social policy, aim at the transformation of the poor. In the new adaptive
zone we have entered, the aim must be the transformation of the secure,
the well-meaning and the well-endowed of this world. The processes that
Jesus teaches and demonstrates invest potential in the most unlikely, not in
the well resourced. Focusing on 'needs meeting' is at odds with the
coaching and urging that we receive from Jesus to take seriously the
reality of Gospel reversals.31
Morisy encourages churches to develop the imagination, trust, expectation, and capacity
to create scenarios where the upside-down nature of the kin-dom can root and grow. This
will create what Morisy calls a cascade of grace. She cites the example of a London
church located in a community where homelessness was prevalent:


Those who help with practical tasks (often the friends and neighbours of the key
volunteers) are invited to the carol service and the Christmas party for everyone
involved including the homeless people. Here the of grace gains momentum:
30
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residents of the neighbourhood start to know homeless people - to know their
name and to know some of their story - and in knowing something of their story,
the inclination to blame the homeless for their plight begins to fall away.
The Christmas story is contextualized - and refreshed. In the context of the winter
night shelter, everyone, the homeless and the householder alike, knows the
implications of there being no room at the inn. When a Gospel story and a
personal story coincide, it often creates a powerful dynamic, sometimes even
triggering a religious experience.
Those who wash and iron the sheets each week begin to pray for those who will
be lying in them; respectable householders begin to cherish homeless people and
prayer gets into the equation and thus triggers a cascade of grace.
The experience of discipleship provokes a deeper awareness of personal sin and
recognition of our (the respectable!) complicity in sinful systems. Discipleship
ceases to be understood as 'good works and meeting needs'. Rather discipleship
fosters a growth of humility and recognition of our inadequacy, both personal and
corporate, and on occasion, it is about having one's heart broken.
The local Members of Parliament get invited to a meeting of all the helpers and
the homeless people to discuss the high level of homelessness in the
neighbourhood. One can only speculate about the impact this has on them,
possibly the shock of their lives. More than 100 people lined up: church members,
those who washed and ironed sheets, baked, washed up, as well as those who
were homeless. The authenticity of people's experience was palpable. Homeless
people had a voice and commanded key places on the platform and at the
microphone. The plight of asylum seekers was spoken of with compassion, and
consternation expressed that the best that seemed to be available for them were
battered church halls - and it wasn't good enough, not for anyone, and certainly
not for those who were traumatized and with little children.
The MPs were virtually lost for words and pledged themselves to be more active
on the issue of homelessness in the future.32

For Laura Stivers, part of realizing our own need for transformation is a willingness to
stand against the unjust systems that promote the division between the have’s and have
not’s. The first step is to start from the lived reality of those who are homeless and
understand the obstacles that thwart their ability to live flourishing lives. Stivers believes
that our approach to mission will change when we “quit seeing the homeless as having
the problems.” The second step is to advocate for change—to push for new perspectives
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and policies that seek to “include everyone in God’s compassionate community.”33
Morisy would echo this sentiment in slightly different terms, referring to this dimension
of mission as the commitment to build “Godly human community.”34

Bridging Social Capital
The metanarratives of development and of social justice are different from each
other, but both have historically pre-occupied themselves with power. Edward Soja
asserts that both must be “interrogated” to expose their totalizing and persistently
Eurocentric co-hegemony as well as their silencing of peripheral voices. Soja suggests
that best way to neutralize their power grab is to embrace a radical openness where both
development and social justice are re-visioned together—not as an either/or choice but in
the limitless expansion of the both/and/also. He sees this as an invitation to “continuous
deconstruction and reconstitution” which will enable us to move beyond the limits of our
current understanding.35 One way to marinate capitalism and socialism in a process of
continuous deconstruction and reconstitution is to explore the notion of social capital.
Robert Putnam presents the notion of social capital in Bowling Alone. He
describes social capital as social networks plus the norms of reciprocity and
trustworthiness that they create. The concept is similar to civic virtue, except that social
capital emphasizes that such virtue is best realized when embedded within a dense
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network of reciprocal social relations.36 In terms of productivity, Putnam sees social
capital as analogous to physical capital and human capital: “Just as a screwdriver
(physical capital) and a college education (human capital) can increase productivity (both
individual and collective), so too social contacts affect the productivity of individuals and
groups.”37 Extended family, a Sunday School class, or a social media platform can all
serve as forms of social capital—places where people network and reciprocate. Putnam
hypothesizes that communities with high social capital produce individuals with better
health.38 Though social capital has its detractors, and is by no means a unified field of
study, it shows promise as a sustainable response to economic decline and poverty.39
Putnam points out that social capital (as well as physical and human capital) can
be used for good or bad. The positive consequences of social capital—co-operation,
mutual support, trust, and greater effectiveness—have their negative counterparts in the
form of sectarianism, ethnocentrism, and corruption. For that reason, Putnam makes a
distinction between bridging social capital, which he sees as inclusive, and bonding social
capital, which he sees as exclusive. Bonding social capital is not without merit: as
Putnam observes, dense ethnic networks can provide important social and psychological
supports for newcomers or start-up financing, markets, and reliable labor for local
entrepreneurs. However, they can also generate antagonism toward those who do not
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belong to the group. Bridging social capital generates broader identities and wider
reciprocity by connecting across differences. Bonding social capital is a sociological
superglue; bridging social capital is sociological WD-40.40
Morisy worries that bridging social capital is less prevalent than bonding social
capital, and is diminishing. Nevertheless, she believes congregations have a God-given
mandate and God-given resources to extend their commitment to those beyond their
membership/adherent roles.41 She cites the example of churches in the Isle of Dogs, in
London’s East End, who mobilized a response the election of a British National Party
member as a councilor for Millwall ward in 1993. (The BNP platform featured the repeal
of anti-discrimination legislation along with incentives for immigrants and their
descendants to return home.) Almost 30% of the ward population was Bangladeshi, and
BNP candidate won the election by playing on the perception that Bangladeshi residents
were receiving better housing than long-standing non-immigrant residents.
An ecumenical prayer meeting provided a foundation for local churches to
respond promptly and purposefully. Church leaders realized that some of their
parishioners were supportive of the BNP position and that they had little contact with
Bangladeshi residents. Invitations to a party in a church hall on the first Sunday in the
new year were extended to both white and Bangladeshi residents:
During the party everyone was invited to stand on a giant map of the Isle
of Dogs. The challenge was to locate the place where you live—and then
to say hello and discover your neighbors. In the corner of the room people
were able to do simple origami. By the time the party had ended everyone
was the proud owner of a neatly folded and brightly colored paper flower.
The significance of the origami shapes could not have been anticipated.
40
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Over the following days people placed the origami shapes on their
window ledges. They became a shared symbol that the household
recognized and valued a wider community in the Isle of Dogs than just
their own kind. Bridging social capital has been created. In the next
election, community residents were asked to wear rainbow ribbons on
their lapel—an affirming message of diversity and an indication that the
bigotry of the BNP would not be supported. As a results of these efforts,
the BNP was defeated at the ballot box.42
Morisy notes that churches have been present in communities for decades or even
centuries, and that no other agency has the voice and depth of history this presence
allows—nor will other agencies be able to replicate this voice or depth. For that reason, it
is all the more important for churches to understand the necessity of bridging social
capital.43 In fact, Morisy suggests that churches see their mandate in terms of brave social
capital: the commitment to work for the well-being of those who are not only different,
but also perceived to be threatening or menacing.44

Making Good Things Together
In spring 2013, after approximately six months of work in my current ministry
setting, it became apparent that there was an opportunity and need to take an oblique
approach to mission within the West Broadway/Wolseley community. The congregation
was pre-occupied with fundraisers to address the largest operating deficit in its history—
mission often took a back seat to money. Meanwhile, concerns around food security and
food sovereignty were looming large for a growing number of community residents. The
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number of Canadians affected by food insecurity had grown by 450,000 between 2008
and 2011. In 2011, nearly one in eight Canadian households—over 3.9 million
Canadians—could not access sufficient, safe and nutritious food. In Winnipeg, poverty
levels were still above those recorded before the 2008-09 recession. The child poverty
rate rose to 14% in 2010, the third highest level among large cities in Canada. The
poverty rate for Winnipeg children living in single-parent families reached 40% in
2010—nearly double the national average.45
David Northcott has been the Executive Director of Winnipeg Harvest food bank
since 1984 (with a short break in 2004-2007 to visit Africa, run in a federal election, and
serve with the University of Winnipeg). In 2011, he was appointed as a Member of the
Order of Canada for his commitment to fighting poverty and hunger in Canada. Northcott
has been a recurring guest on my talk radio show. His passion for charity and justice,
combined with a gracious demeanor and a remarkable ability to make Paulo Freire
accessible to a listening audience, makes for compelling radio.
Winnipeg Harvest has developed partnerships with more than 340 agencies
(including soup kitchens, food banks and youth programs) to distribute approximately 12
million pounds of donated food each year to families in need. However, Northcott is
frustrated that an early and long-standing objective of Winnipeg Harvest has not been
achieved: to make poverty history and close the food bank.
In 2012/2013, as part of my mandate to activate the Walk on Water initiative with
my congregation, I asked the ministry staff to give time and attention to discerning and
refining our mission as a congregation. We arrived at the following mission statement:
45
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“We inspire people to love others as Christ loves them by proclaiming and by
participating in God’s action in the world.” The tagline “inspired to love” was adopted as
a simple, effective way to summarize our mission. Our address, 745 Westminster Ave.,
also provided stimulus and focus as we began to explore and implement our
understanding of mission:




7 words that express our passion and motivation: “We love because he first loved
us” (1 John 4:19)
4 objectives that keep us on point: clarity, movement, focus, and alignment46
5 practices that put words into action: radical hospitality, passionate worship,
intentional faith development, risk-taking mission and service, and extravagant
generosity47

The combination of my friendship with David Northcott, our discernment of mission as a
congregation, and my research and writing on missiology came together in a June 2013
proposal to launch the Bell Tower Community Café before the end of the year. The
church had a second-floor “concert hall” with a boarded up stage that was rarely used by
the congregation. With renovations and improvements, it could become a viable and
desirable place for people to welcome each other, create, and share together.
Ann Morisy’s interest in obliquity convinced me that misplaced focal awareness
would kill the project before it began. We adopted the tagline, “making good things
together”—simple, upbeat, and full of possibility. The Bell Tower Community Café
would be a coffee house with a twist: everything is good and everything is free. Free eats,
free coffee and tea, free live music, and free food hampers. Placing the focal awareness
on making good things together would allow tacit knowledge regarding food
46
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security/sovereignty, community volunteerism, or church mission to work where it works
best—behind the scenes. Focal awareness on food security/sovereignty, community
volunteerism, or church mission would create a host of distractions, not the least of them
the perception of competing interests and priorities between food security, community
volunteerism, and church mission.
The name of the café was a significant effort to avoid the temptation of colonial
approaches to mission. The community loves the church bells and “Westminster Church
Community Café” would have emphasized church ownership, not partnership. For
similar reasons, a volunteer coordinator was found from outside of the congregation,
partly due to the unique combination of experience and vision she offered, but also to
avoid overloading two key roles—director (my role) and volunteer coordinator—with
church representation. Improvement has been driven by a café council comprised of
individuals who volunteer at the café and have related experience and interests.
The Bell Tower Community Café launched in November 2013 and the results
have been encouraging. Within a month, a committed core of over 60 volunteers was
eager and determined to participate, representing an even mixture of people from church
and community. Coffee stores and bakeries signed on as community partners, providing
food and beverages for the café, as well as promotion, donations, and their own staff as
volunteers. Approximately one third of financial donations received are unsolicited and
more than two-thirds of the donations come from the community at large. In Winter
2014, attendance at the café reached 150 people, with approximately 75 people of all ages
(including children) serving as volunteers on a rotating basis. Approximately 40-50
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families (including 30-40 children) receive food hampers each café night. The free eats,
free bevies, and free live music receive enthusiastic reviews.
Most importantly, every café night is the result of people from all walks of life
making good things together. Although the café director (me) is on sight, no one apart
from church folks knows who he is or has the impression that he is responsible for the
experience. The Bell Tower Community Café experience is created by community.
However, the experience is also credited by participants to the church, not because of the
church’s self-promotion but because people are truly and deeply grateful to be welcomed
into a warm, inviting space to create and share. People come back with their friends and
family. Some put money or cheques in envelopes. Some start showing up at Sunday
morning services.
An abundance of unsolicited anecdotal evidence from participants suggests that
the café is altering the way people think of themselves, think of their community, and
think of church. They are beginning to see each other as partners and friends. My
prediction is that these partnerships and friendships will organically shift our priorities to
peace and mutual well-being. If that is true, we will “make poverty history” by not
making poverty the point.

Sailing into the Stormfront
My doctoral work was initially inspired by one of Leonard Sweet’s best-selling
books, AquaChurch, which provides vivid images of the church as a seafaring
community. Co-authors Brownson, Dietterich, Harvey, and West argue that a stormfront
has been created by the collision of the coming kin-dom of God with the present
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kingdoms of this world. Jesus personified this conflict, and the body of Christ (the
church) will be an “heir to the enmity that the present age harbors for the ways of the
world to come.”48
The storm narrative in the Gospel of Mark provides a multi-layered metaphor for
what it means to sail in troubled waters. The first followers of Jesus panicked in the
storm. Jesus (begrudgingly) relieved their fears by rebuking the wind and the waves:
“Peace, be still!” (Mark 4:39). Jesus also rebuked his disciples: “Why are you afraid?
Have you still no faith?” (Mark 4:40), suggesting the possibility that the “peace, be still”
uttered to the storm may just as well have been intended for his disciples. As Leonard
Sweet so aptly puts it, Jesus does not promise to speak peace to every storm that we
encounter, but promises to give us peace in the midst of every storm.49
A ship is designed to move in only one direction—forward. Yet, conventional
wisdom dictates that sailors point their boat against the wind and waves, drop anchor, and
hold on for dear life. This is counter-productive: when a boat is set against the storm and
tethered from the bow, the boat will yaw and turn broadside to the sea. The boat is lost.
Donald Jordan, one of America’s most innovative sailors, contradicted this frenzied
approach with a solution that steadies ship and sailors even in the most violent of storms.
Jordan created the series drogue consisting of 100 or more small fabric cones (mini
parachutes) attached along a double-braided nylon rope. The series drogue is deployed
from the stern of a boat instead of its bow. The boat is pointed with the wind and waves
instead of against them. When the boat is struck by a large breaking wave (the most
48
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dangerous threat to a boat in heavy weather), the boat begins accelerating to wave speed
but is quickly de-accelerated by the series drogue, allowing the rushing wave to pass
underneath the hull. This de-acceleration prevents the boat from being thrown into the
trough below and smashed into pieces. In fact, a drogue keeps boat speeds down to 1-1½
knots in storm conditions—a speed so low, the crew is not even required to steer the boat.
Crews often sleep out the storm.50
In the spirit of high seas sailors, my desire is to stay out on the stormy waters. I
want to keep the boat pointed forward and keep sailing. We need to build a drogue by
living in love as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us (Ephesians 5:2). It is
sometimes not easy to love. Fear—of powerlessness, of the unknown, of others—
paralyzes love. Repentance and resistance, inreach, the continuous conversion of self, the
fusion of horizons, and accepting the hospitality of others are bold, risky choices to love
and to leave the fear behind. As we increase and abound in love for one another and for
all (1Thessalonians 3:12), we extend the drogue. More love, more drogue—less fear,
more calm. My prayer is that we reach perfection in love (1 John 4:18). This is the missio
Dei. This is the kin-dom of God.

50
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